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V EXECUTIVe.SUHHAR_'
Background and Objectives
In the late 1970's and early 1980's, airport congestion became a
significant problem; causing delays to passengers, increased aircraft
operattnR costs for airlines, and increased w_rhload for air traffic
control. Complicating the situation were the changes that were occur-
" rink in the mix of aircraft using the nation's large hub airports. An
increasing proportion of wide-bodied Jets brought increased problems of
wake turbulence; while an increasing number of commuter, air taxi, and
general aviation aircraft brought variations in approach speed and air-'..
craft operating characteristics to these airports.
i NASA.and. FAA recognized these proble_..,_ .and undertook, research,. - .'
\
enKlneering, and development programs designed to alleviate the conges-
tion. Part Of this program included the research conducted by the "
University of California and described in this report. The goal of this
research was to reduce the impact of aircraft runway occupancy on air-
: port congestlon today and in the future.
• There were four specific objectives identified for the study. The
first objective was to develop a more complete understanding the
various faot:_:_that affect runway occupancy. The second objective was
to identlfy proaislnK innovations for alreraft, airports, air trafflo
control, and pilots that would assist in reducing airport congestion.
The third objective was to define the research, engineering, and
development activities required to implement the innovations identified
• . . . • • . . ,
I o
L
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above. The fourth objective was to assess the impact of technology
developments in the area of short-haul aircraft and air traffic control
measures.
_ Runway Occupancy and Airport Congestion
While the study was aimed directly at runway occupancy and ways Of
F reducing runway occupancy time. it was recognized that the overali
objectives related to reducing airfield congestlon. Therefore, thej
Influence of runway occupancy on airport congestion was one of the first
items addressed in the study.t
It became clear that there were three major ways that runway occur..
panty could be affected. First, the m_an runway occupancy time for air-
t craft could be reduced. Secondly, the variation of runway cccupancy
i time.- for indivldual aircraft about the •mean could also be reduced.
i i.e., reduced standard deviation. Thirdly, two aircraft might be per-
I | mitred to use a runway at the same time, thereby reducing the effective
i runway occupancy time.
Each of these three items would permit gains in runway capacity.9
These gains in runway capacity would result in reductions in aircraft
delay, and consequent reductions in operating costs, fuel consumption,
and the need for demand management. Recent e_timates of airfield
congestion indicate that up to $I billion per year is being paid by the
airline_ in increased aircraft operating cost due to airfield conges-
' tlon. This study indicates that up to $75 million per year of this
increased aircraft operating cost might be saved today by reduced runway
occupancy, with much larger savings possible in the future.
3i Factors Tnfluencin_ Runway Occupane_
Runway occupancy starts when an aircraft crosses the runway thres-
hold and ends when the aircraft leaves the runway. The process of tran-
sition from flight to ground taxiing is complex, and depends upon a
number of factors.
• Approach speed influences runway occupancy time, and normally the
:_ greater the approach speed the greater the runway occupancy time. Thej-
distance frc_ the runway threshold at which the aircraft touches down
_ also influences rumray occupancy time because significant aircraft
deceleration normally begins after the aircraft has touched down. The '• . . o
aircraft deceleration process then commences, after a pause for the
• pilot to confirm a safe landin_ arid to spool up the engines in reverse
J .thrust. The amount.of aircraft deceleration depends on pilot technique, "'"i
pavement condition' and aircraft reverse thrust and braklng characteri_
tics. Another major influence on runway occupancy time is the location
and design of the runway exit. Exit width, angle, and length can all
influence exit speed, which may be up to 60 knots for some aircraft on
appropriately designed exits. Exits must be located in a suitable posi-
tion for the individual aircraft in order to take full advantaKe of the
aircraft's deceleration characteristics. Typical runway occupancy times
for large Jet transport aircraft are in the order of 45 to 65 seconds.
Potential Innovations
The research uncovered a n_ber of potential innovations designed
to reduce the influence of runway occupancy on airfield capacity. The
i •
!+!i 4
- _ innovations can be classified Into four _eneral areas:
• Aircraft. Innovations
• Airport Innovations
e ATC/FAR Innovations.
A large number of potential innovations were identified in each area,
i and were subjected to a preliminary assessment. Based on this assess-
ment. promising innovations were grouped into packages with similar
i _ characteristics. Each of these packages _s discussed briefly below.
Improved Short-Haul Aircraf_ Technology. Changes in aircraft tech-
. nology and deslgn could assist in making better use of existing alr-
1i ports. Characteristics of the package of innovatlons include enhance(''
i_ deceleration and acceleration, improved exlt turn capability, reduced
, touchdown and llftoff spe_ds, a_,d improved go-around performance. _ese
characteristics would require improved brakes and landinK gear and some
active control integration. Up to 25 seconds reduction i, runway occu-
pancy time might be obtained with up to 10% gains in runway capacity.
11
I! Pilot and Airllne Motivation. This package recognizes that incen-
i! tives or motivation concerning runway occupancy may assist in optimizing
i runway use.- The two major alternatives conslC_red are pricing runway
!I time as an economic incentive, _nd modiflcatlon? to ATC and flight rules •
i "torequire aircraft to meet certain performance criteria. Some sophis-
ticated tlmemeasurement and accounting techniques would be necessary in'
order to be able to implement either type of Innovation. D_crca_es in
• . . . . • . .
_ the order of 10 _econds might be obtained in runway occupancy time with
L . . • , • . . .
_. increases in runway capacity of approximately 5_.
Pilot and Controller It, formation. This p_ckage recognizes that
, provision of additional and more precise information te pilots and con-
trollers can help them make improved decisions to _ake full advantage of
available facilities. Improved exit selection and runway deceleration
profiles could be obtained, partly from ennar,ced pr_cislo, on the
' approach and through improved cockpit instrumentatlon and approach alds_"
An automated headway display system wou_d bc necessary to provide the
pilot with data about precedin_ zircr_=_, and automated departure
" release and/or _o-aro,:nd _dvisortes _ight be appropriate. Up to 15
second reductichs in runway occupancy time euuld be obtained from this" ""
improvement, with up to 10% gains in runway capacity.
:°
Runway Exl'tand Entranc_ Design. This'package" contains revised
exit location criteria and geometry, continuous exits, adequate runout
• clearances on high speed exits, and high speed runway entrances. The
combination of these items could obtain up to 30 seconds redu:tions in
runway occupancy time and obtain gains of up I0€ i_: runway capacity.
_proved dynamic exit lighting systems would be required, as would new
design criteria for continuous exits.
Dense Airfield Operation. This package is designed to make full
• use of the existing pavement at an airport and to add extra pavement to
the existing airfield where apgropriate. The exi¢ting t_xlways might be
used as runways and as exit deceleration zones in order to assist air-
craft in leaving the runways at hi_her speeds. Displaced thresholds,
intersection takeofPs, and use of converging and clo:e pa:allel runways
for additional runway operations would also be involvec. Additional
[.
_ pavement mlSht include close parallel and short runways, additional ..
exits (includlnK continuous exits), and deceleration zones. X=proved
naviSatlon, landing, and metering syste,,s _uld be required end m
; dyna:lo airfield sectorizatton and lighting system might also be needed.
Reductions in runway occupancy time in the order of 20 seconds could be
obtained, and large Katns in capacity _uld also result.
::) _ _nte_rated Landin_ Management. This packaKe recognizes the direct
r_lati_nship between aircraft distance separation on approach, approach
speed, time headway over the runway threshold, and runway occupancy
time. Sophisticated on-line analysts tools and display systems are used
to identify and indicate the optimal path for individual aircraft in
order tr maxlmlze runway capacity. Aircraft are separated bssed on tlme:.
headways and aircraft are sequenced accordlng _, their landlng charac-
teristics. I_creases in capacity of up to 40_ could be obtained from
_i . this technique. -..
Findln_
Runway occupancy can severely constrain runway capacity tod_y and
\
is likely to provide a _ore severe constraint in the future as air
traffic control Improve_ents are implemented to achieve Kalns in runway
capacity. A large number of factors affect runway occupancy time and
further data anal_is is needed before some of the i_as discussed In
ii this study can be implemented.
There are a large number of potential innovations and they can be
[ grouped into six packages of promisinK innovations. Each of these i=_no-
vations requires some research, enEireerinK, and development p:ior toii
_
i! .....
o, .
• " ' " ° 7
W lmpl_mentation. Redu=tions of up to 30 seconds can be aoh%ev_ in ru_-. •
uay ocoupanoy ti_e end gatns In _apaelty of up to _0 or 50S.
i!
• , o
• °
!
This study is concerned with mensures to increase airfield capacity
by changing the time spent on the runway by arriving and departin_ air-
craft. The hourly capacity of one or more runways may be limited by
:actors other than the time each aircraft spends occupying the runway.
, In this ease, reducing runway occupancy time will not achieve an
_€ -
" increase in capacity. However. there is ample evidence that runway
occupancy time _s the limiting factor in determining runway capacity in
some circumstances. In addition, changes now being considered in both
the air traffic control system and In future aircraft technology (par-
ticularly for short-haul aircraft) may relieve some of the other con-t
stralnts on runway capacity and may otter the opportunity to reduce .'
7
existing runway occupancy times.
• i
i_ to change runway occupancy characteristics, and evaluate the potential
gains In runway capacity that they otter, and to make a preliminary
I asses-.ment of the benefits, costa, and other impacts associated with the
_: implementationf the measures.The resultsof this studyshowwhich
t_ measures appear to offer most promise for providing a significant gain ..
iiI in runway capacity at reasonable cost, and identify the associated need
for new technology. The study has not attempted to produce detailed
-::'" earl€ares of the costs of implementing particular measures, nor of
: developing detailed assessments of other impacts. The analysis per-
ii . formed in this study has allowed the requirements for these further cost
and Impact studies to be clearly defined.
i_ . ' "
:(
r_
In considering the effect of runway occupancy time on capacity.
there has been a tendency in the past to concentrate only on the runway
occupancy af landing aircraft. However, the runway system is used by
both departing and arriving aircraft, and time released by reducing
departing occupancy times can in principle be made available to landing1
( aircraft. This study has therefore considered measures to change both
,,_ departing and r-rriving occupancy characteristics.)
• _ THE NEEDFOR INCREASEDRUNWAYCAPACITY
As increasing air traffic at an airport beKins to approach airfield
capacity, delays to aircraft using the airport rise rapidly. The nature
of this phenomenon is well understood, and is incorporated in existing
procedures for assessing airfield capaelty and delay [U.S. Federal Aria-'
tion Administration: 1976]. Traditlonally, the provision of additional
/ capacity to handle the continuing growth or air traffic h_s been
achieved by building more airports or adding new runways Lo existin_
airports. More recently however, widespread public opposition to con-.
strutting new atrport_ or even new runways has led to a need to increase
capacity of existing facilities.
Since the introduction of wide-body aircraft, the growth in air
travel has been accommodated largely by the increased average size of
#
' aircraft. At many major alrpofts, aircraft movements have declined
while air .passenger traffic has increased. While runway capacity was
formerly considered synonymous uith airport capacity, the focus of
: recent concern over capacity and congestion has shifted from the airside
i
I_ toward the landside. However, there are good reasons to expect runway
!.
_ capacity tOireemer_e as a major problem if air traffic contlnUes to grow"
10
! _ aS forecast.
i';_ One reason is that the shift toward lncreaaed use of larger atr-
I craft by the trunk carriers cannot continue Indefinitely, As the per-: _ centage of wide-body aircraft in the fleet Increases, the potential for
I I replacing narrow-body equipment decreases, Indeed the next generation
of new aircraft (e.g. C4;-9-80, B-757, and "--767) provides less seating
.....
. _ capacity per aircraft than the last major additions to the fleet. While
the possibility exists for a stretched B-7_7 type aircraft carryin_
1,000 passengers, there are few markets that could support such a ser-". •
vice at present, and therefore its effect on averaKe aircraft size is
likely to be =,all. When flight crew costs were the major component of
aircraft direct operating costs, the economies of scale presented b_ ..
larger aircraft were an Important factor in the increased use of wide-
body equipment. As fuel costs tend to replace crew costs as the major
! com;_nentsOf d_rect operating cost, the advantage ofusing larger alr-
il ? craft is reduced, particularly since the newest generation of aircraft
will be significantly more fuel efficient than even the wide-body equip-]
)" ment.f
?
A second reason is the growing role of co_uter airlines in provid-
ing feeder service to _al1 coc_ountttes, as a consequence of the Airline
Deregulation Act of 1978. This Growth of the coc_nuter market Influences
4.
airport operations in three :mys. First, the co_uter carriers tend to
use _all aircraft, thereby reducing average aircraft size, and requir-
Ing more aircraft operations to :erve a particular pa:3enger demand.
The increase in service frequency thereby provided is one of the attrac-
:_ tlons of commuter alrll_teservlce and may generate additional traffic
.°
11
;'. when compared with former airline service with regular equipment.
Second, these smaller aircraft have very different performance cl-.prac-
terlstlcs from large aircraft (being more vulnerable to wake vortex tur-
bulence and tending to fly slower) and require much larger separations
on approach, with consequent loss of runway capacity. Third, the market
and route structure of commuter airlines is often very different from
;- other carriers that formerly served the same markets. Eecause of the "
size of the aircraft, many smaller comunities can be served that were
not served previously. Small aircraft size favors 'point-to-point ser-.
;. vice over multl-stop service, leading to a hub-and-spoke pattern based
on major airports, This increases the amount of connecting traffic mov-
ing through major airports. Because commuter airlines provide feeder
: r service to ]:oilgerhaul flights at major airports, any attempt to
increase effective runway capacity by diverting coemuter airline flights
to other alrports is likely _o be strongly resisted.
!
: A third reason to expect a growing problem with runway capacity is
the emergence of deeply discounted fi_resin major markets that are dense
enough to support very high vol_es of traffic. Huch of the recent
•" growth in air travel has been newly generated traffic in these low fare
markets. If these pricing practices continue, a large part of the
future growth in traffic will occur in those markets, and hence at those
airports, that are already carrying the densest traffic.
These three reasons all suggest that future growth in air traffic"
will c_cur mainly at the major airports. These are already the closest
to saturation and many are experiencing periods of runway congestion.
Any significant increase in traffic is likely to lead to a major runway
r
12
r congestion problem with consequent delays. Given the difficulties of
providing additional airports in those metropolitan areas, and the grow-
ing rather than declining importance of those hubs in the airline route
structure, it appears that a pressing need for increased runway capacity
will emerge at those airports.
THE MAGNITUDE AND COST OF AIRSIDE DELAY
t
Notwithstanding prevailing concerns over landslde capacity and the
fairly stable level of aircraft movements over the past few years, air-
side delays arising from current levels of congestion are nct Inslgnlfl-
cant, and worthy of major efforts to reduce them. Airport Improvement
Task Force studies of the top ten U.S. airports, sponsored by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), have found average delays over
the year of betveen one and eight minutes _er aircraft, vhile delays to
li individual •aircraft can be over an hour. It has has been estimated that
delays to aircraft in the U.S. due to airport congestion cost the air-
t
lines over $I billion in 1980.
In interpreting these data, it should be noted that the cost esti-
mates refer only to those costs incurred by the airlines as a conse-
quence of delay. The general approach is to multiply the total de]ay in
" hours per year by the average hourly operating cost of the aircraft.
_ While an estimate of the minutes of actual delay incurred by each flight
can be made, obtaining a cost for that delay is considerably more dlffl,
cult. Apart from the usual problem in such studies of whether delay iS
additive, or in other words whether a delay to one aircraft of thirty
minutes is the same as a two minute delay to each of fifteen aircraft,
• . • .
I there is also the question of whether the marginal and average houriy
13
aircraft operating costs are the sam, , In nny event, the procedure"
ignores the cost of any inconvenience to the passenger arising frc_ air-
craft delays, other than that for which ths airlines provide compensa-
tion. If these costs are added in, the resulting cost of alrslde delay
is likely to greatly exceed $I billion.
The largest delays occur in Inztrument Flight Rules (IFR) weather.
!_ _ Runway capacity is limited by safety concerns that translate into•
separation standards that essentially eliminate collision risk. In lFR _
weather, when aircraft cannot see each other and cannot be seen by the
tOwer controllers, more stringent separation standards and air traffic
control (ATC) procedures are applied, reducln_ runway capacity and thus
.
increasing the delays incurred by a given level of traffic.
2
THE ROLE OF RUNWAY OCCUPANCY AND OTHER FACTORS IN RUNNAY CAPACITY
)
, Hourly runway capacity is defined as the maximum number of aircraft
operations that can use a runway or a system of runways in an hour under
specified operating conditions. An operation is an arrival or a depar-
ture.
q
Runway capacity (C) is the inverse of the minimum time interval or
headway consistently achievable in saturated conditions (H), i.e:
I
C = l:f
_ where time intervals between aircraft (headways) are measured at t_e
runway threshold. For arrivals, time interval_ are measured from the
time that the aircraft crosses the runway threshold. For departures,
L. . . _" I1 .......................... . ....................
/
_. intervals are measured from the time that the aircraft starts its take-
off roll on the runway.
H depends on required separations between aircraft in the air and
on the runway, and on aircraft speeds. Because individual values of
headway vary (due to fluctuations in operating conditions, etc.), H is a
weighted average value chat reflects the occurrence of different Indivi-
dual values of headway.
. .
For example, a runway may be used by a stream of narrow-body
arrivals (e.g. B-727, DC-9). The minlmum separation required betweenl
these aircraft in the air may be 3 miles, and they may travel at a
ground 120 knots. In this situation the minimumspeed of headway:
required is 90 seconds. In practice, controllers tend _o add a "buffer"
to the minim_ headway to produce an average headway which can be
regarded as the minimum headway consistently achievable under s=turatlon
conditions (H). In this example, we will let the buffer be 30 seconds•
9
and therefore H is 120 seconds. (In reallty, actual headways between
individual pairs of aircraft vary about the average and may be as low as
80 seconds or as high as 160 seconds.) In this situation the runway cap-
-
acity (C) is 30 aircraft per hour.
"" The above example is simpler than often occurs in the real world
because of (at the influence of runway occupancy, (b) arrivals and
departures using the same runway, (c) a mix of different types of air-
craft, and (d) other operating conditions.
The above example can be extended to include runway occupancy. '_:le
n
• , . "."
: aircraft may have a normal runway occupancy time of 50 seconds, and
L ! .,
%
IK
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t controllers may add a buffer of 20 seconds when making control Judg-
_. merits. In this situation a minimum headway of 70 seconds would be
required between aircraft to account for runway occupancy.
';. Note that in this example the 3 mile air separation requirement (90;/
_ second headway) constrains capacity while runway occupancy (70 second
headway) does not. In cases w_th mixed opcratlons (arrlvals and depar-
tures using the runway), r_;lway occupancy would constrain capacity
rather than air separation. Runway occupancy would also constrain cap-
:_ acity for an arrivals-only runway if the air separation requirement w_re
_' reduced in the future.
A llst of the factors that influence runway capacity is given in ..
_ Table 1.1, divided into six general categories. Each of •these
categories is discussed below.
Airfield characteristics. The airfield layout includes the number
i Q length, width, orientation of. and the separation between, runways,
i_ taxiways (including runway exits), and the apron and aircraft parking
areas. In general, an airfield with more and/or larger facilities has a
$ lar_er capacity than an airfield with fewer and/or _aller facilities.
Some exceptions and limits to this generalization exist, particu-
larly when airfield components interact with each other. Weather condi-"
tions, pavement malntenance, noise, and other factors often c_use some
runways to be out of use. The number and direction of runways :n use,
and whether or not arrivals and/or departures are accommodated on each
runway, will affect runway capacity, Landing aids, both instrument
(e.g. ILS) and :visual (e.g. runway lights), can permit aircraft to make ..
•. • . ,
L
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li Table 1.1 -
_ t Factors $nfluencinq Runway Capacity
_q
,[
r;L Airfield Characteristics Airfield LayoutRunways in use
!!" Landin_ and Navatds
)t .Aircraft Demand Mix of Aircraft Types
Ratio of Arrivals to Departures
,li
Aircraft Operating Characteristics Approach Speed ......
:i Landing ProfLle
p Deceler tion on Runway
_ . Exit Maneuverin_ . ..
_!. Wake Turbulence .. .
L ATC Equipment and Procedure, Radar
._ Separations on Runway
,:_ t Separations tn the Air
_; Heterln_ and Sequencln_
Weather Environment Ceiling and Visibility .- •
:_ Wind
?_ Precipltatton
t Temperature and Pressure
i._: Constraints.• , Noise. .-
Airspace
_ Runway Length and Strength
t
° t
°
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f fulluseof a runwaysystem_as cannavalds(e.g.VORTAC).
Aircraft demand. _r.e mix of dtffei'ent aircraft types using a run-
way system will influence capacity because of different aircraft operat-
e
tng characteristics and ATC procedures that apply. The ratio of
arrivals to departures is also important because these two types of
operation have different separation requirements.
l
Aircraft operatln_ characteristics. Each type of aircraft and each
individual aircraft exhibit different aircraft performance from day to
day because of variations in aircraft operatt,g characteristics andP
pilot technique. Approach speeds may vary because of different aircraft
weight or wind velocity, and the larJding profile may vary depending on'• . . .
pilot technique. Deceleration on the runway ls inflvenced by surfacet
conditions (braking action), reverse thrust and braking capabilities.
and pilot technique. The maneuver to exit from the runway depends 6n
aircraft size and turn characteristics in addition to exit design andP
pilot technique. Wake turoulence produced by an aircraft and the sus-
ceptibility of following aircraft to this w_ke also influence runway
capacity.
t
AT___CequiF_ent and procedures, The availability of radar permits
aircraft to be safely separated at distances less than would otherwise
t be feasible. Separations between aircraft on the runway and in the air
are influenced by minimum separation requirements identified In FAA •
Handbooks. System_ uued to orEanlze a smooth flow of aircraft to a run-
way (metering and sequencing systems) will also affect the actual alr-
craft separations achieved and hence runway capacity.
!
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_! _, Weather environment. Low cloud ceiling andlor visibility influence
capacity: directly, by limiting the ability of aircraft to land on run-
_- ways; and indirectly, by causing air traffic controllers to use larger
1" separations between aircraft. Headwlnd slows aircraft down andg
. crosswind make.slandings more difficult, and both of these factors can
_. limit capacity. Precipitation can result in reduced tlre-pavement frlc-
If{_ tion, thereby limiting the deceleration that can be achieved by braking
or by use of reverse thrust (due to pilot concerns about aircraft sta-
{ bllity in crosswinds). Temperature and pressure can influence runway
] length requirements and approach and departure speed thereby impacting
r"
capacity indirectly.
[
Ope_ constraints A number of constraints can reduce capacity
'-_7 to lower levels than could be achieved without these constraints. Lim-
its on aircraft noise can reduce or eliminate the'feaslbility ofcertaln
runway uses and/or ATC procedures. Airspace constraints (due to adJa-
_ cent airports, topography, restricted areas, etc.) can also eliminate
_ certain runway uses andlor ATC procedures. Runway length and strength
constraints can mean that certain aircraft cannot use particular run-i
i q.
: . ways.
:i Many of the f_ctors listed In Table 1.1 influence capacity in part
by Influencin_ runway occupancy time. When runway occupancy time con-
T
stralns runway capacity, the constraint refl__cts both the mean occupancy
_ time and the variations around the mean (i.e. uncertainty about the
!!
;; actual value,of.'r.unwayoccupancy time for a specific aircraft).
I_
i_ " "" " ""
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i _ Both the mean and the variation of runway occupancy time are pro-
roundly _nfluenced by the exit _elected by 2 pilot to leave the runway.
In general, lower mean runway occupancy times occur when pilots select
/ r exits closer to the runway threshcld. La=ger variationr in runway occu-
i: pancy time occur when conditions c_use som_ pilots to select one exit
while other pilots select different exits. Zxit selection-is a co_pli- ..
cared process performed by the pilot based ca numerous variables,
Of those listed in Table 1.1. ".'"including many
Efforts to reduce runway occupancy time must therefore include the
provision of appropriate exits and assistance to oilots in selecting t_c
exit that will.,safe]y minimize runway occupancy time for the specifiC. '.
conditions prevailing.
IMPLICATIONS OF.FUTURE TRENDS IN THE ATC SYSTEM .
The National Aeronautics and _ace Administration, FAA, and others
are conducting an extensive research, enKiPeering, and develo.neent
(R,E&D) program that is designed to improve the ATC system. '1_egoals
of the R,E&D program are oriented (I) to provide safe and efficient ser-
vice for the higher levels of aviation demand that are predicted for the
future, and (2) to make gains in productivity and reduce controller
workload.
:°
One of the objectives of the program is to achieve reductions in
separations between aircraft and consequent increases in runway capac-
ity. For example the program may result in reductions i_:
• The minim_ longitudinal separation between s_rcraft
on the final approach course; from three mi_es today
2O
to either two and one half or two miles In the future.
_ • +_heminimum lateral separation between aircraft con-
ii ducting simultaneous independent approaches to paral-
ii lel runways; from q300 feet today to as low as 2500
_( , feet in the future.
i • The m:nlmum separation between aircraft conducting
dependent final approaches to parallel or converging
_i runways may also be reduced.
Each of these reductions in separation would enable more aircraft pee
• hour to approach runways in IFR weather conditions. In this situation,
runway occupancy time would become an even more important influencP,on
runway capacity than it is tqday.
Various elements at'the R,E&D program offer the potential for new__
] equipment and Procedures that may assist in managing runway occupancy
more effectively in the future.
+..
On_ element of the program aims to increase the cap_bility for
all-weather • operations; including reduced weather minima for approach..
landing, roll-out, and taxiing off the runway. The improved guidance
system,_ and positive indication of a clear runway that are required for
all-weather operations are bslng l_vestt£ated by FAA.
Another element of the program addresses the potential for
increased pi) :t involvement !n ATC functions. Cockpit display of
traffic information would permit the pilot to make direct Judgments con-
cerning the availability of a runway for landing.
"_+i A third element of the progr_ relates tO increased accuracy of
.i: fo_-dlmenslonal navigation• Hlcrowave landing _ystems and s-te._i.t.e..
• .," . , . " . . .
• • • • . .. . • . •
. • • •
• j
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{_ based navigation systems offer the potential for improved position accu-
racy, while integrated ATC flow management and improved aircraft fllght
_aanagement systems offer the potential for improved timing of
V approaches. Automated data links offer the potential for rapid inter-
change of data between an aircraft and the ground or other aircraft.
Zach of these items _ontrlbutes to improved four-dlmenslonal accuracy
. which could be extended from the approach phase to the landing ando
roll-out phase.
A fourth element of the progra_ includes techniques to improve the
• monitoring and control of aircraft on the airport surface. Improved
ground surveillance radar and alph_numerlc displays would offer the
potential for improved verification of runuay occupancy and clearance.
o.
In surxaary,future trends in the ATC system imply that (I) runway
occupancy will become more critical in the future than it is today, and
j . (2) that teclmologywlll be available to assist in refining runway occu-
• pancy. The challenge is to find wr_ys to adapt and use the deve!opin_
technology to nrovide benefits in the area of runway occupancy.
IMPLICATIONS OF NEW AIR_RAFT TECHNOLOGY
A considerable research and development program is currently being
conducted by NASA and others to develop the necessary technology for
advanced shorr_-haulaircraft. The need for new technology arises out of
the recognition that many existing corventional air carrier alrcraft are
.....I de3igned to operate most economically over longer stage lengths than
those usually associated with short-Paul operation_. At the same time,
the d vel pcerlt of an entirely new type f aircraft, configured
• 22
I" expressly for. a short-haul mission and utilizing the most advanced tech-
nology available, presents an opportunity to design an aircraft with
performance characteristics on the runway and in the terminal airspace
T that will enable it to utilize short runways, thereby permitting
expanded operations at busy airports.
The characteristics of an advanced technology short-haul aircraft
ar= likely to Include
• relatively short take-off and landing distances
7 • steep climb and descent profile potential
• improved low-speed handling for maneuvering in the
terminal airspace
• reiatively low approach and climb speeds "
-_ • improved instrumentation and aoproach aids.
• . - , •
TPe development of new aircraft presents opportunities to include"
special features tha_ would enable a higher runway capacity to be
achieved. It also points out the need to examine the interaction of"
advanced short-haul and conventional aircraft when operating in mixed
streams, and the impact of advanced short-haul aircraf_ operating
separately from the conventional air-.raft stream within the existing
airspace and airfield. These interactions and impacts bay impose
restrictions on the operation of conventional aircraft by limiting their
ab'.lity to fully utilize new measures designed to reduce runway occu-
pancy time. For example, a parallel short, runway uith triple arrival
streams may limit aircraft separations on the approach paths to the
other runways, or traffic crossing from a separate short-haul runway may
F23
E rnduoe the capacity of a conventional runway. These limitations would
tend to offset the capacity increases that the new technology offers.
Consideration of the impacts of advanced short,-haul atr_raft tech-
nology should include both the Performance characteristics of the new
aircraft and the consequences of dedicated airspace and airport areas
for separate short-haul oPerations.
l
OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The overall goal of the research was to identify and assess poten-
tial Improvements that may reduce the impact of runway occuponcy on air-
port congestion, today and in the future.
SPecifically, the followlngfour objectivesfor the research were "'
identified:
1. Develop a thorough understanding of the factors that
affect runway occupancy, and the extent of their
effect.
2. Identify ,i)otential innovations that appear promising
In terms of their effectiveness in meeting the objec-
tive of reducing the impacts of runway occupancy on
airport congestion.
3. Design a research program to assess in depth the
impacts of the promising potential innovations, and to
•determine the requirements for their implementation.
/ • .
4. Assess the impact of technology develoF_ents In the
areas of advanced short-haul aircraft and alr trafflc
control measures on runway occupancy.
li Factors "affecting the approach and landing process _ may be. "
. .''". . . • . , .
_ _ ...• . . . . , ,
• • . °. .
°
.. -°
/
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_o olassifled into five general categories: "-
1, Aircraft
2. Airport .....
i 1: 3• Pilot
4. Alr Traffic Control
_". 5 • Environment.
ii '"
Within each of these categories, there are many individual factors.•
that influence the approach and landing process. For example, factors
3 In the aircraft category include aircraft type, landing configuration,
landing welght, and instrumentation. One objective of _.heresearch was .
to gain a better understanding of the relative importance of these fac-
tors in determining runway occupancy time.
Potential innovations were identified, described, and assesse¢ to
.. establish (I) the benefits that might beobtained, (2) the requirements
for implementation, and (3) the side effects resultin_ from implementa-
tion. Results of the assessment were used to asslst In Identlfylng the
more promising innovations.4
The definition of a research program required to further analyze
potential innovations or to move the innovations towards practical
;: implementation was an important component of the study. In particular,
such a research program would include any data _cqulsitlon needed to
complement available relevant data and permit a thorough evaluation of
; promising innovations.
The potential contribution of edvanced technoloBy short-haul
I!i
4
L
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aircraft on runway occupancy was also assessed, together with identifi-
cation of areas of further modification to this technology to support
runway occupancy reduction objectives. Investigation of potential lnno-
_ rations included consideration of the requirement for, and contribution
of, new technology in air traffic control equipment development.
Scope of the Research.
i
The research was exploratory in nature and its main objective was
to identify and assess potential innovations. The research scope enco_-
_. passed the necessary analysis toaddress the two classes of questions
identified earlier: airport and air traffic control questions of partic-
ular interest to the FAA, and aircraft technology questions of portlcu-
far interestto NASA. To accompliJh research objectives within limited
resources, the scope has been specifically limited in certain areas.
One limitation was that no additional data scqulsitlcn be under-
taken during the research. Data needs, over and above those dCta which
already exist, have been identified as part of a follow-on research pro-
gram aimed at further asses_ent of promising innovations. Another lim-
itation to the scope w_s a "$cus on air carrier operations. General
aviation aircraft have runway operating characteristics that are typi-
cally significantly diJferent from air carrier aircraft and often have
: significantly lower runway occupancy times. While it is possible that
developments in advanced short-haul aircraft technology may create more
of a continuum between air carrier and general aviation aircraft, the
, empirical investigations in this research have focussed only on air car-
rier operations.
r.
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In Ldentifying potential innovations, no a priori, limitations were
placed on scope. The research sought to identify as complete a set as
possible of potential innovations that may require changes to the air-
craft, airport, pilot procedures, and air traffic control system. Even
potential innovations that appeared on first glance to be unrealistic or
infeasible were only excluded after some assessment. Increased realism
was introduced as some innovations were eliminated and the more promis-
Ing ones identified and subjected to further assessment. In making
assessments of the potential innovations, the scope was sufficiently
wide to address, at least in a preliminary manner, all impacts including
7
technical, economic, operational, safety, environmental, energy, politi-
cal, and institutional impacts. A broad scope at this early stage
ensured that the most promising innovations were it....Ifled.
7
1 As part of the analyses involving the factors that determine runway
occupancy time, models of the aircraft landing process were developed,
_ and extensive use was made of the FAA runway capacity models.
Research Plan.
The plan for the conduct of the research focused on five major
activities that are tied directly to the objectives of the research.
I. Assessment of available data. This step consisted of preparing an
inventory of data sources and then acquiring selected data on run-
way operations and occupancy time. The data acquired was reduced
as necessary and analyzed with two purposes in mind. The first was
to assess the accuracy and :suitabilityof the data for purposes of
this research. The second was to extract from the data information...
\
• ". • . . . - • . .
ineeded to infer the impact= of the various factors that affect run- •
way occupancy time.
2. Identlficatlon of sl_nlflcant factors. _nalysls of the data was
performed to identify the factors that appear to have ar :fleet on
runway occupancy time and to quantify their effects.
3. Identification of potential innovations. This acttvttyconsisted -
of a complete and unrestricted identification of all potential
innovations that could be used to reduce runway occupancy mainly by .
acting on the factors that appear significant in influencing runwayr.
/, occupancy times.
4. Assessment of innovations. A set of performance evaluation crt- .. :.
teria were identified and related to the objective of reducing run-
way occupancy. These criteria included implementation costs,
• . . . . .
financing, envlro_ental, energy resource, safety, political, and
institutional aspects, and measures of an innovatlon's impact on
capacity, delay, and operating costs. The criteria were applied to
the Innovatlcns in an evaluation process. The result of this pro-
cess was a coherent set of packages of innovations that are deemed
worthy of additional Investlgatlon and potentially promisln_ for
implementatlon.
5, Implementation requirements. The research concluded with a defini-
tion of the implementation requirements of the promising innova-
tions In terms of the additional studies and evaluations needed.
These five activities are described in more detail in the following
four chapters. Chapter 2 describes the current _ituatlon re_arding_the
28
1. ln_t_nce of runway occupancy time on capacity, documents the previous
studies that have bean performed addressing the runway occupancy
behavior of aiw carrier aircraft, as well as the data sources identified
in the course of the research, and suc_arizes the effect of the factors
that were found to influence runway occupancy time. Chapter 3 describes
the identtticatton and preliminary evaluation of potential innovations
to reduce runway occupancy time. The more promising innovations were
then grouped into six packages _hLch are described and evaluated in
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings o£ the' study and identi-
fies the further research required to move the innovation packages
toward implementation.
• , o
4.
°
°
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2. THE CURRENTSITUATION CONCERNINGRUNWAYOCCUPANCY
!
_ The search for ways to reduce the runway occupancy time of landing
c
_: aircraft is not Just a recent concern, but has been the subject of con-
r
sidera_]e attention in the past. Indeed, the more general concern over1
the saturation of atrslde capacity at major airports following the
introduction of the Jet transport aircraft and growth of air travel in
ix _ the early sixties led to studies of runway occupancy that resulted in
i _ the current design criteria for exit taxiway geometry Rnd location. The
_: introduction of the wide-body aircraft, and the subsequent shift in
_ F congestion from the airslde towards the landside, reduced some of the
pressures on runway capacity, while increased separation requirements
necessitated by wake turbulence from large aircraft shifted attention
_" away from runway occupancy time as a constraint on capacity. As a
_- consequence, the pace of research on runway occupancy problems slowed
;; considerably. However, with the recently renewed interest in runway
: capacity, a number of studies have been performed that collected valu-
able data on the operation of the runway system,
This chapter examines the current state of knowledge about both
,-unway occupancy and the factors affecting it. Runway occupancy is
important because it affects runwa_ capacity, and therefore this chapter
begins with an examination of the influence of runway occupancy time on
capacity. This.examination is followed by a review of previous studies
of runway occupancy, and data sources on the performance of aircraft on
the runway system. Finally, based on analysis of these data and previ-
ous work, the primary factors affecting runway occupancy time are iden-
tified and discussed. ..
• • . . ,
. • - . . , , .
• o
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_- THE INFLUENCE OF RUNWAY OCCUPANCY TIME ON CAPACITY
As indicated in the previous chapter, runway occupancy time can
have different Levels of impact on runway capacity, depending on the
;" specific situation. In some situations, required separations between
aircraft in the air are sufficiently large that they determine capacity
directly, and runway oncupaney does not influence capaclty. In other
r situations, required _eparations between aircraft in the air do not
affect capacity siKli£icantly, and there is an inverse relatlonshi_ "
between runway occupancy time and capacity.
For example, in IFR weather conditions and with today's ATC rules,
the capacity or a runway which Ls used for arrivals only is not normally
influenced by runway occupancy. However, if the runway were used by
arrivals and departures, then runway occupancy is a major factor in cap-
acity.
t Typical values of arrival runway occupancy time of large Jet trans-
port aircraft (e.g. B727) are in the range 45 to 65 seconds. Typical
required separations between these aircraft in the air are 3 to 4 miles,
I which translates to a headway of approximately 85 to 110 seconds. Typi-
cal values of departure runway occupancy time are in the range 35 to 50
seconds.
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the influence of runway occupancy
tlme on IFR hourly runway capacity for several different situations.
Figure 2.1 presents data for a runway used only by arrivals (100_
: _.'rivals),whi!e Figure 2.2 presents data for a runway used equally by
arrivals and departures (50% arrivals). Two sots of curves are shown on
L f•
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each figure, one set relating to today's ATC rules (with _ minimum
separation of 3 miles in IFR conditions) and the second set of curves
relating to one alternative potential future ATC rule (with a minimt_
separation of 2 miles). The impact of two alternative aircraft mixes
are also presented: the first mix contains only B-727 type aircrnft.
while the second mix is representative of mixes encountered at !argo hub
airports (with approximately 15€ heavy Jets and 105 small aircraft).
The graphs demonstrate that when arrival runway occupancy time is ".
large, it can directly influence capacity, and that when runway occu-
r. panty is small its influence on capacity is often masked by other influ-
ences (e.g. required separation in the air, or departure runway occu- .
panty time).
Chan_es in runway occupancy time can cause different.,impacts on
runway capacity,, delays to aircraft, and aircraft operating cost,
depending on the.specific operating conditions. For the baseline situa-
tion discussed in this report (two lndependent parallel runways, typical
mix at large hub airports, etc.} a 20 percent reduction _n runway occu-
pancy time would cause approximately 6 to 10 percent increase in runway
_ capacity. For an airport operatin_ with a dezar_dclose to capacity,
this might achieve a 20 percent reduction in delays ¢o aircraft in the
peak hour. When averaged over the year, these delay savlngs might be of
the order of $75 million per year at the nation's busiest _ airports
These values are order-of-maE_itude estimates only and should be refined
as specific innovations are considered for implementation.
T"
The amount of benefits obtainable from a reduction in runway occu-
pancy time depends on the prevailing operatin_ conditions. For example,
L
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: the benefits are greater with a strem of 8-727 type aircraft than with
the typical mix of traffic at l_rge hub alrkorts. The following tabula-
tion identifies several different factors and their general effect on
the significance of benefits to be obtained from reductions In runny
occupancy time:
Factor More Benefits Less Benefits
Aircraft mix All B727 type aircraft Typical mix.
large hub
Percent arrivals Equal n=ount arrivals, -_1 arrival=
departures
ATC system Future-reduced separation Today's syste=
Demand High Low
DEFINITION OF RUNWAY OCCUPANCY
i
The rules governing runway occupancy are _efined by FAA. These FAA
rules require specific minimu= separations between aircraft using a run-
way. Different rules apply for arrivals and departures and for dif-
ferent categories of aircraft. In addition, certain deviations may be
permitted.
Arrival Aircraft Runway Separation_. An arriving aircraft must be
. separated from a previous aircraft using the same runway by ensuring
that the aircraft does not cross the landing threshold until the previ-
ous alrcraf£ :has either landed and taxied off the ru,lway(if the prevl-
,, ous aircraft is an arrival) or departed and crossed the runway end (if2
,_ the previous aircraft is a departure). The precise language is given in
i Appendix Aii_aragraph 1120. (Appendix A is extracted frcr_FAA Order "Air'"
. |.,
_I_ •. .....
L
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Z Traffic Contrcl" 7110.65B, Change q, I1118_.) "
Certain additional rules are specified by FAA which modify this
definition to permit a second aircraft to use the runway before the
first alrcraft has cleared the runway. Ex_ples of these varlatlcns are
glven in appendix A, Paragraphs 1120 and 1121 for land based aircraft,
and Paragraph 1522 for sea lane operations. Note that the rules are
; different fcr Categcries I, II, and III aircraft. (Category I aircraft
are lightweight single engine personal type propeller driven aircraft...
Categcry II aircraft are lightweight twin engine prcpeller driven air-
> craft weighing 12,500 lbs. or less. Category III aircraft are all ether
aircraft.)
Departure Aircraft Runway Separations. A departing aircraft must
)
be separa=ed from a previous aircraft using the same runway by ensuring
•that the aircraft does not begin take-off roll until the previous air-
craft has either landed and taxied off the runway (if the previous air-
{
craft is an arrival) or departed and crossed the runway end (if the pre-
vious aircraft is a departure). T_e precise language is given in Appen-
0
dix A, Paragraph 1110.
t
As in the arrival case, certain additional rules are specified by
FAA _ich modify the definition of departure runway separation require-
: meritto permit a second aircraft to use the runway before the first air-
craft has departed and crossed the runway end. Examples of these varia-
tions are 8iven in Appendix A for land-based aircraft and sea lane
operations.
ProcedurBl Deviations. Further deviations may also be permitted
L
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_ from these rules to cover exceptional or unusual requirements. Examples
._ these deviations are given in Appendix A, Paragraph 11.
For military operations, a flight of aircraft may contain two cr
more aircraft in formation. These are considered to be a single air-
craft operation as far as air traffic control Is concerned. Therefore,
all aircraft belonging to a flight may be on the runway at the same
time.
Major USA_'Air C_mands define their own procedures for required.
separations between aircraft on the runway that belong to different?
f11ghts. For example, some USAF Commands require only qO00 ft. between
tactical atrcraft landing on the runway between sunrise and sunset.
Rationale for Required Separations on the Runway, Required separa-
tions between aircraft are designed to avoid collisions between the air-
craft while they are on a runway. The various required separation_'
• appear co have evolved over time in response to concerns about safety,
capacity, and the different characteristics of aircraft.
Special and more rigorous requirements apply to group III civil
arrival aircraft when compared with all other types of aircraft (i.e_
5roups I _nd II aircraft, military atrcrBft, and departures). Only
group IIZ civil arrival aircraft are required to completely leave the
runway before another aircraft crosses the runway threshold (or rolls on
_.akeoff). In other eases, more than one aircraft are permitted on the"
runway at the same time. The rationale for the special treatment of
group III civil arrival aircraft is not clear, but it may be related to
the lack of maneuverability of these aircraft and/or the potential
L
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severity of any acotdent involving these aircraft. It is not clear that
the current definition of required runway separation for group 1II civil
arrival aircraft provides the optimum tradeoff between safety require-
ments and runway capacity.r
No written documentation is currently available from FAA that
explains the rationale for the rules, and in fact other FAA rules appear
" to imply that the runway separation requirements for group III civil
arrival aircraft may be overly conservative.
For example, AopendLx A, Paragraph 1121, gives required separations
for operations on intersecting runways. Aircraft arrival operations on
one runway can take place simultaneously with operations on an inter-
scoring runway as long as instructions are issued to restrict one air- ".
craft from entering the intersecting runway to be used by another air-
craft. The distance required between the landlng threshold and an
intersecting runway in order that an aircraft can stop short Is given in
FAA O_der "Facility Operation and Adminlstratton" 7210.3E Change 5,
10/9/80. Appendix B, Paragraph 1227, extracted from this order, shows
the: the distance depends on airport elevation and aircraft group.
Def_nltion of aircraft groups is contained in Appendix 3 to FAA Order•
711C,65B which is reproduced as Appendix C to this report. A sugary of
sel_.:tedaircraft types and stop-short distance5 at an airport with less
that 1000 feet elevation is given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 shows that most larbe Jets (e.g. B?27, B737, DC9) can
, stop short of an intersecting runway 6,000 feet from the landin_ thresh-
old and that most h_?vy Jets (e.g. A300, B?07, B767, LI01, PC8, DCIO)
can stop sho_t in 8.:Q0 feet. (In addition, many of these heavy Jets,'_"
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Table 2.1 .•
r
Selected Arrival Aircraft 3top-Short Dtstanoe
Requirements
Dtstance Aircraft Atroraft
GrouD Type
2,000. 2 DH7
4,500 3 FA27
PC3
N265 ....
6,000 4 8727
•8737
• " HS748 -.'-
- L825 .
G2
• L188
De9
8,000 5 CONC
-. A3oo .
• • - 8707 " "
" B745
8767
LI01
PC8
' , • DCIO '
8,_00 5A B747
Source: FAA OL-_ers 7110.658 and 7210.3_
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( regularly land on runways that are 7,000 feet or less In length, e.g.
LaGuardta Airport.) Based on this data, it could be argued that aircraft
that can stop short of other runways can also:
[ a) Use a specified exit from the runway, located at or
beyond the stop-short distance, or
b) Stop on the runway by the stop-short distance, thereby
(_ avoiding another aircraft that stopped on the runway
beyond the stop-short distance.
Incorporation of this rationale into FAA rules could permit significant
;T increases in runway capacity by reducing runway separation requirements.
Figure 2.3. sho_ an arrival aircraft deceleration profile for a
5727-200 taking ah "exit 6800 feet down Runway 26 at Atlanta. This air-
craft took q2 seconds to reach •5000 feet and 56 seconds to reach the
exit at 6800 feet, If the runway separation required were modified to
permit a similar aircraft to use the runway when the first aircraft
crossed the 6000 feet point, lq seconds time separation (25% of today's
runway occupancy time) might be saved Inthls case.
?. An argument against this modification to runway separation require-
ments might be based on safety pounds. The most crltlcal situation
appears to occur when both the lead and trailing arrivals suffer
sp_clflc emergencies that cause the following actions:
I. The lead aircraft decelerates quickly on the runway
and stops on the runway short of the 6000 foot point.
2. The second aircraft elther (a) executes a missed
approach or (b) does not decelerate as rapidly as the
first aircraft, m" ."
• -_.' _, ' ~ .. ' ··'" ~ .. ·_ 4 __ .. _,~ •
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In practice, even this unlikely situation would probably not result in a
€,
colli:ion. For example, if the first aircraft decelerates very rapidly
(at say 8 feet per second per second, twice the nbrmal rate) from a
short touchdown point (750 feet, half the normal distance); it will stop
31 seconds after crossing the threshold at a distance of 3775 feet from
the threshold. If the twc aircraft are separated by q5 second._ (1.6
miles at 130 knots), the first aircraft will come to a _toP'while the ....
zecond aircraft is more than half a mile from the runway threshold, at
an altitude of more than 200 feet above the runway. It is very likely..• •
that the second aircraft will have been alerted concerning the first
aircraft's difficulties before the full 31 seconds has passed. However,
even if it learns of the problem after 31 seconds, there is still suffl- -•.,
; oient time available for the second aircraft to make a missed approach
or go-around without colliding with the first aircraft (which is sta-
•tlonary at a point 3775 feet from the threshold).
It therefore appears that there is some potential for changing ATC
rules concerning runway occupancy to achieve gains in runway capacity
without compromising safety significantly.
Need for Review of Runway Occupancy Rules. Given the potential for
reduced runway separation requirements for Group III civil aircraft and
the uncertainty about the rationale for today's standards, a further
examination of runway separation requirements is appropriate. Further
theoretical analysis, data collection, aircraft simulator runs, and live
field tests under controlled conditions could demonstrate whether
reduced runway separation requirements are safe and feasible.
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This further work should also examine the rationale for selecting
"time across threshold" and "tail of aircraft crosses runway edge" as
the basis for runway separation requirements. A series of alternative
_ defi_titlons for the start of runway occupancy is available, for example:
• Time across start of approach lights
• Time across threshold
• Time of touchdown.
If"
It is not clear in advance of detailed analysis why the second of these
! | three definitions is the best definition, given safety and capacity con-
siderations. Time across start of approach lights would give some
increased margin for error at the cost of reduced capacity. Time of
!__ _ touchdown would yield cap_city gains at the cost of reduced margin for
error.
• , ° . •
Similarly,_ a series of alternative deflnitlc.s for the end of run-
way occupancy is available, for example:
• Time tail of aircraft clears runway hold llne
• Time tail of aircraft clears runway edge
• Time nose of aircraft clears runway edge
• Time aircraft leaves run_'Jycenter-line for exit.
It is again not Clear why the second of these four definitions is the
best definition given safety and capacity considerations.
:m The above discussion illustrates that reductions in _rrival runway
occupancy time and gains in capacity can be obtained by changing the ATC "
rules, without altering the way that aircraft perform during landing and
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roll-out. The following paragraphs discuss the possibility of changing
the way that aircraft decelerate without changing the hTC rules. In
practice, a combination of ATC rule and aircraft performance ehan_es may
be the most effective method of achieving capacity gains.V
CHANGES IN AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE ON THE RUNWAY
• _ Runway occupancy time is determined by the performance of the air-
craft from the runway threshold to the exit, Several major events occur
during runway occupancy:
:- 1. Aircraft crosses runway threshold
2. Main gear touches down
3. Reverse thrust starts
q, Braking starts
• . . , •
5. Reverse thrust ends
; 6. Braking ends
7. Exit maneuver starts
8. Aircraft clears runway.
These events do not necessarily occur in the order shown. The sum
of the tlme between these events equals runway occupancy time. The time
: between any two events is influenced by aircraft performance capabili-
ties, environmental conditions, airfield layout and condition, air
traffic control instructions, and pilot technique• The time between
events is addressed in the following paragraphs.
Aircraft crosses runway threshold to main Bear touches down. When" -.
• . • . . .
!
I
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conducting a precision approach, the pilot normally intends to cross the
runway threshold 50 feet above the runway, at a descent rate that
corresponds with the glide slope, and at a speed that reflects aircraft
weight and wind conditions. At some stage during the descent, approach
speed is reduced and a flare is initiated to reduce the descent rate at
touchdown. Variations in aircraft performance, environmental eondt ....
ttons, and pilot technique cause the distance and/or time to main geari
touchdown to Vary from aircraft to aircraft. Typical values of time _
from threshold to main gear dov_ may range from 5 to 10 seconds. (All
times in these paragraphs are approximate and refer to Boeing 727 type
aircraft. Note that the times are not necessarily additional becavse of
the overlap _f some events.)
!_
- Main gear touches down to reverse thrust starts. When the main
gear "touches dowb,-the spoilers are deployedand lift is essentially "
eliminated. Thenose of the aireraft drops until the nose gear touches
} down. The pilot mentally confirms that a safe landing can continue and
then engages thrust reversers and increases engine speed. Depending on
pilot technique, reverse thrust may be initiated before the nose gear
touches down. The amount of reverse thrust is selected by the pilot,
depending on airfield, environmental, and air traffic conditions. Typi-
cal values of time from main gear down to start of reverse thrust may
range from 2 to 6 seconds.
I) Reverse thrust starts to braking starts. Reverse thrust is most
effective in deceleration at higher speeds, while braking is most effec-
tive at lower speeds. Most pilots use a combination of braking and
reverse thrust to maintain a relatively smooth deceleration process.
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Braking vlli tend to start earlier in situations with a dry and/or short
runway, with an exit located close to the threshold that minimizes
travel time to the gate, and in heavy traffic conditions. Pilot tech-
nique is paramount in this process. Typical values of time from start
of reverse thrust to start of braking may range from 5 to 20 seconds.
Braking starts to reverse thrust ends. Reverse thrust becomes less
• effective at lower speeds, and in addition there is the potential for
debris to be sucked into the engines, Several airlines require pilots
to end reverse thrust at speeds between 60 and 90 knots. Typical values
•- of time from start of braking to end of reverse thrust may range from 5
to 20 seconds.
Reverse thrust ends to brakin_ ends. Braking ends when the pilot
4--
is assured that the exit maneuver can take place safely. Safe. exit
speed depends on exit angle, turn radius, and length of exit, and ranges
from 10 to 60 knots. Typical values of time from end of reverse thrust
to end of braking may range from 10 to 25 seconds"
Brakin_ ends to exit maneuver starts. The exit maneuver commences
when the aircraft leaves the runway centerline to enter the exit,
Pilots tend to adjust the deceleration process to essentially complete
deceleration by the start of the exit maneuver. Typical values of time
from end of braking to start of exit maneuver may range from -5 to +10
seconds.
Exit maneuver starts to aircraft clears runway. The runway is
clear when the tail and wing of the aircraft are clear of the runway
edge. The time taken to clear the runway depends on exit speed and
L ..
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layout, A longer distance (approximately 700 feet) must be travelled by
aircraft to clear a runwaX by means of a high speed exit than the dis-
tance (approximately 350 feet) travelled to clear a runway by a right
;- angled start of exit. Typical values of time from start of exit
maneuver toalrcraft clearlng runway may range from 7 to 20 seconds.
The above paragraphs demonstrate that there are many components and
factors that influence runway occupancy tile, The impact of varying
some of these factors on runway occupancy time was tested by running a
computer model that simulates aircraft movement.
The baseline dece:.eratton profile is shown in Figure 2.4. In this
? hypothetical baseline case, the alrcr,_ftcrosses the runway threshold at
134 knots, decelerates at 0.75 ftlsec2 in the"air, and the main gear
touches down after 7 seconds at 1600 feet from the runway threshold.
The nose gear touches down after 10 seconds when the aircraft is travel-
ling at 130 knots. After 28 seconds, the aircraft is 5500 feet down the
runway, travelling at 80 knots after decelerating at q.5 ft/sec2 on the
runway. After 49 seconds, the aircraft is 7300 feet down the runway,
travelling at 40 knots. Deceleration continues until the aircraft stops
after• 58 seconds, 7500 feet down the runway. For this alrcraft,
appropriateexit locations are given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.3 illustrates the impact of varying threshold speed, air-
borne deceleration and runway deceleration on exit distance and time to
exit. (Note that exit maneuvering time is not included in this table.) "
- . . . . .
A reduction in threshold speed of I_ knots reduces exit distance by 1200
- . . - . . , .
! feet and exit time by 5 seconds. An increase in airborne •deceleration
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"' Table 22
Influence of Exit Speed on Exit Distance and Time
_'_'_'_e'd Exit Distance '"Time to Ext_U
(knots) (_) (_c)
: 80 5500 28
60 63o0 36
40 7000
25 7300 _9
lo 7500 55
• Excludes exit =aneuveein_ t_me
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Table 2.3 ..-..
• _ Impact of Aircraft Speed and Deceleration on Runway Occupancy ....
"
i
SPEED AT THRESHOLD
Threshold Speed Distance to Exit Speed Time to Exit Speed
(knots) (ft) (sec)
134 6300 36
120 5100 31
DECELeRaTION IN AIR
Airborne Deceleration Distance to Exit Speed Time to Exit.Speed •.
(ftlsec2) (feet) {seconds)
0.75 ' 6300 36
2 ., 5700 33 .'."
_ 4800 28
DECELERATION ON RUNWAY
Runway Deceleration Distance to Exit Speed Ttme to Exit Soeed
: (ft/sec2)'.. (feet) (seconds) '
4.5 _3oo 36
6 5300 29
d 4500 2_
Note: Based on'60 knots exit speed
k
• ..._-,._-:_ • .. ..... -_,_,--. ....... . .... -.,-...- . . ... _: •, ; .... ._. :._.,..--.... , ...... , _.. . .... . •
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• of 1,2_ ,ft/sec2 reduces exit distance by 600 feet and exit tl=e by 3
seconds. An lncrea_e in runway deceleration of 1,5 ft/sec2 reduces exit
distance b7 1000 feet and exit time by 7 seconds,
Variation of other factors can cause similar changes in exit dis-
tance in time. In practice, these values change from day to day, air-
craft to aircraft, and pilot to pilot.
INTERACTION BETWEEN RUNWAY OCCUPANCY AND APPROACH PARAMETERS
Reductioh in runway occupancy tim_ will result, in an increase in
runway capacity only if this time ts larger than the headway between
aircraft using the runway. This is always true regardless of whether
the runway _.sused for mixed operations or _or landings or take-ells
alone. 111ereforeany assessment of innovations that are introduced for
the reduction of runway occupancy time has to be done with the total
runway system.ln mind. In the final analysis, the capacity of the run-.
way depends on the headway that can be achieved between aircraft opera-
tions, For example, in the case of landings only, the headway between
alrcraft crossing over the threshold will determine the c_pacity flow
rate on the runway. If that headway is limited by the runway occupancy
time of landing aircraft, then the reduction of this occupancy time wlll
result in an increase in capacitx.
0
Time headway between Landin_ Aircraft
Alrcraft'arrlving on a common approach path have to be separated"
p according to a set of rules. The rules _enerally refer to distance
between aircraft and are motivated by the concern for safety from colli-
sion. Current rules stipulate that under IFR conditions the minimum ..
• ." _,._'._, .:._,.. -.'_ ..ii.o_',_ .:.. ",'_" - " .\. "...... • . _. .... .. " .... . _ . ... " .': .'" _.' . ."
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" separation lo 3 nauticul miles when neither of the aircraft in question
is heavy. The prospects for reducing this separation to say 2.5 or 2
nautical miles has been the subject of considerable study and analysis.
It appears that air traffic control and air navigation technology4,
advances may make such reductions feasible. The concern with runway
occupancy time Is that while it does not sea to be constraining at the
present time, it could become a limitation if reductions in separation
become feasible from the technological and operational viewpoints.
The time headway between aircraft is related to the distance
:" separation, or spacing between them. _suming for the moment that all
aircraft fly at the same speed, V, on the final approach to a runway,
and if the spactnK between aircraft is maintained at a value of D, then
: the time headway between aircraft (H) is given by " ".
H=D
V
and
consequently the flow rate on the runway reaches a maxlm_, or cap-
acity, of
vC= :U
when there are aircraft waiting to land at all times. This equatlon
indicates tha_ while capacity is inversely proportional to the spacing
. maintained between aircraft, it is also directly proportional ..e
speed at which aircraft approach _he runway. Increasing the speed will
increase capacity by reducing h_adway even with the same spacing between • •
• .'.". . . ' . . .
i\
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aircraft.
It is interesting to note that a given tine headway between air-
craft can be maintained while reducing the spacing between aircraft, by
_' reducing the speed. Thus, if" it is desired to maintain time headway of
70 seconds between landing aircraft, then aircraft spaced at 3 nautical
=iles can fly at a speed of 154 knots; but the same headway, or time
• separation, can be maintained between aircraft that are 2:5 nautical .
miles apart flying at 129 knots. This raises the question of the extent
to which safety is maintained by distance separation rather than tiue ."
• separation (headway) between aircraft. If headway is as effective in
maintaining safety as distance separation, then it would follow that the
distance separation between aircraft need not be fixed, If flying speed
could be varied, ." •
Fro_ the perspective of runway occupancy time, the distance separa-
tion between landing aircraft is of no concern: Vnat matters is the
headway. The speed at which aircraft approach a runway impacts their
runway occupancy time. For example, higher approach speeds result in
longer runway occupancy times Thus, runway capacity may be increased by
raising the approach speed in order to reduce the time headway between
aircraft, but there is a limit to this strategy, since the increase in
speed will also raise runway occupancy time to the point where it will
limit the headway between aircraft, and hence the capacity. Ideally,
one would wish to bring aircraft onto a runway at a speed for which the
headway is exactly equal to the time required for r,mway occupancy that
corresponds with that speed. AI y higher approach speed will,reduce run-
way capacity, while reductions in runway occupancy time below that value
/ , .1.
_i ¸.
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will not result in any increase in capacity.
Arrivals Only. To illustrate this situation, Figure 2.5 is drawn
to show the relationship between approac h speed and headway for a runway
used only by arrival aircraft. Three curves are shown corresponding to
approach spacing of 3, 2.5, and 2 nautical miles. On the same graph is
shown a function referred to as RS which represents a hypothetical rela-
J tion between runway occupancy time and approach speed (derived from a
simulation of landing operations for which the deceleration profiles and
the exit loeatlons are held fixed). Figure 2.5 illustrates that for
each•approach spacing, there is only one approach speed for which the
headway equals the runway occupancy time. Flying aircraft at a lower
speed will create headways that are longer than the runway occupancy
• . . . . :
time and hence reduce the efficiency of the utilization of the runway;
and flying aircraft at a faster speed will result in headways that zre
shorter than the required runway occupancy time, and hence will violate •
the safety PrOcedures for runway operations.
For the RS curve used in Figure 2.5 these points of equality nf
headway and runway occupancy time are as shown in Table 2.4.
The gains in capacity that can be achieved from reducing aircraft
• spacing may not be as large as usually predicted, since reduced spacing
will be consistent with lower approach speeds according to Figure 2.5
and the results shown in Table 2.4. To reduce spacing without reducing
speed will result in runway occupancy time becoming a constraint and a .
limit to capacity.
Note that these examples are all based on avera_ values. In real
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Table 2. q ..
RUnway Capacity with Varying Approach Speeds
L_Lndin_sOnly
Separation Approach Runwa_ Occupanoy Time Hourly
Speed or Headway Capacity
(rum) (knots) (sec) (a/c per hour)
3 157 68.7 52
2.5 143 52.9 57
2 128 56.2 6q
• • .
Table2.5
Effectof ChanEin_ApproachSeparationon RunwayCapacity
Mixed Operations .".-
Separation Speed Headway Between Hourly Capacity
Landln_s Mixed ODeratlons(_=) • .(knots) (see)
' " (ale per hour)
3 110 98 73
3.5 122 103 69
132 108 66
q.5 lq3 113 63
5 153 118 61
4..
e,
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Note that these examples are all based on averaqe values. In real
llfe situations certain buffers may be added into the eunway occupancy
times and the headways in order to _bsorb the adverse random effects.
Figure 2.5 and the results shown in Table 2._ also suggest that a -_
spacinE of 3 nautical miles between landin_ aircraft is not optimal from
any point of view. The headways _enerated by this separation are nor-
mally too larEe with the speeds commonly used on final approach. They
are too large in the sense that they exceed runway occupancy times.
Normally one observes apcroach speeds in the vicinity of 120-130 knots,
forwhichtheheadwayswitha 3 nauticalmilespacin_are83-90seconds.
Runwayoccupancytimesrarelyreachthesevalues,andtheresultis that
the runway is not"utilized efficiently. The equality of runway occu- "'
pancy time and time headway occurs in this case at =n approach speed of
157knots;a speedwhichmightbe consideredtoohigh.
In casesof tailwlndlanding,such hIEh _roundspeedsover the
thresholdmaynot be unrealistic.If thetechnicalfeasibilityof hiEh
speeds over the threshold could be demonstrated, there may be a case for
increasln_ capacity (landings only) by usln_ the runway in the tailwtnd
direction. ..
Mixed Operation3,
A runway can be used either for landings, rake-offs or a mixture of
both. The decision usually depends on the mix of the traffic, and on
the environmental conditions prevailinE at the airport at the time.
From the capacity point of view, it is fairly well known that it is
better to alternate rake-offs and landings provided there is always ."
T"' sufficient traffic of both types. The capacity of a runway operated
with different mixes of landings and rake-offs will depend on the per-
centage of the time operations are alternated, and the percentage of the
o.
• time the runway is used for landings only and for take-oils only.
Without !os_ of _enerality, we can concern ourselves here with the case
of alternatin_ landings and rake-offs.
In this case, the headway between two arrivtn_ aircraft should be
matched with the sum of the landing runway occupancy time of the first
aircraft, and the take-off runway occupancy time of the aircraft that is,.
interleaved between them. Assumin_ for the moment that the take-off
runway occupancy time is fixed at 50 se,.onds, the graphs shown in Figure
2.5 can beextended to show the _atchin_ points of speed and headway for
the mixed operations case. This can be done by shifting each of these
curves to the left by an amount equal to 50 seconds (or any amount
assumed for the take-off runway occupancy time). As we see in Figure
2.6, some SPacings become infeasible for mixed operations as they.
require very low approach speeds, or very low arrival runway occupancy
time. For example, the curve for 2 nautical mile spacin_ is no lon_er
within the range chosen for the figure and the curve for 2.5 nautical
miles is also essentially eliminated. On the other hand, one can begin
to look at spacings between 3 and 5 nautical miles for mi_ed operations.
As with the case of landinEs only, the approach speed appropriate
for matchin_ headways with runway occupancy time increases as the
separation between landing aircraft increases. Note that the headway
between landin_ aircraft should equal the sum of the runway occupancy
times of One.landin_ and one take-off. With a fixed•departure runway"
.... • • . , .
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occupancy time (50 seconds in this example) increasing the approach
speed will increase the runway occupancy time. The same trade-off
occurs in •this case, namely between a higher approach speed for
- increased capacity, and a limited approach speed for limited runway4
occupancy time. The capacity increase that can result from reduced
spacing is not as large as on,_might expect. For ezample, even if it
;_ were technically and operationally feasible, reducing spacing b7 50_
fro_ 5 nautical miles to 2.5 nautical miles does not double capacity but
will only increase the capacity by _0_ from 61 to 86 operations per
hour. The results for different spacin_ are illustrated in Table 2.5.
These results are also shown together with those for landings only
in Figure 2.7. Note that with the same spacing between landing air-
craft, mixin_ operations does not yield a doublin_ of capacity. Optlm-
iZLn_ the utilization of the runway by exactly matchln_ headways and
runway occupancy times, suggests a signlflcantly hi_her aporoach soeed
for landings only than for mixed operations. Consequently, the capacity
obtained with landln_s only is sIgnlflcantly more than half that of
mixed operations. The overlap between these two cases depends on the
range of pqsslble approach speeds, and is actually quite limited. As
suggested by Figure 2.7, the strategies of mixed operations and landings
only overlap with the same spacing at approach speeds that are either
potentially too high (for the landings only case) or potentially too low
(for the mixed operations case). The extent to which one can move
toward optlmizln_ the eperatlons of a runway, and toward reducin_ the
effect of landing runway occupancy time, depends heavily on the range of
possible approach speeds, and on the ability to vary those speeds as
conditions chan_e.
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_" _nd some oosslble innovations
. The previous discussion deals with the reduction of runway occu-
7-I, pancy times indirectly. The most important implication is th_ it may
Ii not be sufficient, nor useful, to look at landin_ runway occupancy times
i
in isolation. The operation of a runway .-.houldbe considered,to_ether ....
with that of the final approach path, and in principle also with the
I %.
" operation of the "taxlwaysystem and the rest of the airfield. The dis- .":
I
cusslon here is limited to the interaction between the final a_proach
I
• j,
fl and the runway.
• 2
f
The potential._ains from reductions in runway occupancy time will .i '..
. . result in a _aln in runway capacity provided that they are made in con-
/
<. _ Junction with correspondin_ adjustments to approach speed or spacinK.
_- ,, .
", The prevlous dlsc_ssion su_ests that tl_eremay be considerable flexi-
, bility in approach speed and spacin_ to achieve desired headways between
i
":, aircraft. SerioLm consideration should be Eiven to the ccccept of time
t
of
• separationbetween aircraft as a means of assurin_ safety.
_. _ If proced:2ralchanKes are to be implemented to match headway and
"f " _' runway occupancy times, then a number of innovations suggest themselves.
Some of those innovations are needed to implement the necessary pro-
cedural chan_es. Others will deal with influencinE the relationship
/-: _ between runway occupancy time itself and approach speed. '1"he second
", class of innovations is very important, because some of the potentla].
•"[', _ains fro_ reduced spacin_ between aircraft may be lost because, with
._, smaller spacing, lower speeds are _ecessary to match headways with run-
/.2-_,I
_) , way occupancy times. If it is possible to achieve reduced runway occu-
. pancy times then it may be Dosslble to reduce spaclnE without reducinE
._}', [
-.%". T
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[ speed, thereby, reducin_ the time headway between aircraft and increasin_
capacity. :_
FK._"VlOUS STL_IES O_ RUN_'AYOCCUPANCY
The subject of runwaF occupancy, particularly of landin_ aircraft,
has received considerable attention in the llterature over the past
twerty five years. Much of the research in runway occupancy has been
directed to the related questions of runway exit design and optimal exit
location.
In a series of studies in the late fifties and culminatin_ in 1960,
researchers at the Institute of TransDortatlon and Traffic En_ineerin_
of the University of California under Rober_ HoronJeff evaluated hlgh-
""
speed exit taxlway designs and ceveloped a mathematical model for locat-
in_ runway exits.
• . . . •
Experiments were conducted in a joint project with the FliKht
En_ineerin_ DLyislon of United Air Lines at San Francisco International 3
Airport in w_Ich DC-6B aircraft were taxied at speed through angled
e_Its of various configurations and the wheel tracks and speeds recorded
[HoronJeff et al: 1957]. It was concluded from these tests that 30
de_ree angled exits were preferable to contlnuou_ly curved exits, and
criteria were established f_r the radii of the curves Ic_dlnK in to the
exit. It wasalso found that a tapered exit is desirable. Such ex%ts
were foumd to'be capable of handlin_ aircraft at speeds up to 60 mph, if
properly desIEned.
Later tests were conducted at HcCleilan Air Force Base and WrlK_t .
Air DevelopmentCenter for the Airways,ModernizationBoa',-_,Uslng U.S
. • . . . • .
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&tr Force and U.3. Havy aircraft, lncludln+ Jet tiqhters and bombers .
and eiroratt representative of a _.de range of civil transports. The -
tests included runs to determine minimum permissible turuln_ radii dur-
in_ runway exit, eva_cation of exit taxiway configurations, methods of
•
providinq visual _uidanoe to pilots usin_ an exit by day and night, and
aircraft stoop_n_ distance [Heron Jeff etal: 1958]. These tests were
more comprehensive than the earlier tests at San Francisco, and. orovided .... :
considerable information on aircraft deceleration rates and permissible
radii of ourvstulre for different aircraft types. The earlier findings "_
vn the dezL_n of high speed exits were confirmed, wlth a tapered
entrance and 30 de_ree an_le belnq preferred, althouqb an_les between 30
and _5 de_rees were found to be _tlsfactory. Suitable conf_quratlons l"
were developed for 60 mph e_It speeds. S_tlsfactory daytime _utdance •
was obtained with a I ft. yellow reflectorlzed centerllne stripe. The
use of centerllne lights at n4-qhtwas found to be desirable, although no
dlffi_ultles were encountered usin_ only rd_e li_.hts. A prototype
oenterllne light fltt_n_ "#as developed for the tests. Based on the
landin_ tests, exit locations were recommended fo_ varyin_ number of
_ exits. Runway occupancy times for deceleration to _0 mph for the vari- _-ous alrcraf_ used in the t ts were found to ranqe between 23 and 55
•--_ seconds, with about a 20_ reduction in occupancy time for deceleratlon ,
._-I
to 60 mph. --'"
:{i
Based on the emptrical findings of the fore_oin_ tests, a mathemat-
" l
"" Ical model was developed to identify the optlm_ runway exlt locations "
%
fro= the standpoint of minimizin_ runway occupancy, for any _iven number ,
" of exits and permissible exit speeds [HeronJeff et _I: 1959]. The model
:;': w_s used to determlne optlmu= ex__t,loc-_tlonsfor one, two and three
\
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: exits with three different aircraft mixes comprised of v_urying propor-
tions of large turbo-Jet transports, large and medium proI}-driven tran-
sports, and small general aviation aircraft, of the types used in the
earlier tests. The mixes were chosen to be representative of those at
different sizes of airport. It was found that the locations were very
sensitive to the aircraft mix and exit speed, and ranged from Just over
2,500 ft. from threshold to Just under 7,000 ft. for three 60 mph exits.
The study also examined briefly the concept of a higher-speed runway
entrance taxiway or "turn-on", but identified a number of operational '-
difficulties and did not pursue the idea. A later 'study refined the
model to incorporate the effect of pilots adjusting the aircraft ".
decelerationduringroll-outto suit the actualexit locationand
analyzed a wider range of aircraft mixes [HoronJeff et al: 1960]. Air- o
/
craft performance data were based on a wider range of air transport air-
craft, and incorporated data from observations at New York Interna-
•tional, Nasbin_on National, and Stuttgart Airports. .Theoptimum loca- .-
tlon for three 60 mpb exits was found to lle between 2660 and 5160 ft.
from the threshold. The location of each exit in the revised model was
not found to be vet7 sensLtive to aircraft mix. It was concluded that
aircraft types can be zrouoed in three classes for determlnlnK landinK
performance and exit location: larKe turbo-Jet (four-enKined) tran- -
sports, two-enKine turbo-jet and four engine propeller-drlven tran-
sports, and two-engine propel!er-driven transports and larger twln-
T
engine general aviation aircraft. The exit locations were found to be
virtually independent of the aircraft mix, _o lonK as the airport was
servln_ three classes of aircraft.
I
• o_ • . . . .
(
i
•\,i
_'_ :
.... "..•_,.-"'-_--,-.- ._-._-_.. '_'-_".._-__-*--_-_..,._-..._._..o...___'._i _ •_. _._..€--_. _. .._._'_.,-_.o .-
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_ Shortly after the McClellan AFB tests, a series of observations of
runway o_cupancy time and exit use was conducted by the U.S. Civil
AeronauticsAdministration(CAW)atWashingtonNationalandIn¢lanapolls
. F_nlcipalAirports[U.S.CAA: August1958].Runway4-22at Indianapo-
lis had three curved exits With centerline radius of 955 ft, Little
differencewas foundin the runwayoccupancytimesof aircraftWith
. gross landing weights over 20,000 Ibs, although aircraft under 20,000
ibs gross landln_ weight had _enerally shorter occupancy times and used
exits closer to the runway threshold. It was concluded that the curved
exits at Indianapolis were located too far from the threshold. In all
96 landings were observed at WashlnEton Natlonal and 224 landings at
Indianapolis.
Two importantreportswerepublishedin 1960,coverin_studiesper-
formed at AirborneInstrumentsLaboratoryand CornellAeronautical
Laboratory,thatestabllshedthebasisfor theanalyslsof runwaycapa-
city for the next decade: "Airport Runway and T_xlway Design" JAIL:
1950] and "An Analytical Investigation of Airport Capacity. [Blumstein:
1960].
Interest in runway occupancy time in the literature appears to have
, waned after 1960, perhaps as a result of the reduced _rowth in aircraft
movements and increased approach separations resultlnE from the intro-
i duction first of lar_er Jet aircraft and later the new widebody equio- _:
ment.... .
Renewed interest began developin_ in the mid-seventles. Jo!tne
L1974] developed a mathematical model for determinin_ the optimum loca-
- lions of runwayiexits t_kin_ into account the cost of constructin_ the
• !
. • . . . . ,
d
• . . • . • • . , .
. . • . . •
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exits as well as the cost of aircraft delays. Howard, Needles, Tammen
and Ber_endoff performed an empirical study at a number of airports,
measurin_ the runway performance of landin_ aircraft with infrared light.
beams, as discussed in more detail in the followln_ section of this
report. The results of this study for Runway 26L at Denver Stapletqn
Internatlonal _irport were analyzed by Hosan_ [1975]. He .found that
• essentially no aircraft used the first hi_h-speed turnoff, partly as a
result of the high landin_ speeds due to the eleyation o£ the airport.• ."
• . . " . .
Approximately One third of all landings used the second hiqh-speed turn-
" off, although the figure was lower for lar_er aircraft and nearly 50_
for smaller aircraft. Approximately 505 of all landings used the first
right-angledexit after the hi,h-speed exits. I_ was believed that many" ""
• more aircraft could have used the second high-speed but chose the
ri_ht-an_led exit because of its oroximity to the terminal.
Durlng 1972 and 1973 data on airfield operations, Includln_ runway
occupancy, at a number of airports were collected by Douglas ALrcraft
Co=pany for the FAA. These data were subsequently analyzed by the MITRE
Corporation [Koeni_: 1978]. The analysis conclude that runway occupancy
times are influenced by many factors including: minimum time and least
number of turns to reach the gate, company procedures, incomln_ traffic
density, flight crew performance and preference, and passenger comfort
considerations. The most important factor appeared to be the proximity
of the exit to the desired _ate. Differences between "motivated" and
"unmotivated" carriers were found to be as much as 8 seconds.
A study of the hi,h-speed exits at Dorval and Hirabel Airports in
Hontreal durin_ 1976 and 1977 [Akinyeml & Braaksma: 1979] showed that
•. J
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_'-craft were usin_ them at speeds 20 to 40 mph less than the design
speea of 60 mph. The reasons that were identified included pilot per-
ception of safety, incompatibility of aircraft to _eometry of exit, and
j a different mode of aircraft roll-out than is currently assumed for
desl_u.
The Douglas Aircraft Company [Schoen et nl: 1979] studied the fac- '
..
tots affectin_ runway occupancy times in _reat detail, Includln_ touch-
down dispersion, the effect of such aircraft characteristlcs as maneu-
verability and turnln_ capability, crew functions and pilot performance,
: and passenger comfort. Hi_h-speed exit requirements were identified and
a number of candidate exit desIKns developed, to_ether with detail of a
research program "toenable the designs to be further pursued.
Some emplrlca_ observations of runway occupancy times were made in
• . , . • • " .
two studies at San Francisco International Airport [Jackson & Hoy: 1979]
: and San Jose Municipal Airport [Horse: 1980]. An FAA study of hi_h-
speed exit taxlways [U.S° FAA: 1981] reviewed existln_ data on hi,h-
speed exit use, and devsLoped desiKn criteria and requirements for
hi,h-speed exits. Data collected in 1971 and 1972 at Halton Airport,
Toronto were analyzed by Steuart and Gray [1981] to investigate the
effects of weather on runway operation. They found that runway occu-
pancy times increase in poor weather, with pilots usln_ lower exit
speeds and adjustin_ aircraft deceleration less to attain particular
exits. The relatlonshlp between an aircraft's touchdown location and
almin_ point was found to be more variable _n poor weather. It _rasalso
found that the true airspeed on approach tends to be lower in poor
weather than In:_ood, and that controllers attempt to adjust to poor
7- 68
weather conditions by increasin_ the margin of safety for each aircraft
movement.
DATA ON AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE-_N THE RUNI_AYSYST_.!
One objective of the research is the development of an improved
understandln_ of the si_ificant factors affectln_ runway occupancy.
Development of this understandin_ depends on the availability of a data
base that illuatraLes aircraft performance durin_ approach, landing, and
roll-out under a variety of different conditions.
The factors affectin_ the approach and landin_ process may be elas-
sifled into five _eneral categories:
I. Aircraft characteristics
2. Airport characteristics
3- •Pilottechnique
4. Air traffic control
5. Environmental conditLon_.
Withir, each of •these categories, there are individual factors that
influence the approach and landin_ process. For example, factors in the
aircraft category include aircraft type, landlnE confIEuration, landin_
weight, and instrumentation.
Data requirements were defined as follows:
I. The da_a should include sufficient detail to allow a detailed des-
cription of e behavior of aircraft during the approach and
{
. °
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landinc process, such as the construction of a time-space dim€ram
for each aircraft, for example.
2. The data should include elements of the approach and landlnK path
from outer marker to exit.
)
3. The data should contain or permit the derivation of the following "
parameters of interest:
• Approach speed
• Deceleration rate on approach
o
• Speed over threshold
• Height over threshold
• Speed at touchdown
• Distance from threshold at touchdown
• Deceleration rate on the runway
• Speed at exit
• Runway occupancy time.
F
4. The data should contain information on the variety of factors
affectln_ the landinK process (namely, aircraft, airport, pilot,
controller_ and environment). Therefore the data should contain,
to the extenL feasible, different aircraft types, airports with
different equipment and airfield layouts, pilots from different
airlines, different air traffic control procedures, and various
__ weather and visibility conditions (especially VFR and IFR).
!
.o
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;: 5. The data should be readily obtainable and able to be reduced to
ma_hine-readable format with limited effort.
The various studies Identified in the pre_tous qection contain
_',
various amounts of data coverin_ the Performance of aircraft on the run-
way and final approach. Much of the data however is very limited in
scope, either in terms of what was observed or in terms of the number of)
observations. WhiLe helpful in obtaining a _eneral understandin_ of the
landin_ process_ the limited data does not permit a detailed analysis of
the influence of different factors affectin_ the landln_ process.
Three data sources were identified in the course of the study as
oontainin_ ratlher more comprehensive data, and were examined in some
detail:
• FAA airport capacity study data
• Transportation Systems Center data
• NASAhead-updisplaysimulatordata.
The FAA data consists of observations at 15 airports, collected in
I_72 and 1973 by a project team lec by the Douglas Aircraft Company as
part of an FAA airport capacity study. The Transportation Syshems
Center(TSC)datawere collected by the TSC in late 1979and early 1980
at five airports under a contract from the FAA. The NASA data resulted
from a series of approaches and landings conducted on a Boein_ 727 simu-
lator at NASA Ames Research Center to investiEate the effects of a
• head-up display (HUB) on pilot and aircraft performance.
In the case of the TSC data, it was necessary to perform a certain
amount of data reduction, since the data were obtained in the form of
I .
_- films and audio tapes. _,e FAA data were obtained in computer-readable
form, while the NASA data were provided in tabular form and transcribed
to punched cards.
Federal Avlation Adm_nlstration caeacltv study data
These data were assembled by the MITRE Corporation of McLean, Vir-
ginia from the data ori_inally collected in a Joint effort by the Doug-
las Aircraft Company, Peat, Marwlck, Mitchell and Company (PMM), and
American Airlines in ;972 and 1973 for an FAA airport capacity study.
The data include information on the following:
• Aircraft velocities on final approach
• Aircraft secaration
• Aircraft runway occupancy time
• Aircraft taxiing velocities
• Aircraft push-back times from gates
• Deceleration characteristics of aircraft on the runway
• _xit taxi_ay velocities of aircraft
• Aircraft gate utilization.
These data were initially analyzed by the firms that collected it
(PMM and Douglas Aircraft Company) and were subsequently analyzed by the
MITR_ Corporation _Koenig: ;978]. Thelr main conclusions can ce summar-
ized as follows:
•.. • •
• • • • . .
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1. Data does not permit any categorical conclusions to
be drawn but it provides some insight into the
effect of aircraft type and exit location and type
on runway occupancy time,
: 2. Runway occupancy time standard deviation for all
aircraft usin_ a runway is higher than anticipated
and is higher than for those usin_ a single exit.....
; 3- Gate location is the most predominant motivating
factor. :
4. There is a potential for runway occupancy time
reduction.
Different .data types were collected by different groups each in a ...
different format. For the purpose of this study, only data for the
landing aircraft on approach and on the runway were analyzed. The
approach data inclodd the times when an airc..aftcrossed the outer
marker, crossed a point 3 NM from threshold, and crossed the threshold
in addition to aircraft type and fli_l_tnumber.
These data are contained in two data sets which were _OZleohed by
two grouos, one group Observing the aircraft movement on approach from a
radar screen and the other observing its movement on the runway from the
control tower.
These two data types allow the construction of time-space diagrams
for aircraft on both approach and runway. In'_rder to construct one
time-space diagram for a single aircraft that covers both approach and
landing, it is necessary to find the same flight in both data sets. Of
the 21 airports that were s,:.veyedin the two phases of the capacity
study, only 11 of them have bot_ the final approach and runway data set.
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Of these 11 airports, only 6 airports have matches between formats 1 and
5. In many cases only data for part of the day was found. In many of
the matched observations, problems of the following kinds were encoun-
tered:
• Missing data points, to the extent that the observa-
tion is unusable.
• Discrepancy between the two data sets in aircraft
type, runway number, and/or flight identification.
• Different time over threshold in the t_o data sets for
the same flight. The difference varies from a few
°
seconds to several minutes, and may be as much as an
hour in some cases.
• Preliminary speed calculations showed that in many
cases the last point recorded is unlikely to be the
point at which aircraft exited, or there was a mistake .
in the time or the distance, since the exit speed
exceeded 65 mph.
• The lists of the distances of the reference points on
the runway from the threshold did not agree with the
i runway layout for all the reference points.
b
Considering the above factors, the number of usable observations
{ was reduced to 43, as indicated on Table 2.6. A sample of the usable
observations for runway 28L at San Francisco Airport were used to plot
time-space diagrams, as illustrated by Figures 2.8 - 2.10.
• . . • . . .• .° fj
Table 2. 6 ._
.o
AircraftProfileDatafromFAAAirportCapacityStudy _I
Airport Runway UsableObservationsOrIEinalMatches
+ o
._:1,
_t
_' SFO 28L 16 57 -_'
28R 1 .......... 29 :_.
DEN 35 7 34 ,./_
26R 15 99 _.I| 8L 0 39
I
"' LGA 22 0 85 :
unknown 0 5
•
BNA 20R 0 13 ,'L.',
5 1 2 "=
(" 23 3 8 ;.
IAD . lR 0 21 • •. '"
1b 0 4 '"
TOTAL 43 396 _-"
• - _L+
." • _..2
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These data can also be utilized in other ways than plotting the
t/me-space diagram for the matched flights. The two data =ets can be
used independently to study aircraft characteristics on ftnal approach
or on tho runway, such as average approach speed and average decelera-
tto_ rate, for similar aircraft type. airline or runway.
• °
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: Transportation Systems Center data
These data were collected in 1979 and 1980 by Input-Output Computer
Services, Inc. (IOCS) of Waltham, Hassachusetts for the Air/Marine Sys-
tems division of the US D_partment of Transportation's Transportation
Systems Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts under a contract with the FAA.
The data were collected at the followlng five airports:
• New York John F. Kennedy International (JFK)
o San Francisco International (SFO) •
o Chicago O'Hare International (ORD)
• . William B. Hartsfield Atlanta International (ATL)
• Boston Logan Airport (BOS).
• Three types of field data were collected at each of the five air-
ports.
I. A movie camera was used to take 16 mm time-lapse photographs of the
Airfield Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) radar presentation as
._ it appeared on the ASDE display unit. A digital clock (displaying
hours, minutes and seconds) was included in the field of view of
the time-lapse camera. The ASDE radar screen was filmed at a rate
of one frame every three to four seconds. Each frame was exposed
for one second, which corresponds to the time of a complete sweep
I by the radar.
,;
t .
• . . • . . • . .
8O
,• 2. Tape recordings of the local control co_,untcattons were made using"
a voice-actuated longplay tape recorder. The tape recordings were
made by connecting the tape recorder to a high quality aviation
radio. A talking clock was conn:cted to the tape recorder so that
the exact time was .Included periodically throughout the taping of
the local control communications. At the start of each data gath-
ering effeort, the talking clock was synchronized with "the digital .....
clockusedto filmthe ASDEdisplay.Thisactionfacilitatedthe \
reductionof the localcontroltapesin conjunctionwith the ASDE'.
films.
3. Tape recordings of the Automatic Terminal Information Service com-
municatlons,were made using an ordinary cassette tape recorder. "
The ATIS messages were recorded at least every hour, and if the
ATIS mess_ige changed more frequently, such as during adverse
weather conditions, they were recorded at each change. The infor-
mation contained in the ATIS tapes has been transcribed by IOCS and
the results tabulated.
i
In addition to the field data, an Airline Information Retrieval
"I System (AIRS) printout was obtained for each day on which data were cal-
l lected, whenever possible. AIRS printouts for several days on which
data were collected were not obtained. The AIRS printouts contain a
list of scheduled arrivals and departures at the surveyed airports,
scheduled arrival and departure times, and aircraft types.
Data for each of the five airports were accompanied by a memorandum
published by IOCS describing the contents of the data package and its
quality, and the results of the local controller survey. For Boston,
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the report was of a broader scope and discussed the effect of different
•weather conditions on runway occupancy.
Each data package consisted of the followln_: _-
1. Films of the ASD£ radar presentation
2. Tape recordings of the local control communications
3. Logs of the ATIS messages
4. Printouts from the Airline Information _etrleval
system coverln_ the days on which data was collected
5. A summary of an interview conducted with a person
familiar with the local control position
6. A scale map of the airport facility.
I
In order to examine the amount and accuracy of information obtain-
I able "from these data, a small sample of data for Atlanta Airport was
selected for data'reduction. A sample of 20 aircraft uslnK each of theI
two arrival runways in Atlanta, 26 and 27L, was reduced from the ASDE
film by projecting the film on a large screen and usinK a specially
I prepared scale to measure the distance as the aircraft moves from one
frame to the next. The flight numbers correscondlnK to the observed
sample then were identified by listening to taD_ recordings of the local
control communications. Hatching the digital clock on the ASDE film and
the talking clock in the recordings facilitated f_.ight identification.
The aircraft type was found either from the AIRS printouts or from the
Offlcial Airline Guide (OAG).
The runway occupancy time was calculated from the elapsed time ..
between the moment the aircraft crossed the threshold to the time when
82
; its tail cleared the runway on exit.
During data reduction, d_fficulties were encountered in keeping
track of the aircraft blip, in the size and shape of the blip varying,
in reading the digital clock due to superposition of consecutive images,
and in identifyinE the threshold time. The scale used allowed distance
measurements to the nearest 10 feet.
The level of accuracy of the data reduction was found to be accept-
able. The error in distance measurements was estimated at _ 25 feet,
and the error in time measurement was estimated at _ 0.7 second.
The reduced data permitted the construction of time-space diagrams,
as ill,_trated by FiEures 2.11 - 2.13, which in turn by means of polyno-
- mial fittin_ allowed speed and deceleration rate estimation at various
points of interest. The data also allowed other other p_rameters to be
obtained including runway occupancy time, flight number, aircraft type,
and exit used.•
)
NASA head-up disolav simulator data
I
| The NASA data were _enerated as part of a Joint NASA/FAA _roJect at
Ames Research Center and consist of a set of 108 approach simulation
runs by 9 airline pilots over 12 wind and ceilin_/visiblliby conditions.
The runs comprise a control set of conventional "head-down" approaches
: .
performed as part of a test of "head-up" cockpit displays.
All approach runs were conducted on a motion-based simulator to an
8000-foot runway with Category II lighting. Current 727-200 licensed
captains from'9 different airlines were used. Each pilot conducted 12
• • , .
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simulatedapproachesundervariouscombinationsof_rLnd,ceilingand
visibility conditions listed in Table 2.7. Windspeed refers to speed
at threshold,with hi_herspeedsoccurrin_at higheraltitudes;tur-
_" bulence varies and includes _usts and wind shear in three directions.
Precision approaches were conducted with localizer and glide slopei ....
nonprecision approaches were conducted with localizer only. In addi-
: tlon, other random variations were included, such as wlndshear, scud .
(fog bank near threshold), or runway incursion. Three different "con-
trollers" were used.
Data collected,for each run included digital and analog readouts on ....
aircraft performance, videotapes of pilot activitY, and debrieflnKs.
Due to the large amount,of data generated by the _!mulation runs,
NASA/FAA a_reed to abstract the followln_ data from the output of the
simulation runs and provide it on forms developed as part of this
research project:
• NASA run numOer
• Condition number
• Subject number
!
i • Air Traffic Controller (ATC) number
I " • Location (outer marker, middle marker, inner marker,
! threshold, left _ear down, right _ear down, nose _ear
down)
: • Altitude (it)
• Time (sen)
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Table 2.7
Weather Conditions for Simulated Approaches in NASA Study
WIND CONDITIONS
Type Speed Direction Turbulence
° _ (knots) (de_) (RMS ft/sec)
1 Headwind 10 20 1
2 1/4 Tailwind 15 135 2
3 Crosswind 20 80 3
;
I ' CEILING AND VISIBILITY CONDITIONS
Approach CeillnK Visibility
I (ft) (el)
• I Precision 250 0.5
2 Precision 400 I
"-t 3 Non-precislon 500 1.5 ..'
4 Non-precision 800 2
CONDITIONUMBERLABELING
CeilinK/Visibility Wind ""
Head Tail Cross
I
800 ft / 2 mi T 8 9
, 500 ft / 1.5 mi 10 11 12
400 ft / I mi 1 2 3
250 ft / 0.5 mi 4 5 6
:J
• Distance from threshold (ft)
• Distance from centerline (ft) _
+:
• Airspeed (knots)
;t
o_
• Descent rate (ft/sec)
F.
• .i • Thrust (_ of maximum operational). L
i This was done for each of the 108 runs _"
_l U_on receipt of the data, it was converted into computer-readable i_/
I form. Time was converted so as to be referenced from threshold. A .°_
J _
second set of data was created by deftninK nine "intervals" from the
seven locations: the slx intervals between the locations (outer marker
, to middle marker, middle marker to inner marker, etc.) plus a _re-
threshold interval (outer marker-threshold), a •past-threshold•interval +. -
(threshold-nose _ear down), and an entire run interval (outer marker-
nose _ear down). For each run, the lon_itudinal distance between points
defined by the intervals, the time to traverse the interval, and the
ch_n_e in altitude over each interval w_s calculated. From these, the
"interval average" groundsoeed and descent rate were calculated.
I
The followin_ analysis of both the "location" and "interval" data
sets Was perfot°medusln_ standard statistlcal analysis software:
I. Individual subject means: For each of the subjects,
the mean over all conditions of each v_riable at
each locationllnterv_l.
.Individual condition means: For each of the condi- ...
-'tions, the mean over all subjects of each variable .. ..
.foreach loc_tion or interval,
.... • . - • . . •
. • . .. . • .
i _'"_" _ • -_.... _ ,"'_ _".'_" "" ' _'_!-_" k_'^ ....
_-! . • .,. • . ........
4 _-- _ ." ..
..[ _ 3. "Grand" means: The mean over all subjects and all
conditions of each variable at each location or
interval.
'" _ The analysis performed in this study represents only a little of
what can be done with the NASA data, and is based on each aircraft's
- • . • ....
_I altitude, time, position, velocity, descent rate, and thrust at seven
if locations. The data were used in the followin_ way: .
.. . , •
_'"_., I. An analysis of both the interval and location data
_" gave means and standard deviations of the variables
'_" (altitude, time, etc.) for the entire population and
? - for sub-populations (specific conditions or sub-
Jeers). " -
-- 2-. Using some of these results, time-space, velgcity-
space, and deceleration-space diagrams were drawn.
3. Tables of the variation in aircraft parameters over
the 9 pilots landing under each condition and for
_" each pilot landing under the 12 conditions were
!
prepared. These number show the fluctuation that
can occur for individual landings.
4° Histograms of the variables presented in the tables
;_ in (3) were prepared. For each variable, the runs
were divided into two or more subpopulations accord-
ing to a tTpe of condition (e._. precision vs. non-
precision approaches, headwinds, tailwinds, or
crosswlnds).
Other data sg_/f.._._
Among the data collection activities performed as part of the vari-
ous studies described in the previous section, one particular source of •
data deserves further comment, both for the qualit_ of the data an_ f_r
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F the teonnique used to collect it.
_e study in quest'on was performed by Howard, Needles, Taken and
_r_doff (_TB) for the US A_y En_ineerln_ Waterways E_periment Sta-
tion, and investigated air-carrler airoraft operations durin_;Aprit and
Hay, 1974, on runways _t Havtsfleld Atlanta (.*d'L),Chi_a_o O'Hare (ORD),
and Denver Stapleton (DEN) International Airports.
The obJeetlves of the study were to analyze the manner a_d extent
of hi,h-speed exit use, and to present in tabular and _raphLcal form
I Inforustion descrlbln_:
:. Aircraft touchdown locations a,_dexit utillzation.
2. A_rcraft speeds st various points alon_ the runway
_nd at the point of runway turnoff.
3- Runway o_cupaney time for aircraft usln_ each exit.
The Infor=atlon is _resented by aircraft type and model for the
operational conditions encountered and, to the extent that the data were
sufficient to make segregation meanln_ful, accordln_ to whethe_ day or
nl_ht, pavement condition (wet or dry), and relative ma_,.itudesof
headwlnds.
Data were cbtalned from measurements usln_ arrays of infrared light
beams placed at partlcular locatlon3 alon_ each runway. The arrays con-
slated of cne or three li_ht beams, referred to as "I" _d "Hw-type
arrays, respectively, from _he _eometrlc layout of the beams in each
array type. The light transmitter _nd receiver units were oriented so
that the ii_ht beams _ere projected across the runways at approximately
aircraft _hee1-1cvel height and, except _or the dla_onal beam in "N_-
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f type arrays, at 90 de{rees to the runway centerltne. Passage of an air-
craft, through an array caused Interruptions of the beams.
The "N"-tvpe arrays determined aircraft lateral position and s_eed
at the array locations alon_ the runways. The "I_-type arrays, in con-
Junction w_.th the parallel le_s of "N"-t)_pe arrays, determined the
intervals alon_ the runway within which aircraft touchdowns and turnoffs
occurred, fro_ the first and last beams interrupted.
For each recorded landing, the aircraft speed at each "N"-type
" array crossed, the aircraft identity, and the identity of the first and
last interrupted beams were stored _n the data base. Also stored for
each recorded landin_ was information describin_ the weather and runway
conditions, includln_ cellin_ height, visibility, precipitation type (if
any), baro_etrlc pressure, te=perature, wind speed and direction, pave-
ment condition (wet or dry), and runway lightlh_"(day o_ nlght, runway
liKhts on or off).
Aircraft speeds were accurate to within one foot per second, or
better. The points of touchdown were dcemed to be at the midpoints of
the runway intervals (defined by the transverse light beams) in which
the touchdowns occurred, and _re therefore accurate to within one-half
the length of the runway inter-als.
A det=fled descrlptlon o_"_he data-collectlon _ystem and its opera-
tlon is provided in FAA Repor_ Eo. RD-T4-36, "Field Survey and Ana_ysls
of Alrcr _ OistrLbutlon on Airport Pavements" [HNTB: 19T5].
• • • -• • • . .
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FACTORS INFLUENCING RUI_AY OCCUPANCYTINES -" .'.
t There are • large number of factors that |n__uence the runway o_cu-
panoy time of a landing aircraf_. One can Identify these factors from a
consideration of the landinK _'ocess of a particular aircraft on a siren.
runway. The time required for an aircraft to reach an exit at a speed
appropriate for that extt (for the prevailing environmental conditions)
depend= on the location and design of the exit the approach speed of the
• . . . .
aircraft, and the deceleration rate applied by the pilot upon landing...
These factors depend J.n turn on the type and configuration of the air- .
craft, on theprevailing environmentJ1 conditions (visibility, wind and
) runway surface condition), and on the c_bination of reverse thrust and
brak!ng which a particular pilot applies the deceleration necessary to
reach extt speed. The relation between aircraft performance and the..
prevailing environmental conditions also depends on the nature of the
navigation and landing aids available at the airport in question, and is
1Lkel'y tO Var_ depending on pilot behavior, and f_mtltartty with the
airport_ The oeeupanc_ time of the landing aircraft will of course
depend on the choice of exit. Fro_ the exits that are feasible for a
given operation, a pilot is likely to seleot the one that puts the air-
craft on a taxtway closest to the terminal whe;-e the aircraft is des-
tined. This can affect runway occupancy :ignificantly.
/ In order to organize the process of identifying w_leh of these fac-
tors will have the predominant effect on runway occupancy time, they are
grouped into five categories related to the following:
I. Airport design and equloment characteristie_
t
I-
t
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2. Performance characteristics of the aircraft
3. Airline procedures and pilot behavior
4. Prevailing ambient weather and visibility conditions
5. Havtgatton and landing aids and procedures.
The data available were reviewed in an attempt to single out the
most slgnlficant factors In each of these categories.•
•It Is .ot possible to _dentlfy a single most _Ignlflcant factor of
; all those influencing runway occupancy time, nor Is it necessary to do
so. The m&cy factors at play interact In a rather complex way. and It
Is partly due to thls interaction that statistically significant infer-
ences regarding the quantifiable effects on runway occupancy time cannot
easily be obtained.
Alr_ort Desl_n and Equipment Characteristics. With respect to the
first category of factors, it is clear that the location of exits has a
significant impact on runway occupancy time. Thls Impact is more sig-
nificant than the specific design characteristics of each exlt in
influencing which exit is used.
3ome of the data analyzed illustrate this effect rather clearly.
Of a sample of landings on Runway 27L at Atlanta International Airport,
the aircraft uslng the first exit showed a mean runway occupancy time of
44 seconds with a standard deviation of 4 seconds; those using the
second exit had corresponding val_,:sof 56 seconds and 5 seconds respec-
tlvely.
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The design of an exit also affects runway occupancy time by
influencing the t_e for th6 exit maneuver. In turning onto an exit. an
aircraft has to undertak_ a maneuver that takes anywhere between 5 to 25
seconds. It has been observed, and was noted in the data analyzed, that
heavy wldebody aircraft will take the longest times for thls maneuver,
particularly when turning onto right- angled exits. Some airlines have
pollcies that require pilots to slow down to low speeds (e.g. 10 knots)
before executing such turns. The combination of exit location and
design can therefore be a significant determinant of runway occupancy
time.
PerformanceCharacteristlcs of the Aircraft. From the second
category of factors, the size of the aircraft is perhaps the most zig-
niftcant. Smaller aircraft have typically shorter occupancy times.
They appearto land closer to the threshold, and.to decelerate faster to
exit speeds. Other than the d_stinction between widebody and narrow
body aircraft, the data examined do not show any further differences
between specific aircraft types. In-depth analysis of these and other
data might disclose further differences.
Airline and PiIot Behavior and Practices. The third category of
factors has influences that can only be inferred indirectly from the
data. Similar aircraft from different airlines have been observed to
select different exits pres_ably due to the proximity of the taxiways
to their respective terminals and this has affected occupancy times.
Furthermore, variations in the landing performance of different pilots
suKEe3t that the many par_J_etersof the landin_ process that are at the
discretion of the pilot result in different occupancy ti=es under
.... - • . .
I . • . , • , . • .
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slutlar conditions. Airline and pilot motivation are therefore seen as
lmportsnt factors.
Prevai!tn_ Ambient Weather and Visibility Conditions, Weather con-
_" dttions are important factors influencing occupancy time. The condi-
tions of the runway surface (e.g. dry, wet) influence the _mcunt of
deceleration that aircraft are capable of achieving or the pilots are
' willing to apply. Furthermore. in wet runway,conditions, ext _, speeds ,
are lowered and exit maneuvers take a longer time. Other parameters of
the landing process, such as height over the threshold and the location
: of touchdown point do vary with weather conditions, but the amount is
not easily dlscern_.blefrom the available data. •..'
Navigation and Landin_ Aids and Procedures. The presence o£ land-
ing and navigation aids appears to influence occupancy, time indirectly.
Precision approaches appear to result in _aller variations in some
parameters of the landing process such as height over the threshold and
touchdown point. They also appear to result in lower mean occupancy
times as a consequence of the lower heights and earlier touchdown
points. Good lightlngand marking arc bound to have an effect on the
landing process although such effect could not.be quantified from the
available data•
io
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3- POT£NTIAL INNOVATIONSTO REDUCERUNWAYOCCUPANCY
As the interaction of the various factors influencing runway occu-
pancy time has become better understood, strategies for reducing runway
occupancy times have been developed. These strategies utilize one or
more specific measures or innovations (the term innovation includes both
measures not previously considered as well as significant improvements
or changes to existing technology or procedures). The approach adopted
in this study has been to identify as wide a range cf potential innova-
ii tlons as possible, then to subject these innovations to an evaluation
li_- process that leads to the selection of a relatively smalX number of
1:
ii promising measures- for more detailed analysis. This chapter describes
_ the identification process and the range of potential innovations iden-
tilled, the development of the evaluation criteria, and the results of a
"" " 1 ' ° " "
preiimlnary evaluation of the innovations to identify those deservin_
closer examinatlon_ This approach considers the use of the runway from
the perspective of a single innovation in each case.• However in any
complex system, one particular change is likely to affect the conse-
quences of any other. Thus it is necessary to recognize that many of
:- the individual innovations identified w_ll interact with other innova-
tions.
IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL INNOVATIONS
By its very nature, the process of develop_nz a li_t of _._novatlve
measures to influence runway occupancy time cannot be reduced to a sim-
ple set of rules. Some ideas have already appeared in the literature in
one form or another. Others follow from a coneideratlon of the factors
Involved. " "
L
i
&
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The arrival and departure processes involve a number of different
components, from the aircraft itself and its interaction with the air-
port fauilitles, to the actions of the pilot and the air traffic control
syz_em rules and procedures. These components provide a structure for
oonslderln_ individual innovations, which cenerally fall into one of the
four cate_orles:
• Aircraft
• Airport
• Pilot
• Air traffic control/Federal aviation regulations
(ATCiFAR). " ""
As with any classification system, not all toplc:jfit neatly into one of
the above categories and some innovations may appear to fit more than ' " "
one. The actual classlflcatiun is therefore somewhat arbitrary. In
_ addition, certain innovations presume the existence of other measures or
su_est other complementary innovations.
In all, fifty eight individual innovations were identified. These
4:
are listed on Tables 3-I - 3-3.
/
Aircraft innovation_
Potential innovations in aircraft technology consist of measures to
improve the aircraft performance on the runway, or improvements in land-
In_ aids and Instrument._tionin order to improve the pilot's control
over the aircraft .path and reduce variation in oerforuance. '
• .',". . . . .
Measures to increase the deceleration capability on. the runway .-. • .
• . .. , , .
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Table3.1
AircraftInnovations
I. Increase deceleration capability
g a. reverse thrust
b. improved brakin_
c. increased dra_
d. errestin_ devices ''" :....
2. Increase exit turn capability
a. improved steerln_ and _ear
b. improved tires -
_" 3. Decrease threshold speed '
a. increased lift•coefficient
b. lower stall speed margin
c. powered llft
d. variable _eometry
[ 4. Improve landing aids
a. head-up display .
b. autoland .-:.
c. H_VSTARIINS
d. improved Pilot view
e. runway _uidance
5. Improve instrumentation
, a. _round sDeed .
b.CDTI
c. ambient condition c •-.play
6. Improve _o-around perform_.:ce
17- Reduce aircraft weight
I"
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f Table 3.2
Airport Innovation=
1. L_cate exits to minimize occuoancy
2. Location of runways, taxiway_and terminals
3. Location of circulation taxiways
4. Opttmize width of airfield elements
a. runways
b. exits and fillets
c. taxiway turns
_ 5. Hatch exit radii to aircraft perfo.'mance
6. Improve exit marking _Id Zighting
7. Imorove landin_ aids
a. VASI/approaehlights
b. ILS/HLS
c. oavement markln_
8. Improve runway surface friction
7 9, Improve runway entrance location and design .10... Additional runways ."
a. close parallel/short parallel
b. V-runways
c. variable width/double width
, 11. Install attester devices
' 12. Aircraft guidance wire in pavement ""
13. Improve runway safety areas
14. Deceleration gradients
a. runways
b. exits
I00
f Table 3.3
Pilot and ATe/FAR Innovations
-.
PILOT'INNOVATIONS
I. Standardize landinK and roll-out procedures
t 2. Pilot motivation
3. Remove airline restrictions
4. Improve pilot information
a. exit location
b. environmental conditions
t
ATC/FAR INNOVATIONS
i I. Permit multiple occupancya. left-rtKht/short-lonK
, b. arrivals-departures2. Enforce exit selection
3. Lower threshold height
4. DesiKnate taxiway to local control
I, 5. Sequence a_rcraft by occupancy characteristics
:_-- 6. Improve controller information
_: a. aircraft speed and acceleration
' _ .b.aircraft characteristics -. ."
c. pilot intentions
T- Automate departure and Ko-around decisions
8o Establish approach tolerance limits
9. Modify final approach path
?
°.
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include increasing the reverse thrust available, improvin_ the 6rakin_
capabilitT, increasing the aerodynamic dra_ after touchdown, and the use -
of mechanical arrestin_ devices. While inureasin_ the deceleration on
the runway will clearly reduce the time needed to reach exit soeed, a
further reduction can be achieved by usin_ reve:.se thrust or aerodynamic
dra_ to increase the deceleration while airborne between the threshold
and touchdown, leadin_ to an earlier touchdown at a lower _peed."
• . °
Inoreasin_ the power available for reverse thrust could also lead to
r_uoed departurerunwayoccuoancyif thisincreasedthrustis also
t availableforacceleration.
Runwayoccupancycanalsobe reducedif aircraftcan exit at a
@ higher speed. Improvements in steering, landin_ _ear and tires would
enable pilots t6,exit at a hi_her speed or-to take sharper r_dius
curves.
A decreaso in threshold speed will generally resul_ in reduced run-
way occupancy due to the lower amount of deceleratlcn required. This
can be achieved by increasln_ the lift coefficient in approach confl-
t _uration, reducin_ the mar_in between stall speed and approach speed, or
utilizin_ such measures as powered lift or variable _eometry.
Improvements in landin_ aids that would help maintain the precision!
of the approaCh and provide additional _uldance to th&t currently avail-
able include cockpit head-up display, automated l_ndin_s, new navi_a.
tion_l equipment based on satellite navigation or inertial t_avi_tlon
systems (INS), improvement of pilot view from the cockpit, and alrcr_ft
_uldance on the runway.
...... o .............
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@ Additionalinstrumentationi cludesa _roundspeedindicator,cock-
pitdisplayof traffic,and anambientconditiondisplay.Theseins'_u-
mentswouldassistpilotsinselectin_themostefficlentapproachspeed
andpermitclosestairbornespacing.
Improved _o-around performance would effectively reduce runway
occupancy by permittin_ a trailinE aircraft to _ontinue its a_proach
lon_e- when the lead aircraft is slow to clear the runway.' A reduction .
in aircraft weight would improve acceleration and deceleration and
reduce touchdown speeds.
AlrDort innovationS" "_
Airport innovations consi-'tof measures to improve the design of
airf__Id elements, chan_es in airfield confi_,uration,measures_to pro- ,..
vide pilots with i,_provedvisual reference and aircraft _uidance, and
measures to enhance aircraft deceleration.
Design chan_es for airfield elements include the lo_aticn of exit
taxi&ay."to minimize runway occupancy in the light of the expected fleet
mix and performan.-echaracteristics; chan_in_ the width of runways,
exits, fillets and taxlway turns to encourage hi_her speeds and earlier
exits; matchin_ exit radius to expec'.edaircraft perfornance; improvin_
runway entrance location and design to permit more rapid initial
iz '_ acceleration on takeoff; improvinE the design of runway -afety are._s to
i! encourage pilots to make more use of potential aircraft _erformance on
the runway; and the use of deceleration _radients on runways and exit
ta._iways.
occupancy include the location of runways, taxlways and terminals so _"
that the optimum exits from the standpoint of runway occupancy _Ive the
shortest taxi time to the _ates. Circulation taxlways should be located
so that they do not infringe on exit runout distances. At some airports
it may prove possible to provide additional runways within the available
f slte constraints by usin_ closely spaced or short, speclal-purpose
p_rallel runways, or V-configuration runways •with single or dual
approach streams; Here innovative approaches include variable width
_ runways to permit aircraft to pass on the runway if necessary or very
wlde runways permlttln_ alternatin_ left-side, rlght-slde operations.
Improvedlandin_aidssuch as Visual ApproachSlope Indicators ""
(VASI_,approachll_htln_,instrumentand m_.Crowavelandin_systems
(ILSIMLS), and pavement markln_s can provide improved p_lot _uidance in
order to reduce variation in aircraft performance and ensure more con-
sistent use of exits. Electronic _uldance on the runway durln_ poor
visibtllty, or to identify exits, can be provided by means of a guidance
wire system in the pavement.
Deceleration Qerforcance can be enhanced by improvements in runway
surface friction or the _._stallatlonof mechanical arrestln_ devices.
While the latter may not be feasible for routine operations, they may
present _ viable safety measure to permit tighter o_,'atin¢ tolerances
or other innovations.
Pilot Innovation._
:_ Pilot innovation= consist of measures to reduce varlatton in pilot
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tec_ique and increase lnoentives for pilots to achieve lower runway
occuprncies. ""
_tandardlzation of landing and roll-ou_ procedures _tll reduce
vari,tion between different airline practices and individual pilot tech-
niq_:e. Where individual airline operating r_strictions limit pilots _
t_ilization of all available exits, these should be examined for con-
sistency _ith other carriers and their removal or modification proposed
where possib!e.
t Airl_nes can be encouraged to motivate their pilot.- to exit as
quickly as possible by stressfn_ the economic consequences of the
trade-off between capacity induced delay and factors such as passenger
comfort and tire wear. Pilot motivation _LII al_o be enhanced by dis-
seminatlon of infor_ation on the safety and cost implications of partic-
ular•practices. .•
Pilot technique may also be improved through _he provision of
improved information on runway e:it location and prevailing envlror.men-
tal conditions.
ATC/FAR ir,r,ovations
Cleansesto existing air traffic control procedures and regulations
can improve runway occupancy by eliminating restrictions that result in
periods w_en the runway is not being used, or by modlfl_n_ the
aircraft _-',approach path and el(it u-_e.
The existln_ restrict;on on multiple occupancy of a runway could be
relaxed by restrlctln_ du3t occupancy to alternate sides where '"
- .. - ,. .. ..
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J sufficient clearance exists to permit aircraft to pass. or by longitudi-
nal meparatton with sufficient distance on the runway that the trail
aircraft can come to a full stop or exit before reaching the lead air-
P craft, k'rlvals and departures may also be able to safely use a runaway
simultaneously under certain circumstances.
Here efficient use of the rtmway may be achieved by designating the
exit to be used, sequencing aircraft by their occupancy characteristics,
and improving the information available to the controller on aircraft,
speed and acceleration, aircraft charaetertst, tcs such as weight, and
pilot intentLonso Full use could be made of potential slots for depar-
tures, and u_necessary w_ve-offs could be eZLminated, by automating
departure and ;{c-around de_isions with a system that, combines speed _nd%
spacing: mcnltortn_ with a conflict prediction capabL].ity.
By includin_ parts of the taxlway system "_'der local (tower) con-
trol, aircraft .would no lon_er have to be able to stop or change fre-
quencies before entering the taxiway system, permitting hi_her ex_.t
speeds and reducln_ pilot workload.
Reduction of glide path hel_ht over threshold _J_d changes in the
slope of the final approach path will reduce time from threshold to
touchdown, while reduclng the length of the final app,'oschpath will
reduce the headway between aircraft of dissimilar speeds. Establlshing
approach tolerance limits could help reduce lon_ runway occupancy times
by Improvlng approach precision arJd by early identification of the
{! development of an extrene occupancy time.
i|._
L . . . . • . • .
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DEVELOPMgNTOF £VALUATIONCRITERIA
Each of the potential innovations under consideration _enerates
| some benefit in terms of reduced runway occupancy or reduced threshold
[ headway. However this benefit is not a fixed quantity, but depends on
the extent of implementation of the innovation. One cannot therefore
P simply compare the benefits to be obtained from each Innovation. Some
account must also be taken of the costs and other consequences of any
particular levei of implementation. While this su_ests a classical
cost-benefit analysis, this was not considered an approp.-tate approach
• for this study for two reasons• Firstly it was recognized that each
innovation involved many different costs and other impacts, and it was .
not felt to be feasible within the resources of the project to attempt
_-- to assess these to the level required to determine dollar values.
Secondly the natur_ of many of the impacts is such that there _s con-
_: siderable doubt that dollar values could be determined that would
receive 5eneral acceptance.
The alternative ap_:roachthat was adopted was to identify three
types of evalcatlon criteria:
• Benefits
• Required chan_es in the system
• Side effects.
Nineteen indlviduml,criteria were initially identified within these
three classes as indicated on Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4
Initial Evaluation Criteria
'=1. Reduction in mean and variance
2. Predictability of ROT
3. Capital cost
4. Need for new technology
5. Need for new facilities and equipment
6. lleedfor new procedures
7. Implementation time frame
t 8. Institutional acceptability
9. Suitability for retrofit
10. Safety impact
-11. Hoise impact
12. Pilot workload
13. Controller workload
14° Go-around probability
t 15. Aircraft separation
16. Aircraft fleet mix compatibility
17. Land requirements
18. Passenger comfort
19. Airport impacts '_
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B Benefits
Benefits consist of both an actual reduction in the mean r_,u_y
occupancy time or the variation in runway occupancy, or an increase in
e
the predictability of thJ runway occupancy. Reducin_ the occurrence of
long runway occupancy times _11 decrease the size of the buffer ne_ed
between successive aircreft. Reducin_ _verage runway occupancy times
t
will permit closer spacin_ between landing ei:-crat_ or more departures
durin_ mixed operations. Even with widely varying runway occupancies of
successive aircraft, capacity gains can be achieved if these can be
t anticipated in advance and the spactn_ of successive aircraft on the
approach adjusted, to utilize the rt=lway availability created b- the
shorter occupanc tes.
Requirements
Requtrements-for implementing a particular innovation were con-
siderealto include both .thecapital costs involved in obtaining or modi-
fyin_ the necessary facilities or equipment, and the costs associated ,-
with the need to develop a new technology or utilize exlsting technology
to develop new facilities and equipment, and to establish new pro-
cedures. In addition it was recognized that different innovations
required differen,ttime frames for implementation and _uld present dif-
ferent decrees.of difficulty in achiev,.n_institutional acceptability.
It is also desirable that aircraft innovations are suitable for retro-
fitting to the existing aircraft fleet.
. . -• . • .
°
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I Side effects '
Potential side effects that ware identified as resulting from an
innovation include safety and noise impacts and changes in pilot and
I controller workload or passenger comfort. Increases in go-around proba-
bility reduce capacity and impose additional aircraft operating costs.
Changes in aircraft separation on approach, leading to a reduction in ""
airspace capacity, could negate any gains in reducing runway occupancy.
Some innovations would affect compatibility between different types of
aircraft in the fleet mix. Innovations requiring additional land were
seen as creating difficulties at many airports beyond the question of
the acquisition cost. There are alao particular impacts that might be +
created by some innovations at particular airports, due to the airport
configuration or other factors.
Structure of the ebaluatton
The foregoing categories provided the initial framework for
evaluating the individual innovations. However the requirements as
identified omit explicit reference to operating costs while the costs
involved in developing new facilities and equipment can be accounted for
>
in the other costs. Implementation requirements can be translated into
the costs associated with development and approval of new procedures,
and the cost of training and familiarization programs.
The benefits in terms of runway occupancy parameters can be used to
; infer the consequences for changes in capacity under given airport and
fleet mix conditions. The effects of changes in go-around probability
i_ and aircraft separation can be allowed for in the effect on capacity and
operating cost :_
• +.
.,+..
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Thus a modified evaluation strategy was developed for more detailed
consideration of specific innovations. This strategy addresses:
• Benefits
t
• Costs
• Impacts
_ • Otherconsiderations.
The benefits are assessed in terms of an arbitrary baseline situa- "
tion consisting of an airport with a single runway with 30° angled exits
7
at 5000 feet and 7000 feet from the threshold and an aircraft mix con-
sisting of equal.numbers of arrivals and departures wlth I0S heavy and '
105 small aircraft. From estimated changes in the rut:way occupancy
-- ..
characteristics, the changes in runway capacity are projected using the
FAA runway capacity model (FAA:1974). Estimates of other quantifiable
benefits, such as reduced operating costs, are also made.
#"
Costs are assessed in terms of order of magnitude for both capital
costs and operatin_ costs of the aircraft, the airuort and the ATC system. New
: technology requirements are expressed in terms of the scale of funding
likely to be required to develop the technology. In addltlon, implemen-
tation costs are also considered.
Special account is made of safety and noise impacts, likely
changes in pilot and controller workload, and passenger comfort.
A number of issues do not easily lend themselves to quantitative
i¸ t¸
fL
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analysis and are generally given a more qualitative treatment. These
include:
e Likely lead time for Implementation
I
• Ease of application to existing aircraft fleet and
airports
• Compatibility with non-lmproved aircraft or airports
• The relative pace of development of benefits with
incremental implementation
• Incidence of benefits and costs across aircraft fleet
and airports
e. Timing of pay-off and relative magnitude of research
and develow_ent for new technology
e Availability of existing funding procedures
• Consequences of equipment failure and system degrada-
tion along a safe path.
Only those issues that are believed relevant to a particular innovation
are given consideration in that evaluation.
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
The fifty eight individual innovations described in Chapter 3 above
ii > and listed on Tables 3.1 - 3.3 were subject to a preliminary evaluation
i according to the nineteen criteria given on Table 3._. For each one of
the criterlo, each innovation was assessed as.having a favorable, neu-
: tral, or unfavorable impact in terms of that criterion. For those Inno-
vations for which,it was felt the criteria had no meaning, such as the
':_I_ suitability forretrof.it of innovations other than aircraft innovations, .....
L
r_
• ' 1
152.
| no assessment was mode.
In the case of the benefits criteria, a favorable innovation was
one that could be expected to provide a reduction in the mean or stan-
,-'/ IP
dard deviation of the runway occupancy time or an increase in the pred- ,//
ictabiltty of the runway occupancy. Where a reduction In either the "
mean or the standard deviation might be accompanied by an increase in
the other, the assessment _las based on the larger effect anticipated. .
In the case of requirements for changes in the system, a favorable
assessment indicates relatively modest requirements, short lmplementa-
I'
tion time frame, good institutional acceptability or good suitability
for retrofit. Conversely, on unfavorable assessment indicates consider-
!:) able requirements, long implementation time frame, poor institutional
_T acceptabLllty or poor ,suitabilityfor retrofit.. A favorable assessment
/")
for side effects indicates that the impact of the innovation is likely
ii to be favorable Under that criterion. A neutral assessment indicates
ii "• that the Innovation either has an impact that is neither beneficial nor
ii detrimental, or that the impact is likely _;obe of relatively small mat-
i,) nltude.
! "'
ii The assessment was performed using professional Judgement based on
i_ the technical knowledge of the research team member_. The results of
) : this assessment are _hown in Tables 3.5 - 3.7. The symbols in these
e
! tables permit the identification of those innovations that appear to
offer promising benefits without excessively heavy system requirements
i
or large adverse side effects.
::5
__':_ Table 3.5
_ 9 PreliminaryEvaluation- AircraftInnovations
. h3 _ _a
O u U 0 _ U ,-_,,_ 4,a r_ 4a I,,_
_ _ t_ _ _ ._ _ _ _ o _
• a.a 0,,-I_ ,,J _ 0 0 _ • _ H u
• . "_ _ I_ _ _ I_ _.,-_ tl_ .,_ ,,,..4_ ! _ _ _ _ I_ .
i/_.. I. Increase deceleration capability
•)._ a. reversethrust 0 0000008 000 DO'" O O 00
• b. improvedbraking 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0..
_'. e. increaseddrag 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 O 0 O 0
li d. arrestingdevices _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
li 2. Increaseexit turn capabilitya. improvedsteeringand gear 0 _ @ 00 @ O _ 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
ii b. improvedtires 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0_ 3. Decreasethresholdspeed
ijI a. increasedlift coefficient 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_. b. lowerstall speedmargin _ 000000 @ 0000 @ 0 @ 000
c. poweredlift 0 0 @ (_C 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0
_ d. variable geometry 0 0 0 0 00 _ O 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0
:, 4. Improvelandingaids
!i _ a. head-updisplay _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
i:: b. autoland 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0
, c. NAVSTAR/INS _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i d. improvedpilot view _ 0 00 0 0 00 0 O O 0 00 0000 0
e. runway guidance 0 0 0 (a 0 0 _)0 _ 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 000
5. Improve instz_,menta=ion
_" a. groundspeed 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0"
; b. CDTI O_ O00_O00 00000OOOO0
c. ambientconditiondisplay 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6. Improvego-aroundperformance ' O 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 O O O 0 00 0 0
' 7. Reduceaircraftweight 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
AssessmentLegend BEq_EFITS CHANGES SIDE EFFECTS
_" m 0 Significant None Significantfavorable• "
0 None or Minor Minor None or Minor
SignificantAdverse Major Significantadverse "'?
._
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• Table 3.6
W
Preliminary £valuation --Airport Innovations
4J
s
O.
E _--€4,.m €:l
_ O r-4 4_ _ 4J _ 4J U
O _-4_ 4_ _ O O r_ _j _ H (J
'mr4"€ _ _ r..),,.-( ,-L_j,_€ _ U
•_ _ _-€ O O O 0J =.,_ _ _,-€ _ _ _ o0_J
_J ._-4 4._ _ .e4 t_ _I_ _J _._ L_ _ _ _ _ 0
I. Locate exits to minimize o_cupaney 0 @ 0 g 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ G2. Location of runways, taxiways and
€ terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3. Locationof circulation taxlways 0 0 O" O' @ 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 "+ 0 " m4. Optimizewidthof airfieldelements
a. runways 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. exitsandfillets 0 0 0 0 O0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c. taxiway turns O 0 00 00 0000000000"
€ 5.Matchexitradiito aircraft
performance 0 _ 0 _)0 _ 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0
6. Improve exit marking and lighting @ 0 @ 000 @ 0 00000000007. Improve landing aids
a. VASI/approach lights @ 0 @ @ 00 _ 0 000000000
b. ILS/HLS 80 0 g 0000 000000 @008
t c. pavement marking _ 0 8 @ 0000 0000000000
8. Improve runway surface friction 0 _ 00000 00000000009. Improve runway entrance location
and design @ @ 000 @ 0 _ 000000000
i0. Additional run_ys
a. close parallel/short parallel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0b. V-runways • .
0 000000 00_0000000
c. variablewidth/doublewidth 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0Ii. Install arrester devices
O000g@ 0000000000 ..
12. Aircraf_ g"Jidancewire in pavement _)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13. Improve runway safety areas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 014. Deceleration gradients
a. runways
b. exits • 0 e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o.-
, i @ 000000 0000000000"
See Fig. 3.5 for Assessment Legend.
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Table 3.7
B PreliminaryEvaluation- Pilot and ATC/FAR Innovations
&J
O
eL
4J
u O ,=4
_ ,=4_J _ ....
.
Q _&j _ _ t_ 4J U
,.-.o _ _ _ _ _,"_ 0 X .F
_ 0 U 0 0 _ u ,-_,_ ,_-_ _ "L" I-_ '
_ _ I_ _ I_ ..._ _ _ _ 0 _ ".
u-,_ ,_ _.,_ _ u _; .,u _ I.._ _ i_ • 0
_ I._ _1 ¢; • _J I_ _ _ cl 0 .._100,_4 _1_1._.,.4 .- . •
PILOTINNOVATIONS
_!_ i. Standardizelandingandroll-out• procedures .. , _ 0 0 0 0 0 _.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. Pilot motivaticn 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
I 3. Remove airline restrictions @ 0 0 0 0 0 O 8 8 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 :
: 4. Improve pilot information
a. exlt location g G 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. b. environmental conditions 0 O 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0
ATC/FAR INNOVATIONS
I. Permit multiple occupancy
a. left-right/short-long 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 @ 0 0 @
b. arrlvals-departures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 @
2. Enforce exit selection 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 @ O 0 0 0 0 @ 0
_" 3. Lower threshold helgLr @ 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 @ 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0
_. Designate taxlway to local control @ 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5. Sequence aircraft by occupancy
characteristics 0 00 @ 0 0 _ 00 00 0 00
6. Improve controller information
,, a. aircraft speed and acceleration _ @ _ 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 00 0 0 0
* b. aircraft characrerlstlcs @ _ @ 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0
c. pilot intent:_ ns G @ _ 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0
7. Automate departure and go-around
decisions 0 0 O O 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8. Establish approach tolerance limits @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
!_ .. 9. Modify final approach path O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
i See Fig. 3.5 for Assessment Legend.
°ij..................................... .....
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: Results of the evaluation
Aircraft Innovation3 generally were thought to produce favorable
changes in mean and variance of the runway occupancy time, although the
benefits of arresting devices were uncertain due to the mass of the air-
craft involved, the disengagement problem, and the need to reset the
device after each use. Similarly, the benefits of lower stall speed
margins and hence slower approach speeds were u_certain due to the
trade-off between reduced deceleration times and increased time to
touchdown. Three of the improved landing aids (head-up display,
NAVSTAR/INS, and.improved pilot view) were not expected by themselves to '
improve runway occupancy parameters significantly. ImFroved lancing
aids and improved instrumentation were the only aircraft innovations
• . . •
thooght likely to produce favorable changes in the predictabiiity of the " '
runway occupancy, with the benefits of ground speed instrumentation and
cockpit display of traffic being somewhat uncertain.
i Almost all of the aircraft innovations were thought to require zub-
3t_ntial capital investments, with the exception of changes in th_ stall
speed margin and reduced aircraft weight, assuming that the latter is
) achieved by improved design and component elimination, rather than _he
.
introduction of more esoteric materials or sophisticated fabrication
te=hniques. Variable geometry wings, head-up displays, and improved
: cockpit instrumentation were all thought co require substantial invest-
ments in developing the required technology, while arresting devices,
improved landing aids (except for improvements in pilot view from the
cockpit), improved cockpit instrumentation, and improve_ go-around per-
formance would all require major expenditures for new facilities and
equipment.
i_ ' "
D• .
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iI "O Several atrcraf_ innovagions would require extended time fr_es for
implementation due to the need to develop the neces=ary technology, to
e_sure €ompatibility between the _round-based ar,d aircraft-based com-
:_ t ponent, or to establish and verify safe operatin_ procedures. Arresttn_
.:I devices, increased llft coefficients, powered II/_, variable geometry
and improved _o-ero_d performance are all innovation* that would be
e larKely Introduced with new aircraft, and thus limited to the next gen....
eraticn of aircraft,. A _&VSTAR-based landtn_ aio would require the .
deployment and availability of the satellite system upon which it Is"
) based. -The use of arrestin_ devices and reduced stall speed mar_tns may
also run into difficulties of" Institutional acceptability, particularly
due to pilot con.terns about safety. Most of" the Long lead-time technol- .- .-
ogy i_prove_ents discussed above would be more suitable for deployment
In the next _eneration of aircraft, and woula not generally be suitable
for retrofitting to .theexlsting fleet. However, in=teased llft coeffi- /
_ cients could possibly be achieved bywing modifications, and
NAVSTAR/INS-based landin{ aids could be retrofitted as soot, as the sup-
i_ port technolo._yor satellite systems become available. On the other£ hand improving thu pilot vlew from exfstln_ cockpits may be very dlffl-
, % O
!I cult without redesiKr,ing the entire cockpit layout.l
:{ Adverse safety impacts are likely to be created by lowering stalli : speed margins or reduein_ aircraft weight, if this is done by reducing
•i structural cc._ponentsizes or eliminating redtmdancy. Increase in the
use of reverse thrust would have adverse noise i_pacts Arresting
devices were thought likely to increase pilot workload. Heasures t,
dee'reasethreshold speed woul_ adversely Influe.nceaircraft separ'.ti(._
if capacity is not to be reduced. Ho_,eve_',as di_u_sed elsewhere
_!
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D this report, this may not be as Importan_ as is conventionally thought.
There would be obvious f_eet mix compatibility impacts with arrestinC
devices and runway guidance technology if not all aircraft were usin_
t the same system, or if some were usin_ the system and some not.
Passenger co.fort is likely to be adver-_ely affected by the use of
i_i arresting devices or increased turn capability due to the higher
decelerations involved. .'here are also likely to be substantial airport
impaCtS created by the use of arresting devices, due to chan_es in the
way departing aircraft are handled and any necessary measures to accom- .
modate the devices themselves.
Airport innovations were _enerally thought to give favorable
chan_es in the a_an and variance of the runway occupancy time, althou_h
I ' the improvements to exlt markin_ and lightin_ !andin_ aids, and
i runway
ii guidance were felt to contribute more toward increasing the predictabil- ..ity of runway occupan y than chan_In_ the occupancy tim parameters.
i The changes in runway occupancy parameters resultin_ from i.mprovedrum-
way entrance location and design and provision of deceleration Eradients .,
at rumway exits were not thou_h_ to be as favorable.
airport innovations were considered to involve major orAll
_I moderate capital costs, with runway exit and entrance location and
. desiKn, and runway and exit lIEhtin_ and marklng innovations requirin_
less Investment than the other airport innovations The need for newi
_ tec_molo_y was felt to be largely restricted to v_riable width runways,
arrestor devices and runway guidance measumes, with some further
development required for improved landing aids. A substantial require-,
merit for new facilities and equipment would be c_'eated by changes in
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t airfield configuration or relocation of circulation taxt_mys, by .mea-
sures to optimize the width of airfield elements or improve approach
lightln8 and electronic landln_ alds, and by the provision of additional
_ runways or installation of arrester devices. Provision ef close paral-
lel, variable width or double width runways would create a _eed for new
!_ procedures. Long implementation time frames could be etpacted for
p chan_es to the airfield configuration, optimization of runway width and
provision of additional runways. The introduction of improved ILS/HL3
systems may be delayed by the lead time for research and development
) while improvements in runway surface friction beyond the present capa-
bility may have to await a major breakthrough in pavement research.
Improvement in r.unwaysafety areas may be slow to be implemented because "•
_ of conflicts with exi__in_ airport facilities and layout. It was
thought that gaininK institutional acceptance may be difficult for close
parallel, short 'parallel(especially when used for intersection take-
offs or stop-short lar,dln'_s)_nd variable width runways.$
Provision of additional runways within the existing airfield
configuration was considered likely to generate u_Ifavorablesafety and
1 controller impacts and adversely inpact go-around probability. The use
of close parallel or increased width runways, and to a lesser extent V-
runways, is likely to _enerate adverse aircraft separation impacts in
ii _ the approach strew.
:j
iI Aircraft runway Ruidanee with buried wire technology will createii.
i:_ aircraft fleet mix compatibility impact_-. Relocation of circulation
i'. taxiways will have major land requirement impacts. Finally most of the• . B ° - •
-_ airport innovations will of course have substantial impacts on the
L
o.
..°.,
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operation of the. alrperts involved, in particular changes in airfield
configuration, relocation of circulation taxtways, optimizing the width
of airfield elements, matchtn_ exit radii to aircraft performenee, pro-
f vision of additional runways within the existin_ airfield confis_ation,
improvement in runway safety areas and provision of deceleration _ra-
dtents.
t
Pilot innovations appeared to produce less obvious benefits and
have lower requirements and _enerate less adverse impacts than the other .'. '"
classes of innovation. Generally, pilot, innovations were considered to
t Kive mcde,_t reductions in the mean and variance of the runway occupancy
time and most improvement in runway occupancy predictability. It yes ..
felt that pi$ot" motivation might result in more substant;ial reduction in
t
- runway occupancy parameters, while standardizing landlnK _d roll-outi
procedures eoul¢ significantly improve predl_tability of r_'_ray occu-
) p_ncy.
} ' No pilot innovations were thought to present major requirements for
1
capital expenditure, new technology, or new facilities and equipment.
i Standardization of landing and roll-out and removal of airline operating
| restrictions would establish a nee€ for new procedures, and would prob-
a:_lyface difficult tests of institutional acceptability at the hands of
I''_ both pilots and airlines.
3 Side effects of the innovations were generally favorable with minor
i_ adverse safety, noise, and pilot workload i_pacts fYom the removal of
:_ airline restrictions. Paradoxie_lly, improving pilot information may
also lead _o an Increase in pilot workload. Increasing pilot motivation
may lead to aircraft handlinK that reduces passenger c_fort.
_r
• I
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' B ATe/FAR innovations contribute both to a reduction in the mean
variance of the runway occupancy time and to the predictability of therunway _oup_.ncy. Permitting multiple runway occup.-noy _uld not
! strictly reduce runway occupancy time of itself, but would permit an
increase in capacity for a given runway occupancy time. Enforcing exlt
selectlon would increase predictability while reducing both mean runway
t occupancy time and Its variance. Lowering the threshold height and
designoting POrtions of the taxiway system to lo_al control would prob-
ably give a modest reduction in runway occupancy tlme due to the reduced
t airborne time after the threshold and the knowledge of the pilots that
if exiting ear'+yat a higher _peed they will not have to pull up short
on en_ertng.the taxlway system. Sequonclng aircraft by occupancy '"
characteristics appears to offer another way of increasing capacity
without necessarily changin_ runway occupancy in the technical sense.
• . . • o •
Improvements in controller information would increase the predictability
of runway occupancy times. The automation of departure or go-around
decisions is another innovation that achieves a capac_.ty increase!
ii without changing any of the strictly-defined runway occupancy parame-
ters. The establishment of approach tolerance limits for .flight path
and airspeed was thought to significantly enhance the predictability of "
-. the runway occupancy, with some modest reduction in the mean and vari-
}, : ance of the occupancy time as pilots try harder to fly a precise
_ approach and have an external criterion to measure their perform-_nce.
-! Modification of final approach path was felt to _?fer a modest reduction
In runway occupancy Patterers due to chang_ in the airborne time from
threshold to touchdown.
]J1-
;. °.
J
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t
Host of the Innovations are primarily procedural and heavy capital
costs are not tnvoived. Some capital Investment may be needed to sup-
port better controller informatton or decision automation. The automa-
| tlon of the departure/go-around decision was felt to require substantial
new technology. Lowerin_ the threshold height may create a stron_ need
for new facilities and equipment funds, especially to replace landin_
? aids or to lower approach ll_htln_. Permittln_ multiple runway occu- _-
/ .°
pancy, the enforcement of exit selection, and sequencln_ aircraft by
runway occupancy characteristics present a clear requirement for new
procedures. Multiple runway occupancy, enforced exit selection, lower
threshold height and modifications to the final approach path were all
thought likely to encounter problems of instituttonal acceptability, on
_ro_mds of safety.
• i
In fact, multiple runway occuoancy and lower threshold height were
the only innovations that were thought to have major adverse safety
Impacts, with minor concern from the safety impacts of enforced exit
selection _nd modification to the final approach path. Multiple runway
occupancy and enforced exit selection appeared to have si_nlflcant
_ adverse pilot and €ontroll_r workload p.oblems. Lower threshold height
"_ and approach tolerance limits would also _enerate adverse pilot work-
load. Designation of a taxiway to local control and the establishment
1 _ of approach tolerance limits were considered to adversely impact con-
r_" troller w_rKload. Co-around probability would be increased by multlple
!
runway occupancy, the implementation cf approach tolerance limits, and
modifications to the final apvroach path, which were also thought to
; have significant alrcraft separation impacts. "
,!
. , . ° . . . • .
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I!3 iP INTERACTIONBET_£N THEINNOVATIONS
Thusfar,each of the innovationshas been consideredas an
independent action that might be taken to reduce runway occupancy time,
P
or reduce the constraint of runway occupancy on capacity, except that
the u_e of arrestin_ devices or runway _uidance equipment as an aircraft
i _ aninn°vati°nimplieetheinstallati°n°fthe_r°undpart°fthesYstema_alrportinnovation. ....
i . , . °
However, it is unlikely that any program to improve runway occu-
r panty characteristics would be restricted to only one innovation. Cer-
tain innovations when implemented in oombin3tion, may _ive a _reater
_. /
payoff than the sumoftheirindividualeffects.Someinnovationsmay
_- only _ive useful results in conjunction with other in, ,ations. 0:. the
i_ other haqd, some innovations are mutually exclusive, whilesome combina-
tlons produce benefits by chan_in_ the same factors. These benefits
i cannot b_ obtalnedmore than once, thus the benefits of one may preclude
._ any further benefits from another. With multiple combinations of Inno-
I vatlons, there may also be interference effects that increase the magni-
tude of any adverse impacts or reduce the benefits received.
A number of combinations of two innovations arc identified in
_ Tables 3.8 and 3.9. In most cases the advantages to be gained from the
_ 0 combinations, or the necesslty of implementin_ the innovations to_ether,
is reasonably self-evident.
'__ Further reasons for considerinE the interaction of innovations lie ....
_ in the implementation process. The implementation of a specific innova-
tlon may depend on actions being taken on other innovations, while
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Table3.8
InnovationCombinationsRequiringJointImplementation
to Achieve Ben_fits
_ Clearance to circulation taxiways / Design exits for increased speed
Standardize landin_ and roll-out / Remove airline reztrictions
Enforce exit selection / Designate taxiwa¥ .o local control
Aircraft arresting devices / Install airport _rrestlng devices
Increase exit turn capability / Clearance to circulation taxiwuys
i" Aircraft runway guidance aid / Guidance wire in pavement
I _ Design exits for increased speed / Designate taxiwayto local controlVariable/double width runway / Permit multiple occupancy
..
.i _*
.4.,
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Table 3.9
i6 Innoyation Combinations Likely to Improve the Benefits
When Implemented Jointly
Variable/double wldth.runway / Improve runway safety areas
_ _ Pilot motivation / Improve pilot information
Permit multiple occupancy / Improve controler information
Permit multiple occupancy / Automate departure/_o-around decision
Enforce exit selection I Sequence aircraft
Sequence aircraft / Improve controller information
Improve brakin_ capability I Improve runway surface friction
_, Increase exlt-turn capability / Locate exits to match fleet
Improve go-around performance / Automate departurel_o-around decision
Locate exits to match fleet I Enforce exit location
°-
_ i--- . ..
!I
_Lf'ferent Innovatlons require aotlons by different seetor-q of t,he tndus-
':IIr
try. In some oases, t,he _plementatton of a single innovation may
requi_e coordination and aatlon f_om several seotors in order to
:I prooeed. This coordination may be easter to achteve tn the context of
:_ oonsLderlng a _de-ranginK set of" st,rarefies. In order to evaLuat,eJ these alternat, tve st,;ate_les, and to reduce t_ie evaluation to manageable ...t
proportions, the tnnovat.tons need to be grouped into coherent, packages.f-
• .
• ° °
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The prevlo_ chapter identifies a large number of innovations that
were generated by a "bralnstormingn process influenced by the knowledge
7
and information available at the early sta_es of the research. A prel-
Imlnary evaluation re_Julted in directly putting aside some of these
whose feasibility could not be ascertained without extensive analyses
" _ and addltional information. It was found that many of the innovations .
Interactand can be grouped into what are termed packages of innova-
tions. This chapter descrlbcs six selected packages that were developed
and e*aluated. " '
' i
DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED PACKAGES OF INNOVATIONS
The packages of innovations, or programs to reduce runway occupancy
times and their effects on capacity, were developed on the basis of the /
similarities and interactions between the individual Innovations.
I,
i The first package was assembled because of the recognition that
much can be achieved by changes in aircraft technology. Given that the
opportunities for any significant changes in conventional Jet aircraft
technology are rather limited for the medium and Ion_ haul Jet fleet
(since most of the aircraft that will make up this fleet within the next
20 years are either flying today or already in the production stage), we
• have concentrated on short haul aircraft technology and identified a
package of innovations that could be built into new aircraft developed
speclflcally for short haul, or for low density _arkets. The emer_In_
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new role of commuter airlines, and the potential increase In demand for
such aircraft, may make such technological development feasible. The
opportunity to include some of these innovations in such a development
is still at hand.
The next two packages of innovations were motivated by discussions
= with pilots. They were also suggested bY the wide variation observed in
the landing process, even under similar conditions, implyin_ that pilots
if have considerable discretion in determinin_ the landin_ process. One
:' package deals with means of motivating pilots end airlines to con-
sistently reduce nccupancy tJmes to the extent possible, ant the other
- package deals with improvin_ information flow to both pilots and con- /
13 , trollers. Improved information can be thought of almost as a prere-
qulsite for achieving the occupancy time reductions that can be made
possible with other innovations.
?
Two additional packages were developed to respond to the impact of
runway design and airport configuration. The data reviewed suggested
that exit location continues to be an important factor, as does exit
_ design. Innovative way_ to redesign the airfield surface in order to
1 permit, or to support, chan_ed aircraft performmlce and landing pro-
! cedures become then an obvious candidate for consideration.
I
, Finally, the need to look at runway occupancy as part of an
k
integrated process that encompasses the final approach path as well as
ii the runway itself led to the development of a package termedIntegrated
. • .,
Landlng Management. This package deals with means of achieving con-
sistency betweentime headways of aircraft on final approach and runway " ".....
._ occupancy times on the runway.
i;;, . . .... • ".
-:,_,
%, .
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Each of these packages is discussed below. As is discussed later
Ir this chapter, these packages are not necessarily independent and
there may be benefits from combining them into larger programs.
• , . , .
D£SCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF INNOVATION PACKAGE_
This section describes in detail the composition of each of the six " '
selected innovation packages and the results of the evaluation of the
:_ benefits that may be expe.ctedfrom each, together with a consideration
I of the implementation requirements and the associated impacts.
w_" . • . • • •
It was felt to be beyond the scope of this report to attempt to
apply a more detailed evaluation methodology to the wide range of inno-
;. rations identified'below than that described in Chapter 3' The benefits
of a specific package are assessed in terms of the percentage increase
in runway capacity that can be attributed to the innovations, either
.. through a reduction in runway occupancy time or otherwise, under speci-
f.tedbaseline conditions.
}
J
_ The computation of the changes in runway occupancy ti:e as a result
;1 o
{ of a specific innovation were performed with the aid of a computer pro-
iI landin_ path of an aircraft as a
modelled
_ram that the approach and
.._ function of its _rformance parameters. These parameters were changed}
to reflect the different innovations. In both the baseline condition
and the real world, the location of runway exits influences the runwayi
_' occupancy times due to the stochastlc nature of the aircraft perfor-i_ "
mance. Even if on average all aircraft of a particular type decelerate
} quickly enough to take a given exit, in reality there will always be
some that miss the exit and incur a much longer runway occupancy while
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they taxi to the next available exit. The computer program modelled
this stochastic variation by simulattn_ a sequence of landings with the
parameters having the same mean value, modified by a random component to
reflect the variation in aircraft performance encountered in _ractiee.
IMPROVEDSHORT-HAVuAIRCRAFTECHNOLOGY
Obleetlve
Improved aircraft performance during landin_ and take-off offers
one strategy to reduce runway occupancy. This performance improvement
• . . . •
can be achieved throuKh technology designed into new aircraft, or retro-
fitted to existing aircraft. Some changes in the existing technology
may requlre corresponding ehan_es in other parts of the system, such _s ..
the runway surface. The objectives of these te_hnoloKical improvements
consist of:
• Increased deceleration on landing or acceleration on
take-off.
• Increased turn cac_billt7 in order to exit at higher
speed.
• Reduced touchdown or lift-off speed in order to reduce
the amount of deceleration or zcceleration required on
the runway.
• Improved _o-aro_nd performance to permit controllers
to delay Ko-around decisions in marginal cases.
,- Increased deceleration or exit speed will orly result in a reduc, ""
tlon in runway occupancy time if the aircraft is in fact able t_ exit on
reachin_ exit speed. This implies that the benefits of th_se improve-
meritswill only be realized if runway exits are currently belnK passed
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up by landing aircraft, or if new exits are Provided.
Technology ohan_es to achieve these objectives are likely to create
a weight penalty when compared with existin_ technolo_y' or future tech-
nology desi_ned for the current environment. The magnitude of this
penalty will increase with staqe length, hence these changes are likely
to offer the biggest pay-off for short-haul aircraft. Another reason
for concentrating on short-haul aircraft is that reduced runway occu-
pancy times generally translate into r_duced runway length requirements,
: Increasin_ the possibilities of providing separate short,mul runways at '
busy airports.
: Enhanced _ deceleration _ _ ...
Aircraft improvements to increase deceleration on the runway
include: i
z
• Increased reverse thrust
• Improved brakes and tires to permit hi_her sustained i
I brakinz i
• Measures to increase the aerodynamic drag during land-
iI
I Increased thrust-to-weight ratios will also improve acceleration on
i take-off and go-around performance.
Since runway friction is currently a llmiting factor in braking
i under some circumstances, improvements in runway surface friction may be
.. required to match improved brakes and tires.
i
L
-. ..... ._-. . .,. . -.-. ...-_:.-:.::__
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t
_exlt tur._eaoabllltv
Improvements in aircraft steerin_ and landin_ gear to tolerate
P hisher side forces will permit pilots to exit at higher speeds. These
improvements must address the structural inteqrlty of the gear and the
ability of the tire to both withstand the hi_her side forces involved
, and to develop sufficient friction at the tlre/runway interface to
transmit these side forces to the runway. A major problem arises with
nose wheel tire scrub. However there are other ways to provide the
t necessary steerln_ forces such as aerodynamic control or asymmetric
power. Active control inte_ratlon could urovlde real-time adjustment of
rudder, Dower andnose wheel castor to optimize steerinK control.
0
As with hrakln_ improvements, improved tire technology to withstand
higher _ide forces may require improvements in runway surface friction.
T Reduced touchdown and lift-off speeds
i_ Reduction in touchdown speed will reduce the time spent decelerat-f
in_ to exit speed from touchdown for a _Iven deceleration capability.
However, for a _iven aooroach path (defined by the _lide slope and _lide i
path hel_ht over threshold), the time from threshold to touchdown will
be increased by a reduction in approach spe2d. There are also capacity
implications of a reduction in approach speed for a _iven mLnimum dis-
tahoe separation on approach, as noted elsewhere in this report. Main-
:_ taininE higher approach speeds then bleedinq off excess airspeed prior
_. to touchdown will move the touchdown point down the runway and result in
increased time between threshold and touchdown. Thus measures to reduce
touchdown speed should be made in the context of either acceptin_
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reduced distance separation on approach, In order to maintain headways
at lower approach speeds, or of providin_ enhanced airborne deceleration
capability.
! _ Reduction tn touchdown and aDp?oach speeds can be achieved
by:
• Increasing the lift coefficient in the landing confi-
i " guration
_ • Reducin_ the stall spccd through the provision of
l • Increasing the wing area through variable geometry
technology.
All three measures will require increased power, either to combat
] _ increased dra_ or to provide powered flit.
+ .
•Reduction in the time from threshold to touchdown can be achieved
+ by: .-
• Reducing the marlin of a_oro_ch s_eed over stal! speed in
approach configuration
• Use of reverse thrust prior to touchdown
• Increased aerodynamic drag.
Reducing the stall speed margin has obvious _afety implications,
i• _.udmay require active controls linking flight controls and power or
i_ airbrake settings to airspeed, in order to prevent an inadvertent stall
-1 while the pilot'_ attention is dlstracted. T_e use by Concorde of a
3
, lower margin suggests that the safety concern is not insurmountable.
Use of airborne .reverse thrust may have flight stability implications,
•._ . • .
although it has been used successfully in some military aircraft.
. . - . . .• . . . . .
o u
+, . . .. .
,. + .
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'; ;_ Improved 6o-around perfo_ance , "'
_noreased thrust-to-uelght ratios have a) ret.dy been disoussed
above. Another factor in determining go-around p.*rform_.nce is the time
required for turbine engines to develop to full power. If this could be
reduced, then the lag between the go-around decision and the aircraft
initiating a climb could also be reduced. Finally. a rapid reduction in
_ aerodynamic drag without a corresponding reduction in lift would permit
.... faster aircraft•acceleration or earlier climb initiation. An active ."
airspeedlflight control system as discussed above may permit climb ini-
{ tiation at the earliest moment.
_: Evaluation .
• . . •
The above measures achieve a reduction in runway occupancy time
ii either by directly reducing the time spent between•thresholdand exit or ....
by permitting controllers some discretion in overlapping successive run-
" way occupancies by allowin_ a following aircraft to proceed beyond the
threshold in marginal cases before ordering a go-around. Several of the
imp-._vements identified above contribute to more than one way of reduc-
" ing €he runway occupancy time, thus improved tires and runway surface
"ill fri_-r,ion under some clrcumstances will allow both increased braking and
hig;:,_rexit speeds. Some improvements have no obvious upper botmd (such
- as :_:_wmuch increased drag is feasible). This suggests an evaluation
:) stra'egy that considers the following aspects of runway occupancy time:
:)
i
e Time from threshold to touchdown
• Time from touchdown to exit
. .
{
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7 • Buffer needed to prevent excessive go-arounds.
For a one-second reduction in each of these aspects, the beneflts
resulting from the consequent oapecity increase can be assessed. These
benefits can then be compared wlth the costs of achieving a progres-
slvely increased perform&nee using the following inOependent strategies:
• a) Increased thrust-to-weightratio with rapid engine
r wlnd-up.
• b) Enhanced braking using improved brakes, tires and
runway surface friction.
Y
• c) Enhanced exit turn capability with improved land-
_t_ .gear, tires, runway surface friction and active
control integration.
" • d) Increased aerodynamic drag with compensating power
on."approachand airborne reverse thru-*tbefore touch- ...
dowI1o
• e) Reduced approach and touchdown speeds using STOL-
technology (high lift coefficient, powered lift, vari-
able geometry).
i • f) Reduction of stal! margin on approach or go-around
Ti using active controls .
I
Further improvement be obtained from combination ofmay thesea strate-
} : gies.
I Beneflts. It was assumed that the foregolnK strategies could
!
'achieve the following improvements in aircraft performance, compared to
• the baseline case:.
- . o
• An increase in runway deceleration to 6-10 ft/sec2
u_
/ -- °
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r • An increase in e.=tt turn capability to qO-_O knots
• An increase In airborne deceleration to 2-_ ft/sec 2
• A reduction In threshold speed to 120 knots,
I
Analysis of the effect of these performance improvements on the
baseline conditions gave a reduction in runway occupancy time from 5 to "
i! 25 seconds. Such a reduction would produce up to an 85 improvement in
.:: fleet mix. Reducing the runway occupancy time through the foregoing
measures also reduces the landing distance required increasing the
potential for independent use of intersecting runways.
Cost____ss.Capital costs associated with these measures are likely to • "-
be high, with extensive req','irementsfor aircraft fleet replacement or
retrofit. There is also likely to be substantial operating cost penal-
• ,
ties resulting from the additional weight associated with the measures
to achieve the enhanced performance. Estimates of the dollar values of
!I these costs were beyond the scope of this Study. The need to develop
I the necessary short-haul aircraft tectLnology will require a major
research and development program. Ine Inplementation costs, apart from
aircraft retrofit or acquisition, are likely to be moderate, with a llm-
ited amount of associated airport improvements, such as improved runwayI
, friction courses.w
Impacts. The enhanced operating performance may possibly lead to
i! some reductio_ of safety margins although some cotmter-measures (such
" as the use of active controls) might be able to offset this effect.
_. There i_ likely to be a moderate Increase in aircraft noise resulting
from the use of higher engine thrust The enhanced performance may also
: i
I
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lead to some increase in pilot workload due to the reduced reaction
time. No significant change is expected in controller workload. While
, the higher deceleration and exit speeds might be expected to result in i
some reduction in passenger comfort, the values involved appear to lie
within the tolerable range suggested by existing empirical work (e.g.
• . . |
HoronJeff: 1958).
t Other considerations. Many of the measures proposed are likely to
have a long lead time for implementation and be difficult to retrofit to
the existing fleet. There does not appear to be any compatibility prob-
lem with the existing aircraft fleet•or airports. The benefits increase
incrementally with the introduction of the new technology aircraft into .- t
;
the fleet, giving low initial benefits and slow build-up. The benefits IF|
occur primarily at busy airpcrts but the capital and operating costs are I
• i
incurred whenever the advanced technology aircraft are used on flights i
between any airports. Thus the cost-effectiveness of these aircraft
I!
will be higher if they are primarily used between busy airports and I
lower if they make many of their flights to relatively uncongested air-
I
ports. I
PILOT AND AIRLINE MOTIVATION AND REGULATICN I
J
The empirical evidence available suggests that variation in pilot " f
,. behavior plays a major role determining the rtmway occupancy times of I
t
landing aircraft Some studies have corcluded that pilot behavior is• " I
{
the most important factor influencing the variation in these times. [
I
Thero is evidence that suggests that enhanced pilot and airline motiva- !
• " " i
tion to reduce runway occupancy times is a reasonable course of action, i
t
One piece of evidence is the significant variation of runway occupancy i
[
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time for the same aircraft type under similar conditions. Evidence sug-
!!i gest_, for example, that the location of the terminal gates of a parttc-
"-_ ular airline influences the exit selected by pilots of that airline.
i! When the appropriate exit is relatively close to the runway threshold,
i then shorter runway occupancy times can be observed. This implies thatvariati n In the operatln_ parameters of a given aircraft on a _unw y
ii_: are quite poosible. In addition, there are rather wide variations in
3 such parameters as approach speed, deceleration raterS-touchdownpoint
il and height over the threshold. The data suggest that there is no signl-
_" ficant direct relationship between these parameters and such environmen-
tal factors as wlnd-and temperature, nor.does there seem to be a slgnl- -'
!"
i ficant difference between aircraft types (See for example, _euart ando_
j! Gray: 1981). Runway occupancy times appear to vary mostslgnificantly
on the basis of the exit used on any given runway; and even for the same
_ exit there remain some variations in runway occupancy times between air-
J: craft. Figures q.1 - q._ illustrate this result for a sample of opera-
i tions at Atlanta's Hartsfield International Airport. Not only do thesefigures illustrate the wide variability of some parameters of the land-
:: Ing process, but they also show the absence of any correlations between
'!
i them and runway occupancy times. While these limited data do not Jus-
tify any firm conclusion, they do su_est that human factors such as
• : pilot behavior, and airline policy influences co play an important role.
il ThisphenomenonisdemonstratedbYdataforLosAngelesAirportreported
_i by Eoenlg(1978) Landing runway occupancy times for two runways were!_
il!i stratified among two carriers, TWA and UAL. For two runways, 25R and !
;! 25L, the results show significant differences in mean occupancy times, •
i! as shown in Table 4.1. The consistent difference between these
r--
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Table q. 1
Mean Runway Occupancy Times for Landin_ A_rcraft
Los Angeles International Airport
(seconds)
Heavy Aircraft Light Aircraft
Runway UAL TWA UAL TWA
.... i
25L 50.9 53.3 44.8 51,9
25R 56.8 64.0 52.6 61.5
? Source: M.L.Scboen et al [1979] "
• ° • . . •
? .
L
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_" occupancy Cime_ may be explained by the fact that OhL has its terminal
nearer to the thresholds of runways 25R and 25L than TWA. Again, the!!
extent to which these differences can be generalized c_nnot be deter-
mined. But the sense is that, in addition to empirical evidence such as
the Los Angeles Airport example, the ease for pilot motivation and air-
line policy influences is compelling. Some airlines have explicit poll-
cies regarding the application of th_'ustreversers and aircraft turn
maneuvers at _iven speeds. Thcse policies influence runway occupancy
times.
' The empirical evidence on hand also suggests that aircraft _-s
_apable of landing within a rather wide envelope of parameters. For
example, ground speeds over the threshold vary between 105 and I_5 knots
I " in the data shown in Figure 4.2. The same can be said for deceleration .. •
J
I rates, threshold ground speeds, and exit _peeds; all important deter-
minants of runway occupancy times.i In addition to suggesting the Imoo_tance of pilot and airline
behavior in determining runway occupancy times, this is an encouraging
i_ - result for those interested in reducing those times. It implies that
4 4
there are possibilities for optimiz_ng aircraft operations on the run-
way, and that some improvement might be possible within the limits of
capability of current aircraft technology. If an alL'craftis capable of _ .
touchin_ down at 110 knots and at 150 knots as suggested by the Boein_
727 simulations results in Fig,me 4.5, then one might be able to take
advantage of such a wide range of capabilities by va-ylng speeds, head-
:. • • .
ways, and separations in order tc optimize the utilization of a runway.
!.
Part of this variability in speed is due to variations in the prevailin_ "
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wind. It is most likely that high _round speeds occur in conditions of
taiZ And, or of little or no headwind. Thus some of these high speeds
may not be achievable in other environmental conditions. The same would " I
|
? be true of the oppo3ite case where low _round speeds are observed. Only ,.
a detailed analysis of available data would permit the determinatio,, of
appropriate ranges to use in the context of this discussion. Naturally,
a much more thorough investigation of aircraft capabilities, under vari-
ous operatin_ conditions would be necessary before one _oes too far in
plannlnK such strategies.
i
Ao_rcaehes to Piior and AieIine _ I
• , .i
Notwithstandin_ the stochastic nature of the process of landin_ an
aircraft, it can be said that there is, for any Kiven set of conditions,
an optimal path for e_ery aircraft that minimizes the total service time
for that landing. If runway occupancy time is the constrainin_ factor
, on this service time, the optimal path is the one that minimizes the
runway occupancy time. This optimal path can be achieved by reEulation
or by encouraEing airlines to establish the appropriate procedures, and
• pilots to apply them. Neither of those two extremes•is appropriate.
The first is unrealistic for a nuuber of reasons, not the le_xstimpor-
tant of which is the fact that the landin_ process is replete with ran-
, dom elements and occurrences that are often outside the control of the
pilot or the controller. No amount of re_ulatlon will ensure that the
t
optimal landin_ paths will always be followed by all aircraft. The i;!
second view fails for essentially the same reason• It is not suffi- i
cient to Just encourage pilots to try to reduce runway occupancy time. .,
For any real _ains to be made it would be important to virtually
-
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eliminate the excessively lon_ occuoancles even if the mean is not
greatly reduced. To do this would require incentives that are suffi-
ciently stron_ or alternatively strict regulations and control.
? The distinction between pilot and airline motivation is worthy of
some consideration before addressin_ the specific means of such motiva-
tion. It can be said that this distinction is redundant since pilots
t work for airlines, and presumably follow airline policies in their
behavior durln_ a landin_ process. To the extent that all aspects of
the landin_ process are covered by specific airline policy, one need
? only address the airline. However, there will probably remain a number
of factors affectln_ the overall performance of a landinK operation that
are at the complete discretion of the pilot, and for which direct pilot
I motivation may be useful. We shall therefore address the various means
of "airline and pilot motivation" as a sinKle set 'of strateKies llmed at
these "users" of the runway system. We can identify two major classes
•_ of strategies for achlevin_ the desirable parameters of the lanCin_ pro-
cess. The objective of these strategies would be to move toward an
optimal landin_ process through a set of motivatln_ factors. Benefits
_ _ained from motlvatin_ pilots and airlines to reduce
simply run_y occu-
pancy times may not be worthwhile, if they do not achieve the "optimal"
profile for each landing. As discussed earlier in this r-port, reducin_
• runway occupancy ti,.,eis not as important as matchln_ that time with the
headway between •aircraft,and then reducin_ both. On the other hand,
• s
some benefits can always be achieved by motivatin_ pilots and airlines
to reduce runway occupancy times during mixed operations in poor weather
conditions. TWo classes of otrate_ies are discussed below, namely ..
• . • . . .
_cono_Ic incentives and operational rules.
• • . . ,,-
• • . . • . • . ]
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I Economic incentives
Pricing the use of the runway system is probably the only way in
which airlines and pilots can be economically motivated to reduce runway
occupancy times. Pricing may be better described as a deterrent than an
incentive. However, the implementation of a pricin_ strategy in which
the fee for using the runway depends on the runway occupancy time would
constitute a strong incentive to airl_nes to reduce that time. Much of -
what an airline, or a pilot can do to reduce occupancy time, such as
using higher deceleration rates or hi_er turning speeds, may result in
higher aircraft operatin_ costs. For this reason the current tendency
is toward lon_er occupancy times, except perhaps in the case where the ""."
airline is motivated by the location of the terminal vis-a-vis the exits
available on a runway. With a pricing function that is an increasing
• _ . . -. . |
function of runway occupancy time, the airline will be faced with two
opDosin_ influences. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 in which I[schematic cost and price functions are shown. The aircraft operatin_
t
cost function is likely to show a sharp rise in operating cost as the I
runway occupancy time decreases. The total landing cost, which is the
sum of the two, will have a minimum somewhere in the middle, since both
functions are likely to be convex. Airlines using the runway will
presumably try to achieve this minimum, if it is physically possible.
: This will mean a reduction in occupancy time, since in the absence of a
time based landin_ fee, the airline is likely to reduce operat_"°_costs
by not applying the costly procedures that reduce occupancy tz.... Ru_-
way occupancy time would decrease from some value indicated by t on Fig-
ure 4.6 toward the lower value t'. The incentive to reduce runway occu-
pancy time is not only due to the pricing function that may be applied;
• t.
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durin_ periods of heavy traffic, it is to the advantage of all users to
reduce the occupancy time in order to increase the capacity of the run-
_ way and reduce delays and aircraft operatin_ costs.
_ _ The implementation of • service time based user char_in_ system has
_ profound economic Implications, and cannot be done without a thorough
analysis.The fundamentalrationalebehindit is thatrunwaytimeis a
_ scarceresourcethatis to be allocatedto a numberof users,whoseuse
in turn _enerates benefits. It is clear that such a system will only
make sense during periods when runway occupancy time is in fact a capa-
city constraint, and when traffic is heavy. It would make little sense
to charge a progressive landin_ fee based on runway occupancy time for a
landin_ when there is no other operatlo_ immediately followln_. There-
, fore pricin_ on the basis of occupancy time would be implemented durin_ ."
periods of con_estlon, when the average cost curve for usln_ the runway
is rlsin_ with traffic volume. The priclnE mechanism could be then
developed on the basis of recoupin_ the potentlsl benefits from runway
occupancy time reduction that would be forfeited if the time is lonEer
than the optimal. To illustrate this we consider the cost functions
shown in Fl_ure 4.7(a). These functions show the typical increase with
traffic volume, indicatin_ the onset of conies€ion as volume approaches
capacity. Curve AVC1 represents what miEht be considered a runway with
no "incentives" and with lone runway occupancy times. Curve AVC2
represents the potential cost function if runway occupancy times are "
optimized for all operations. It is to be noted that the potential
. benefits from occupancy time r_ductions increase w'.'_ traffic volume.
• ' . .
• . . . . , ,
These savinKs are shown in Figure 4.7(b). The objective of the service
• - . . . .
time based pricin_ scheme would be lost with longer runway occupancy
• I_1
t
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times. The specific pricin_ 'scale' to be applle° to a r_'_waywill also
depend on the traffic level at any point in time. With a low traffic
P
volume the penalty for longer occuponcy time would be comparatively less
than with higher volume, and will increase rapidly as the volume
i approaches capacity. To see this we can look at Figure 4.8 in which
possible contours of equal average delay are sketched for different com-
t binatlons of traffic flow (q), and occupancy time (t). The convex con- •
t tour lines illustrate the fact that with a lower occuoancy time per iIi
operation, a larger number of operatiocs can be accommodated during any i[
| _iven time period. I
!
I
The practical Implications of occupancy time pricing cannot be I
ignored. There are a number of considerations that have to be dealt [
r !
with in any analys _3 of this
concept, including the !ogistics involved• ." I
in establishing and applyln_ the pricln_ mechanism. The process would
involve the timing of each landing operation in order to dete._mlne its
t
occu|_ancytime and matching that information with the flight information
for accounting purposes. A number of political issues may have to be
resolved .before such a concept could be implemented. It may be neces-
"'
sary to demonstrate that this pricing method optimizes the utilization
of existin_ airport facilities, both from the airport and airline per-
spectives, and from the more general economic efficiency perspective.
| It may be argued that pricing on the basis of runway occupancy time can
only be Justlfted if the optimal landing path for each aircraft is
known. This Innovction may therefore have to be combined with others
_ discussed in this study, such as improved information flow between air-
• . !
port and aircraft, and the Integrated Landing Management concept. I
• . !
t'.,
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,it _a1_LtA_n_and_ntn_ ."
Pricingis not the only form of pilot and airline motivation that
I c_n be applied to the current problem. A more direct, although less \
)_ obviously economically Justiftablet method is to institute a .se.tof
!_ ....
_' regulations and controls that will ensure that a prescribed landin_ path
! I_, is followed as closely as practicable by every aircraft. This would • "I
involve definin_ the parameters of an optimal landln_ path and deter-
mining their values for a whole range of conditions. Then the appropr£-
,._ ate rules and procedures would have to be modified so that the esta-
*
blished air traffic "control,runway operation, and flight rules all """"
would direct the operation of landin_ _owa,.dsthe optimal landin_ paths. I
IFor example, one could consider regulations that would soecify the. .
amount of reverse thrust, or the deceleration that an aircraft must fol- i
low on the runway; or prescribe a specific range for heiEhts over thres-
hold,"touchdown point, and approach speed. One could consider Institut-
inE rules that specify the choice of exit for a landidg ooeration. In
other words, more of the landin_ parameters could be made the subject of
rules and regulation and not left to the discretion of pilot and con-
troller. The practical feasibilities of particular measures need
further investigation. Such chan_es will no doubt complicate the
•approach and landing procedures, and will increase the control functions
associated with an operation. Thus the impact on air traffic and _round
control capacities would have to be assessed.
:. To supplement this development of rules and procedures, it may be
necessary to make the verification of the abilities of aircraft and of
pilots to follow these procedures a part of the certification process.
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i This again suggests that logistic, administrative and political issues I
will have to be dealt with, as they arise in the process.
Other procedural means
Pilot and airline motivation can be enhanced to a certain extent
without resort to any of the rather extensive strategies mentioned in
the previous paragraphs. The benefits are of course likely to be
t correspondingly less_ Some of the less involved procedural aspects of
pilot and airline motivation would include preferential runway assign-
" ments influenced by the relative location of exits and terminals, and
integration of approach and _round controls in order to simplify the
: process of clearance from the runway to the gate position. Many of the
other innovations addressed elsewhere in this study, having to do with
information flow and with improved air traffic control technology, •will
r help to motivate the users of the runway system to increase the effi-
ciency of their use.
System requirements
f
There is little by way of technical system requirements that would
he needed to implement this concept. One clcarly identifiable require-
1 ment is related to the pricing concept. This is automate_ occupancy
time measurement and accounting. This system would be needed in order
to have an on-line capability for measuring the runway occupancy time I
i
for each operation, and for performing the necessary data management I
> Ithat would provide for efficient accountln 8. Given that controller and
pilot workload are heavy during periods when runway occupancy time is i :
[|
important, and when•a pricing system might be in effect, it is important .. I
I ' . . I
q
that this system be automated and independent of controller and pilot !
functions.
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Zn addition, it would be necessary to collect data on aircraft run-
Hay performance in order to establish a reasonable and efficient pricing I
i system, and to identify the potential for further improvement. Aircraft
_ runway performance monitoring could be part of the occupancy time mea-
surement and accounting system, or it could be a separate system. If
I jseparate, it also would _eed to be automated and independent of con-troller and pilot functions.
\
Evaluation
Benefits. It is very difficult to make an accurate assessment of
the benefits that can be achieved from pilot and airline motivation. A ""
thorough study of airline costs and motivations, and analyses of pilot
behavior and human factors would be essential for such a task. Nonethe-
less, one can use the evidence available to surmise the orders of magni-
• t
tudes of potential•savings that can be achieved. There have been some
previous studies of the runway occupancy times for different airlines
under essentially similar conditions. In one such study (Koenig: 1978)
occupancy times for United and Trans World Airlines were compared for
I. the same runway at Los Angeles airport. Due to the relative locations%
I
of the airlines' terminals and the exits on runways 25R and 25L, it was
observed that United Airlines achieved occupancy times 5 to 15% lower
than Trans World, and much of that was attributed to the fact that the
former carrier could benefit from using the earlier exit due to terminal
location. In another experiment at Denver Stapleton airport, pilots
were consistently asked by controllers to expedite and exit as soon as
possible. Savings in occupancy time of approximately 20 seconds were
reported.(Schoenetal: 1979). ......
• .: i
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P The TSC data analyzed in this study can ' .d some light on the
potential reductions in •runway occupancy time t,,,,_ can be achieved by
pilot and airline motivation. Data from operations on runway 27L at
t Atlanta with an aircraft fleet mix of predominantly DC9 and B727 air- :
• . . • . •
craft show a standard deviation of occupancy time of I0_ of the mean for
groups of aircraft using the same exit.
This suggests that pilot and airline motivation could result in
runway occupancy time reductions of the order of 10 seconds This would
give an increase in runway capacity at a typical airport with a typical °
current _eet mix. of about 6%. Preferential assignment of flights to ""
I
P runways could also achieve savings through reduced taxi time.
|
. Costs. No slsnificantcapital facilities or operating costs are "
, -;
involved. System _'evelopment-'oatsare likely to be moderate for thu _"
occupancy time r,_easurement,accounting and performance monitoring equip- "- i
merit. There may be some increase in aircraft operating costs on the i
runway as pilots attempt to reduce occupancy times, but this is more -_
I than offset by the delay reduction of the capacity Increase. Implemen- i
b 'i
_ ration costs are likely to be moderate and primarily incurred in the
development and approval of new procedures, and with pilot and airline __.-
familiarization.
) II;paets. There may possibly be a small reduction in safety margins
and passenger comfort due to less conservative aircraft handling on the "
runway. Pilot workload may be increased due Lo the reduced reaction
; time with shorter runway occupancies, _nd controller workload may "
increase due to changed ATC procedures and local/ground control coordi- .:,
nation. _
• 4
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Other considerations A moderate to long lead time _laybe required
_o develop and implement the new procedures. The measures are easily
applied at existing airports and no changes are required to the aircraft
? fleet. Procedural differences between airports could be transparent to
pilots. Failure of the automated time measurement and accounting e_ulp-
merit would not reduce runway capacity, Full benefits are achieved as
soon as the new PrOcedures are implemented at a given airport, and the
benefits and costs occur only at those alrpor_s w_h the new procedures.
The initial research and development costs are likely to be quite low,
with a rapid buildTb p of benefits after implementation. Existing fund- '
tng procedures a,pear to be adequate for the research and -levelopment
program and implementation of procedural changes.
f IMPROVED PILOT AND coNTRoLLeR INFORMATION FLOW
ObJeetlve.
There is evidence that aircraft are not fully utilizing their
existing performance eapabillty, such as the large standard deviations
in runway occupancy time, even after controlling for differences in exo-
I
genous factors such as aircraft type and weight. This _arlatlon in
¥ actual performance of the system is due in part to uncertainty on the
part of the pilot or the controller, 'arisingfrom _ lack of information.
The result is a conservative approach to operating the aircraft or con-
S trolling traffic, in which pilots _a_s up exits they could have taken,
separations on approach are unnecessarily increased, departures are bet
released when they could have been, and aircraft reduce speed on the ..
• runway too early or late. Improved precision in flying the final
approach and deceleration on the runway will lead to reductions in the
standard deviation of runway occupancy time.
L; Measures to improve the information flow may be directed at the
pilot, the controller, or the flow of information between pilot ,nd con-
troller. The pilot requires information on aircraft position and speed
and deviation from optimal position and speed, as well as information on
ambient conditions and nearby traffic. The latter information is needed :.
partly to.help the pi]ot determine the optimal position and speed, and
, plrtly to permit the exercise of ultimate responsibility for ,the safety .... :i;:
_f the flight. This information should be accurate, timely and
presented in as simple a manner as feasible. The controller requires • '
• information on the aircraft status, intentions and capabilities. This
information should be provided in a manner that is compatible with the
controller's other tasks and that minimizes the need for voice con=_uni-
cation with the pl]ot.
!
Pilot information '
Pilot inform_tioninnovations could provide information that is not "!
currently available to the pilot (or is not available in a readily, i
• I
usable form), could provide existing information in a more accurate or ,._
{
timely way, or could present information in a simpler or more convenient ._ ._
::anner. Information innovations can be grouped according to pilot tasks
._-_
as follows: i
1. Maintain precision on final approach :{.
i
.a) Head-up displa, \!
b) Coupled autopllot to touchdown (cat IIIa -I
approach) • i
c) ".,AVSTAR/ZNSapproach aid i
%..,
d) I_proved VASI/approach lights i
e) Improved ILS/MLS. --'_
I
,I
.!
!
.-!
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2. Determine approach speed and deceleration profile
a) Ground speed indicator
b) Cockpit display of traffic Information _..
e) _mbient condition display (wind. runway ..
surface condition)
t
d) Improved exit location information.
4"
3. Identify exit and maintain deceleration profile "-
a) Aircraft runway guidance
* b) Improved exit marking and lighting
c) Improved runway pavement marking, i
f.... :%
q. Maintain safety margtn_ during approach and landing __(
a) Head-up display
b) Cockpit display of traffic information _..I
o) Improved ambient• condition information. -"
.... ° I
Support for the fourth task contributes indirectly to red Jcing run-
\
way occupancy time, since improvements in the ease or accuracy of main- -.
taining safety margins may lead pilots to make fuller use o'fother means
to reduce runway occupancy time, either by providing reassurance that __
safety is not thereby compromised _r by reducing workload and thereby 'i
releasing time for other tasks.... i
.!
-i
Runway deceleration profile _uidance " -_i
In general, an aircraft will not touch down and then maintain max-
imum deceleration until it reaches an exit at exit speed, although such --
a deceleration profile would give the lowest possible runway occupancy "'
time. Such a profile o.r course requires that an exit be located pro-
°,
clsely at the point where exit speed is reached, and that the pilot
realizes that maxim_ deceleration must be maintained in order to util-
"i
- i
ize the _xit. In practice it is very unlikely that an aircraft would
i
• !
.... ''" ....\'-.,:J__.:,__-_-._.- ' .:-, -' '";, , .'_• _.-_',.-',,,- -'- , L_..___:,._'_"_---. .-',L:_.-_-":,,J
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F follow such a profile, since even if the aircraft touched down at the
optimum point, any reduction in deceleration by the pilot would cause
the aircraft to overshoot the exit. In general, the deceleration pro-
t file can be characterized by a period of Initial deceleration after -
touchdown to assure a safe roll-out, followed by a period during which
the aircraft decelerates slowly on the runway toward the exit selected [
by the pilot, followed by a period of more rapid deceleration as the f
aircraft approaches the exit. The Initlal deceleration is usually per-
formed with reverse thrust, whlle the final deceleratlon is usually per-
formed with the wheel brakes. It appears fairly co_mon practice to
reduce the speed to about 60 knots with the reverse thrust, before
reducing power and using wheel brakes.
Q
For any given touchdown point and speed, the runway occupancy time
will be a minimum if the aircraft rolls at high speed to the point at
which maximum feasible deceleration will reduce the speed to exit speed
Just as the first achievable exit is reached. However, a pilot con-
cerned about overshooting the exit will tend to initiate the final
deceleration too early, and may maintain the initial deceleration after
| touchdown for longer than is necessary to secure the landing• Both t
actions will increase runway occupancy time above the minimum achiev- I
able. It is therefore desirable to provide the pilot with deceleration t
guidance that indl=ates when to terminate the initial deceleration and ",I
1
when to co_ence the final deceleration to the exit• It may ai-o be
I
indicate to the pilot which exit this deceleration profile {
desirable to
will utilize. The tarKet profile to be followed should take account of "i
.I
{
• ;
{
• . : |
o_ . o
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such factors as:
• Aircraft type and deceleration capability
• Aircraft weight .......
t
• Wind strength and direction
• Runway surface condition.
|
t If the position and speed of the aircraft is known at touchdown, t_i'.
together with the above factors, the required profile can be computed. ' '
The profile must be displayed to the pilot. A digital display of
actual and target deceleration is cumbersome, and does not account for
deviations of the aircraft from the target profile. A better method is . _. _;
to provide a real-tlme moving target location. If the aircraft
decelerates too much, it will drop behind the target and the pilot can
reduce the deceleration to catch up. If the aircraft does not
decelerate enough, it will overtake the target and the pilot will have
to increase the deceleration to let the target catch up with the air-
craft. This suggests that the maxlm_m target deceleration should be
somewhat less than the maximum possible deceleratlon of the aircraft to
allow for deviations from the target profile.
One way to display the target location to the pilot would be to
utilize the runway centerline lights. If these lights were indepen-
dently controlled, they could be turned either on or off in sequence to
give the illusion of a moving light or gap in the lights. The pilot :
would then decelerate in order to try to keep the aircraft nose a short i
distance behind the target. Even if the aircraft overtakes the target,
the pilot simply increases the deceleration until it appears again in
•T /"
/
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front of the aircraft. The target exit could be indicatod with flashing
taxtway centerllne or edge lights, or with a low power strobe light
beside the exit.
f
The computation of the deceleration profile and the control of the "
runway lights can be performed on a real-time basis using standard
t micro-processcr technology. The POSition and speed of the aircraft on
the runway could be determined by using pairs of infrared light beams
across the runway-at wheel height at suitable intervals. As the beams ""
| are inter;'upted by the aircraft wheels, a signal can be sent to the
micro-processor, which can compute the aircraft speed from the time
delay between the signal from two adjacent beams. Alternatively it may
prove possible to utilize an output from Airfield Surface Detection
Equipment radar or other special purpose radar. One disadvantage of [
uslng a.scannlng .radar.is that speed must be computed from successive
positions on consecutive scans, requiring a fairly high scan rate.0
Small errors in position from successive returns may lead to large
errors in estimated speed. Wind speed and direction could be automati-
cally input from sensors on the airfield. Ruaway surface condition
t could be input from a control panel in the tower. The aircraft type and
weight could also be input from the tower. The mlcro-processor could be
preprogrammed with the deceleration capability for each aircraft type. I
The tower could obtain the landing weight data from the aircraft by
radio and this, together with the data entry, would increase both pllot
and controller workload.
t
Several alternative approaches are available, including a special
purpose transponder on each aircraft that replies to a low power
L
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_ Interrogatlng unit with the aircraft type and weight as the aircraft
crosses the threshold (this might require some data entry by the flight
crew during approach), output from the Automated Radar Terminal System
(ARTS) computer to give aircraft type, with aircraft weight inferred
from approach speed, or data from airline oper_tlons_
! In the event that it becomes apparent that the aircraft is go_cg to
i overshoot the target exit or that the pilot is not follc_ing the
deceleration profile, the micro-processor can provide a revised
deceleration profile to the next exlt. The micro-processor could also
be programmed to monitor the deceleration performance of each aircraft
type and update Its data bank on deceleration capabilities.
Controller information
As with pilot information, controller information measures could
provid_ information that is not currently or readily available to the
controller, could provide existing information in a more precise or
timely way, or could present information in a more convenient manneo.
The controller's problem is somewhat different from the pilot's, in that
the pilot must monitor a very large amount of diverse information cover-
ing all affects of the operation of the aircraft, while the controller
is only concerned-about a small subset of this. The controller, on the
other hand, must Lcoordinate this information for several aircraft at
once. The controller requires information on both the current and
expected future position of the aircraft, as well as the capabilities of
the aircraft and .the intended destination on the airport. Znformation
• .'-". . . ' .
. -. • . . . - - . .
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measures may be grouped according to controller tasks, as
I. Maintain minimum safe separation between aircraft
a) Digital threshold headway/separation display
b) Aircraft airspeed limitations
c) Automate departure release/go-around decisions.p
2. Anticipate runway occupancy time ......
a) Aircraft speed and touchdown point
,' b) Aircraft acceleration/decelerationpotential
c) Pilot intentions.
3. Advise pilots of exit to use
_ a) Aircraft deceleration potential.
The mechanism',for providing this information to the controller """"
deserves some consideration. In the case of the approach controller,
the information can be displayed directly on the radar screen, along
with the o%her ARTS'ai_anumeric data. In the case of the local con-
troller, the information could be obtained from the BRITE display in
tower cab.
•Evaluation
The foregoing measures achieve a reduction in runway occupancy
improving the precision of the final approach, by reducing the buffer
required to allow for variation in the actual time between threshold and
exit, or by operating closer to the optimum deceleration profile on the
runway. Analysis was performed assuming a 50_ reduction in the standard
•deviation of the height over threshold, and operation on an optimum
deceleration pr °;lebased on a maximum deceleration of 6 ft/sec2 and an
80 knot roll-out.
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_ Benefits. This analysis gave a reduction in runway occupancy time
for a typical runway varying from 2 seconds for the improved approach
precision to about 15 seconds for the optimum deceleration profile. It
was assumed that the buffer between arrivals could be reduced by 5
seconds with improved controller information. These occupancy reduc-
tions give up to 7% corresponding increase in runway capacity under typ-
ical conditions.
Cost__s.Capi_ialrequirements for the necessary aircraft instrumen-
tation and ground aids are likely to be moderate. Operating costs of
! the new equipmentand landingaids are a!so likelyto be moderate.
Development of the new instrumentation and aids willrequire a signifi-
cant research, engineering and development program for a few years. The
implementationcosts would be largelythose associated with familiariz-
• . . . .
ing piiots and controliers with the new procedures.
Impacts. It is likely that a moderate improvement in safety would
result from the better information. The impact on pilot workload is not
clear, with some additional tasks and some simplification, dependihg on
the details of the iunovations implemented. The net change is not
likely to be great. It should be possible to design the innovations so
that there would be no significant change.
Other considerations. Development of the new equipment and landi:_
aids would require a moderate lead time for implementation. No compati-
bility problems are anticipated with the existing aircraft fleet. The |
innovationscan be easilyintroducedat existingairports, and ground-
"" i
based equipment canJbe p_ovided selectively at busy airports. The bene-
fits from improved aircraft instrumentation occur only at the busy J
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airports while the costs are spread over all use of the aircraft, and
these benefits increase incrementally with the introduction of the
instrumentation into the fleet, giving low initial benefits and slow
buildup. The full benefits from ground aid improvements occur It a
[ given airport as soon as the facilities are operational.
RUNWAY EXIT AND ENTRANCE DESIGN
i'
Objective
In its most simplified form, the landing process may be character-
t ized as a phase of deceleration in the air from approach speed to touch-
down speed, follow_'by touchdown and deceleration to exit speed, then ""
taxiing on the runway to the first available exit. In actual practice,
the pilots frequently anticipate the exit location somewhat and
decelerate rapidly to a speed higher than exit speed, taxi to their
chosen exit at a reduced deceleration rate, then increase the decelera-
tion to reach exit speed as they approach the exit. This reduces runway
occupancy time, but still involves a period during which the aircraft is
essentially taxiing rather than decelerating, and hence occupying the
runway while not in fact using it for the purpose of making the transi-
tion from flight to taxi speed.
In the take-off situation, the aircraft taxis onto the runway,
; oftenfroma stationarypositionholdingclearof therunway,executesa
sharp radius turn to line up with the runway, then power is applied and
the take-off roll commences. Frequently the engines are run up to full
" power before the brakes are released,either because of runwaylength
constraints or for the crew to check the engine performance. During the
• , , .• • . .
!€.
°_ _
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maneuver into position and engine run up, the runway Is occupied without
being used for the purpose of accelerating the aircraft to flyin_ speed.
The above processes suggest three potential ways to reduce runway
occupancy time:
e Position exits to permit continuous deceleration to ....
exit speed, eliminating the time involved in taxiing
on the runway. .
. . . . •
e Design exits to permit bigher exit speeds, reducing
the time spent decelerating on the runway.
I e Design runway entrances to permit initial acceleration
to .take place off the runway and before runway occu- "" -"
fancy commences.
I
• The ideal exit configuration would provide a continuous exit over
the full length of the runway (or at least over the central portion),
designed so that aircraft can negotiate the exit at high _peed With max-
imum choice of exit path. Today, exits are located at _iscrete inter-
vals and exit design speeds are limited by cost and other considera-
tions. The objective of the improvements described in this section is
' to attain some of the benefit_,of the continuous high-speed exit, while
still using discrete exits.
Exit design and location
The subject of the design and location of exit taxiwaye has
received considerable attention over the yoars. Various methods have
been developed to determine the appropriate location, and standard
designs have evolved. Much of the existing planning and design criteria
rely for their validity, however, on observations conducted in the past
I
.... Li.
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t on a somewhat different aircraft fleet. As the aircraft fleet evolves, !
i the characteristics of the new aircraft may require changes in the
existing standards.
i The following three changes represent areas where a revision of the
present standards may achieve reduced runway occupancy times:
: _, • Revised criteria for the location of exit taxlways in
I the light of aircraft fleet characteristics and exit
design.
• Establishment of adequate clearance criteria between
" the runway and the circulation taxiway system to per-
mit an •aircraftexiting at high speed to safely come "
to a stop before reaching the circulation taxlways.
• Changes in the design of exits, fillets and taxiway
geometry:and grading to encourage higher exit speeds '"
and the matching of exit radius to the aircraft types
using those exits, together with associated improve-
ments in exit marking and lighting.
Runway entrance design
The use of high-speed runway entrances has already been initiated
: in the existing environment by some airlines which use the high-speed
exits in the reverse direction at certain airports. However, these
exits have not been designed for entrance traffic nor have they been
located in the optimum position from the standpoint of reducing depar-
ture runway occupancy time. Therefore, new criteria are required to
guide airport planners in providing such hlgh-speed entrances.
Evaluation
The foregoing improvements represent complementary ways of achiev- I
• " I
ing direct reductions in run,_y occupancy time. Analysis of a typical [
I
°.
.
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? runway configuration and aircraft performance was undertaken to deter-
mine the effect of relocating exits to the optimum point for a 40 knot
exit speed, the use of 60 knot and 80 knot exit speeds, and the use of a
continuous exit with an 80 knot exit speed.
Benefits. Relocating exits appears to give runway occupancy reduc-
tions of up to 9 seconds. Use of increased exit speeds could reduce
runway occupancy by 17 to 2q seconds, while the use of a continuous exit
could result in up to 30 seconds reduction. These reductions in runway 1.
occupancy give a corresponding increase in runway capacity of up to 8_
at a typical airport with typical aircraft mix. There may be some addi-
tional benefit from the reduction in aircraft operating costs through
reduced braking and power use.
Costs. Capital requirements consist of new construction at major
airports, and are likely to be quite moderate. Operating costs are low,
0 consisting only of the incremental maintenance. Research and develop-
ment will be required to develop and validate the new design criteria.
The costs of implementation will be low, involving the promulgation of
I advisory materials.
Impacts. There may be a small improvement in safety as a result of
more efficient runway operations, and a possible slight improvement in
passenger comfort as a result of better aircraft handling on the runway.
Other considerations. Moderate lead time would be required to
develop new criteria, with relatively small R&D costs. Funding•pro-
cedures for major airport development are already well established,
while major costs need only be incurred at those airports where
!
L
? /
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_ significant benefits occur. There appear to be no compatibility prob- .._:/_
lems wi_h the existing aircraft fleet, although potentl.1 difficulties __i
may arise in applying criteria at some existing airports. The full ;:_'_
7 benefits occur at a particular airport as soon as the new criteria are -,
implemented. "-
HIGH DENSITY AIRFIELD OPERATION ' _
.
The airfield contains pavement for runways, taxiways, and aircraft /_
,_..
parkins; and spaces between the pavement. Most of the pavement is occu- ;_-
pied for relatively short intervals which are generally followed by• . • I
longer intervals of disuse. The spaces between the pavement are gen- _'-I
erally unused, except In emergency. The relatively low utilization of "=_
!,'/I
• _ .,."
the airfield is•due,to •airfield desl_n and operating standards which _
reflect accumulated•experienceand safety concerns, i_l
• _ .d
The objective of this package of innovations is to obtain airfield " .',,
capacity increases (a) by obtaining increased use of the existing air- "_,;_
field pavement, and (b) providing addlt_onal pavement in part of the _"
empty space on the airfield. Certain Engineering and Development Pro- _',
• /
| gram products are required to obtain the greatest capacity increases. _
F|
r-=i
This package of innovations deals with the issue of runway occu- _"I
pancy time by makin_available additional time "slots" on the airfield i._.!
for aircraft to land and take off. The slots are dedicated times for ---J
:'I
sections of airfield pavement, and are provided either by better utiliz- .;
in8 existin_ pavement or on ne:_pavement. This package of innovations '-'_
• "5 •
does not depend on chanKes in aircraft performance or other means of :'I
reducing runway occupancy time, but can provide additional benefits if >,.
_r
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f such reductions are available,
Increased Use of Exlstln_ Pavement
Gains in airfield capacity can be nbtalned from Increased us_ of
- taxtways and runways.
. At most large airports, taxlways are constructed parallel to the t
9 runways to facllltato alrcraft flow. in _any cases, these taxlways can l
T
be used
runways for certain classes of alrcr_ft, normally small air- I
as
craft of 12,500 ibs or less. Removal of these small aircraft from the
i" t runways permits increased use of the runways by large aircraft. For '
example, a small aircraft will normally take some 20 or 30 s_conds of
runway occupancy time. Diversion of this aircraft to a taxiway opens up
_ a runway slot for use by large aircraft arrivals or departures.
Several factors may constrain use of taxiways as runways. For
example, the lateral separation between the taxiway and runway may not0
meet current minimum requirements for independent operation. In this
situation, dependent operations can be used with advantage. ..
In addition, the navigation and air traffic control systems may not
have sufficient resolution to permit full use of the taxlway as a runway
in instrument meteorological conditions (IHC). Pending gains in resolu-
t tion that may result from the FAA Engineering nnd Development Program,
two means of use of the taxiway are available. First, small aircraft
that can fly below cloud cover (for example in weather with 900 feet
} ceiling and 3 miles :visibility) could conduct an approach by visual .;
reference. Secondly, the runway can still be used to alternate arrivals
and departures that are synchronized with main runway operations.
• . ° ..
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t Use of taxtways as runways ts currently restricted to daytime i
opera€ton, and Is often further restricted by requirements to use the i
taxtway for aircraft circulation between the runways and t_e aircraft !9 parking area. Each of these constraints can be alleviated by lmplemen-
/ tation of Dynamic Airfield Sec_orizatlon and Lighting (DASL). _e taxi-
way _otlld be fitted with appropriat e taxiway, runway, and approach ....
lights that can be controlled dynamlcelly in the contro I tower. The
r lighting could be Used both in night-tlme and day-tlme to give clear ""
guidance to traffic that the pavement Is currently functioning as a run..
way or as a taxiway. _
The DILSLconcept, can also be used to assist large aircraft to leave "" -" .,
the runway at higher speeos. High speed exits at many major airports i
are not used a_ design speed because there is insufficient distance i
available for.the'aircra.ft,to decelerate on the exit to taxiing speed ,_ !
!
and stop if necessary before contacting ground control and entering .the
• _ i
taxiway system. Designation of part of :he taxlway system as a portion '
of the runway under the Jurisdiction of 1o.xal(tower) control would pro-
vide the deceleration areas needed to allow aircra,'tto exlt at design
speed. DASL would provide the clear guidance needed to aircraft and
controllers that the area.was reserved for exiting aircraft, When not _
requirrd for an exltln_ aircraft, the designated area could be re_ neda
to ground control and the lighting system switched to taxlway lightl_g, i
Use of displaced thresholds for arrivals and intersection rake-offs !
or displaced departure points for departures al_ offer the potential _
for capacity _ains A dlsplaced threshold requires aircraft to remain
,
_!
_ ,-"• • Fj •\,
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9 airborneoverthe runwayuntilthethresholdiscrossed.The threshold _.
could be located to minimize arrival runway occupancy time by providing
the optimal distance between the threshold and existin_ exits. In addi-
| tion, the arrival also travels more quickly to a distance down the run- .!
,!
way that would permit departures to enter the runway and commence take- ;_
off roll from the departure end of the runway. (This concept would !_I
• require a rule chan_e for large aircraft.)
Intersection rake-offs provide similar opportunities for capacity
gains. With an intersection take-off, a following arrival can cross the
t
landing threshold, at an earlier time than would be possible for a deper- _Iture from the runway end. (The 2-mile IFR eparture/arrival rul and "'
the "6000 feet and airborne" departure runway occupancy rule are satis- ":[
fied more readily). "_hile not a necessary condition for satisfactory " I
operati'onof displaced•thresholdsand intersectiontake-ofs, use of a
D\SL system to dynamically adjust take-off and landing points could pro- o! _
vide additionalbenefits..:i !
t
In IMC, full advantageis not taken of all runwaysat most air- i_i i
ports, if the separation between parallel runways is less than speci- . :i ii"
fled standards, then the two runways cannot be used independently. In
!
J }
addition, independent instrument approaches..,to converging runways are "I _i
I!not currently permitted because of concerns about simultaneous missed
approaches. These •constraints on the use of the t_rminal area airspace ! _!
put extra pressures on the runways that are available for use. Products I !
of the FAA Engineering and Development Program have the potential for !
• !
alleviatingthese.constraintsand obtainingfuller utilizationof the .. i :
existing runways. For example, the _.dditional accuracy and reliability --_
f
.... :
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of the Microwave Landing System (MLS) offer the potential for reducing
the required separation between parallel runways for certain classes of
aircraft and for providing precision departure guidance for simultaneous
missed approaches./
Addition of New Pavement
Gains in airfield capacity can also be obtained from provision of
additional pavement for runways and taxiways. This additional pavement
can be Used in accordance with the concepts described above for existing
I pavement.
Many airports have available space for the development of addi-
tional runways. Environmental pressures from surrounding communities
(and the difficult institutional process for approval of runway con-
struction) have restricted airfield development at these airports.
Close paralleland short runways presentopportuuitiesfor development
of new runways with the least environmental,land use, and economic
impact.
Additional exits and entrances for existing runways offer another
means for reducing runway occupancy time. Locations and geometric lay- !
out should be tailored to site specifics to obtain the maximum benefit.
Continuous exits and other exit layouts are discussed further in the "!
• .
Sectionon RunwayExit and EntranceDesign. I|
As noted in the discussionabove concerningaircraftdeceleration "'
i
on the exit taxiway,.reductionsin runwayoccupancytime can be obtained I
by using higher exit speeds and permitting deceleration off the runway. I
Even with d,:signationof some taxiwaysto local control,the existing i
!
3
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f exit and taxiway _eometry may not be adequate for higher exit speeds.
New taxlway fillets, extra lengths of taxiw_y, and exit _eometry modifi-
cations could permit the required higher speeds.
I '
Use of some parallel taxiways as runways may increase the potential
for congestion .on the taxiway system. Additional circulation taxiways
may facilitate the use of existin_ taxlways as runways by providin_
P efficient connections between runways and taxlways that avoid the new ""
taxiway-runway.
t
High density'airfield operation provides the potential for higher
airfield capacity both by allowlnE aircraft to exit from run_mys in less
time and bY providiti_ more slots for landinEs and takeoffs on additional
runways.
+ Beneflts_ Improvements in exit geometry and utilization could
reduce runway occupancy time by 20 to 30 seconds, thereby increasin_ IFR
airfield capacity by Up to 25 percent with today's ATC system. Addi-
tional runways could double airfield capacity if located and operated
effectively.
Capital costs for new pavement, airfield li_htinE equlp-
ment, and new naviEatJon and landin_ aids arc likely to be substantial
and require a _aJor research and development program. Operatin_ costs
are moderate and consist primarily of facility and equipment mainte-
nance. Implementation costs will include pilot and controller trainin_
and famil: "izatio_ with the new procedures.
!
.k_ . , °
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Impacts. Although the ex_stin_ facilities are subject to more
intense use than before with these innovaLicns, they have been conceived
so that there is no significant change in the level of safety, or in
t controller or pilot workload. The increased activity may lead to a
potential adverse noise impact on the airport environs.
Other considera_ The increase in the utilization of the air-
field may lead to possible problems with taxiway congestion. Additional
airspace may be needed around the airport. There may be potential local
community opposition to additional pavement due to concerns over air-
t
craft noise and the consequences of airport growth.
INTEGRATED LANDING MANAGEMENT
. Ob lectiv_
i
The underlying conce_t behind this package of innovations is that [the operation of the final approach and runway should be considered in
' !
concert, and should be viewed in a four dimensional perspective. Air- i
craft on approach for a landing may be separated by a distance separa-
€
tion; but more importantly, they should follow a prescribed path in time " I
and space so as _o maintain a specific headway over the threshold. This [_ }!
headway would be matched by the time required for runway occupancy, i !
_nether for the precedin_ landing, or that landin_ DIus an intermediate i
take-off. This headway is to be achieved provided that certain safety i
requirements are met alon_ the final approach path. These requirements [
are currently expressed as separation (distance) but might Just as well i
be specified in headway (time interval) terms. There appears no reason I
f
_ to believe that " adequate safety cannot be achieved through time I
L.
T separation with as much confidence as throuqh distance separation.
It is essential _r the operational modifications that would be
necessary to implement a _ur dimensional system in _ich headways and
r_y occupancy times can be matched, that aircraft separation on a
? time basis be accepted. To support this, a thorough analysis of the
safer7 implications and perceptions should be conducted. An operational ..
investigation should also be _de to determine _at are the necessary
procedural steps to achieve this chan_e, ass_ing that the needed techn-
ical innovations are available.
Consider two cases, in the first of which aircraft are on a common
f approach path separated by 3 nautical miles and fly'in'Eat 180 knots, and
in the second of which aircraft are separated by 2 nautical ,,iles but t
flying at 120 knots. In both cases, the headway between aircraft is 60
seconds.Assuminga distancevariabilityaccordin_to a normaldistri- i
' i
bution with zero mean and 1 nautical mile standard deviation for both I|
cases, the collision risk at different distances alon_ a 9 nautical mile i
! common approach path can be calculated. Assumin_ no action by pilots or I
controllers to correct the separation• alo::_;the 9 mile common path, it
can be shown that .the instantaneous collision risk at a given point is
t not substantially different in either _dse. _:e 3 nautical mile separa-
tion is not necessarily safer than the 2 nautical mile separation if
aircraft are flyin_ at the higher speed.
, • . , . • .
Another aspect of headway separation is the wake vortex problem.
• . • . . . ,
In the absence of wind, it can be said that the vortex wil! not move
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horizontally in any particular direction but will dissipate _radually in
place. If this is the case, then it would again follow that a time
separation is appropriate for mitigating the risk of vortex turbulence
problems, since it is time that is needed for the vortex to dissipate
and not distance. Further investigation of the times required for vor-
tex effect dissipation would be a necessary requirement for the imple-
mentation of headway separation procedures. .-
• . . °
Integrated Landin_ Management
t The _oncept of Integrated Landing Management emerges as a major
procedural change in the way runway systems are operated. The implica- "" -"
tions of this concept go beyond runway occupancy time, but what is of
direct concern to this _tudy is that Integrated Landing Management may?
in fact be a prerequisite for realizing the full gains from reductions
in runway occupaucY times. The implemcntation of Integrated Landing
Management (ILH) is essentially a procedural innovation, but it requlres
a number of technical innovations. Some of these innovations have been
identified elsewhere in this study.
The basic requirement is that for any given runway, and for a given
set of environmental conditions prevailing at any moment, an automated
system is used to calculate the anticipated runway occupancy time for
4 landing aircraft. This calculation will be based on the available exit
locations and designs, and on the capabilities of the aircraft. On the
basis of calculated runway occupancy times, the appropriate headway and
: approach speed between landing aircraft can be determined. The+stream
of landin_ aircraft is then controlled in such a way as to achieve these
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operating conditions as closely as possible. The intent of ILM is to:
• Determine the minimum runway occupancy time possible
under a given set of conditions.
• Determine the appropriate headways consistent with the
runway occupancy time in crder to maximize the utiliza-
tion of the runway.
• Exercise the control necessary to achieve the operat-
in_ parameters thus determined. This control can be
exercised provided that pre-specifled safety separa-
tion standards are not violated. These standards
could be in the form of distance or time, and would
include the necessary buffers usually provided in '
order to allow for random fluctuations.
In order to develop the capabilities of ILH, the follow..._system .
requirements are identified:
Automated Headway Disglav (AHD): The main premise of the concept of
Integrated Landin_ Management is that flight safety rules ml_ht be
specified in headway terms. Maintainin_ a planned headway between air-
craft at the threshold follows from the attempt to match these headways
.i
f with the required runway occupancy times in order to optimize the utili- i
zatlon of the runway. The capability to automatically display the head-
way between pairs of aircraft both on airborne instrumentation and in I
iI the air traffic control positions would greatly enhance the ability of
!
pilots and controllers to maintain planned headways. It would si_nifi- I{
cantly increase controller workload to implement traffic control rules I
)
on the basis of headways without a headway display technology. " " I
The basic version of AHD would consist of a display of the headway I
• m
f
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between every aircraft on the final approach and the preceding aircraft.
After the preceding aircraft crosses the threshold, the display would
show the time to the threshold. Additional information could be built
into an upgraded AHD in which both the actual, and an ILM-generated tar-
get headway are both displayed. This may further reduce pilot and con-
troller workload in implementing Integrated Landing Management. Speed
control can be exercised considerably more easily with the upgraded AHD.
T
Real-time Aircraft Profile Generator (RAPG): This system would
develop the capability for online computation of the path to be followed
by each aircraft in the stream. The general scheme for doing this could
follow a procedure such as shown in Figure 4._. Starting with a given
runway and its set of exits, the appropriate exit speed is determined.
For a given aircraft in the stream a calculation will then be performed
to determine simultaneously the approach speed and the deceleration pro-
file that would result in the"minimum service time including runway
occupancy and headway. If this profile is feasible, then the aircraft
trajectory is defined and its location (in time and space) within the
approach stream is decided. If it is not feasible, then the next exit
is selected, and the process repeated. This procedure will be done
automatically for all aircraft in advance of their entry into the final
approach, so as to minimize the need to chan_e aircraft trajectories
after that poinb_
The possibilities for optimization with this s_stem can be si_nifi- i
cant and the potential gains in capacity, and reductions in runway occu-
pancy t_me, Justify the necessary further research.
/.r
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_" _. In order to obtain a preliminary assessment of the
potential benefits that can be achieved with Integrated Landin_ Hana_e-
ment, two cases are investigated. In the first case, the determination
of appropriate headways between landing aircraft in order to match run-
way occupancy times implies that separations of less than 3nm may occur
in some cases. In the second case, no separations are less than 3rim.
t
Case i: In this case we postulate a stream of landing aircraft that
have a minimum approach air speed of 125 knots, and an exit speed of 40
knots. This stream could be of DC-9 or B-737 type aircraft. The rela-
? tionshlp between approach speed and runway occupancy time to 40 knot ""
exit speed is given by Figure 41_ based on a simple computer simula-
tion. In order to assess the potential benefits from ILM we postulate a
• . . • . . ".
# baseline operating •sitUationwhere the aircraft are approaching at 130
knots, separated by 3 nautical miles. We postulate no wind so that
airspeed and Eround speed may be used interch_ngeebly. In a landings-
only situation, the headway between the aircraft will be 83 seconds and
the hourly capacity of a runway would be 43 landings. If we were to
compute the appropriate headways between aircraft in such a way as to
match runway occupancy times, as was demonstrated in Figures 2.5 and
2.6, and as would be done under ILH, then the results _iveu in Table 4.2
would be obtained.
In Table 4.2 the headway is chosen to match the runway occupancy
timeat the approach speed indicated. This runway occupancy time con- t
L
sists of the time from the threshold to the exit speed of 40 knots'plus .. ,[. • . . i
10 seconds for exit maneuverln_. It can be seen from the table that it
would be desirable in this case to increase approach speeds, as much as
i ..-
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Effect of Approach Separation on Runway Capacity with ILM
Landln_sOnly
Separation ApproachS._eed Headway Caoacity i
(nm) (knots) (sec) (alcper hour) "_I
3 163 67 Sq .......
"!2.5 lV,6 61 592 132 53 68 '• . .
" I.:
.--I
• _,Table q. 3 .. •
Effectof ApproachSeparationon RunwayCap_._itywith ILM
Mixed Operations
Separation• Approach. Occupancy Headway-• 'Capacity
Speed Time
(nm) (knots) (sec) (sec) (a/cper hour)
137 56 105 6_
3-5 124 51 101 71
3 112 q6 96 75
!
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practicable, in order to achieve higher capacities. The capacity gains ._-
will be of the order of 265 at 3 nautical mile se_,:ration; 375 with a
2.5 nautical mile separation, and 585 with a 2 nautical mile separation.
? These benefits can only be gained if the indicated approach speeds were
/ •
feasible. While it is unlikely that 163 knots is a practical operating
t
speed over the threshold, the inference is that any increase in speed is
T likely to result in benefits. These benefits are achievable with ILll
without any of the innovations that could reduce runway occupancy time
for any given approach speed.
• j
Case _: In the second case we maintain the same aircraft mix, but _(
we postulate a mixed operation with a departure intcrleafed between I_
every pair of arrlvals.. The baseline for this case is assumed to be a """ _i':
landing stream with an approach speed of 125 knots, and a separation of [_
q nautical miles. This gives a headway of 115 seconds between land.!ngs, " [
L.
and a mixed operations capacity of 63 operations per hour, Under ILM we I
can postulate reduced separations and seek to match the headways between [_.
landing aircraft with the runway occupancy times of a landing and take- L
If-off. The runway occupancy time for a take-off is assumed fixed at 50 ..
r
seconds and the landing occupancy time is computed as in the previous r
case" _ime to rio knots plus an additional 10 seconds for maneuvering. .
t
The resulting headways and capacities obtainable with ILM are given in
Table _.3. We can see that ILM will not necessarily re:_ult in an i
increase in approach speed. Indeed, a capacity increase of 10% can be },
achieved by reducing approach speeds to 11d knots, at_ mair,_a!nf,)ga - t
landing separation of 3 nautical miles for mixed operations. Smaller !
reduction in separation (to 3.5 n.m.) together with essentlally no i
! .
change in speed (124 knots) will yield a 13% increase in capacity. _n _
: i
!
• p
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F increase in speed with the baseline se_eration of 4 nactical eiles will
yield a capacity increase of 8%,
These two cases demonstrate that considerable capacity improvement
t
benefits can be achieved by implementing an ILM system. The exact ma_-
nitudee of these benefits cannot be deter_ined without detailed
analysis. However. it is likely that at least log increases in capacity
are possible without drastic changes in procedures, and that with full
implementation of an ILM program, the benefits could be much greater.
This analysis shows that the advantages of ILM do not necessarily
stem from a reduction in runway occupancy time. Indeed, in a situation
o
where the approach speed is increased, occupancy time is also increased.
The important thing is the matching of occupancy times and approache
headways. The potential benefits from runway occupancy time reductions
ca_ then be fully achieved..
t Costs. Capital costs for acquisition of the necessary associated
computer equipment wili be moderate and operating ccsts limited to
maintenance of the equi_nent. A substantial research, engineering and
_ dsvelopment program will be required to develop the details of the sys-i
tem. Implementation involves significant changes to ",TCrulos and pro-|
cedures, with the associated costs of consultation, testing, approval,
_ _ familiarization and.training.
! . .
ii'i Inpacts. There is no evidence to suggest any adverse safety
impacts from the procedural changes. There is the possibility of some '
'i !
_ increase in pilot and controller workload as the requirements of the
!_ sy','tembecome m°relc.learlydefined.
- • - . . . • ,
i
tl t./ ..-
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Other considerations. A major procedural chan_e such as ILM may "
require a lor_ lead time for implementation. There are no compatibility
problems with the exietin_ aircraft fleet since all the equipment is
:7 ground-based. The procedural chan_es could be made relatively "tran-
sparszt" to the pilots, so they would not need to know whether ILM was
in force at a particular airport. The costs need only be incurred at
those airports where the benefits would Justify imple_entatio6," and the ""
full benefits would be obtained immediately upon implementation.
PROMISINGINNOVATIONS
t
Although the six packages identified in the previous section all
appear to give significant benefits in reducing the constraint of runway o
occupancy on capacity, they clearly involve very different levels of
t
cost and other impacts as well as raising very different implementation
questions. The "dev.elopmentof the necessary equipment and procedures
would also require different amounts of load "...e. Thus, some of the
innovations may be considered to be long-term measures, while others
offer the opportunity to obtain runway occupancy improvements in the
shorter term.
Short-term measures.
Short-term measures are c'_nsideredto be those that could be imple-
mented within the existing sirfir.,_dgeometry and vith the existing air- ..,.
craft fleet, without requiring major changes to existing procedures
either for air traffic Control or aircraft operation. For reasonably
" rapid deployment of nob technology associated with these measures, the
capital costs involved should preferably be able to be met by existing "
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V . programs, such as the Airport Development Aid Program or the FAAOa
_-gineering and Development Program. A number of innovations within the
packages appear to offer significant benefits in relation to the
resources required for their implementation.r
Improved pilot and controller information. Several equipment
developments could offer sub,'tantial assistance to pilots and controll-
._ ers_ particularly
e Aircraft d_celeration profile guidance (ADPG)
• Automated headway display system (AHDS)
e Aircraft runway performance prediction (_pp)
• Automated departure release and go-around advisory
system (AUTOGOAD).
g
The ADPG consists of micro-processor and airfield lighting _witch-
ing technology which could be developed relatively quickly, and imple-
mented on a progressive basis at critical airports. It is not even
necessary that pilots understand the system (although it is nlmost
self-educating) since if they ignore it, the resulting runway perfor-
mance is no worse than before. The automatic data links between the
aircraft and the system (using transponders, DABS, etc.) could
be implemented as a later refinement, as airlinGs or the FAA feel it
_ Justified, to reduce pilot or controller workload. It would not mstter
if only some of the fleet were equipped with the special transponders,
since tho_e aircraft would gain the benefit of the reduced workload, and
the other aircraft would be unaffected.
• °
The AHDS and RFP are software developments that could be
••
..................... .
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r Incorporated into the ARTS software, wit. control tower display monitors
to assist the local controllers. The automated departure release and
go-arced advisory system could be based on a dedicated micro-processor
_- _th readout in the tower cab, recelvlnq real-tlme input from the ARTS
computer and ASD£ radar.
Runway e_t and entrance de_i_n. The modification of _m_y exit
and entrance taxlways represents a class of measures that could be
implemented on a highly afrport-sDeclflc basis, where the exlstin_ alr-
field _eome_ry permits _d where Justified by the expected benefits.
The necessary construction costs should be well within the capital works
budgie cf a major airport authority and are likely to be ellqible under
Federal airport al_ programs. However, airport planners will require
design _uidance beyond that currently provided by the FAA Advisory Cir-
culars and existing airport planning literature. This guidance should
address
• Exit taxiway location
e Hi_h-speed exit and taxlway _eometry
• Hf_h-speed runway entr_,ce taxlways.
Exlt taxiway locatiot_ criteria contained in the exlstlnq FAA
Advisory Circulars do not reflect the varyln_ perform_,.ceand opera-
tlonal characteristics of the particular aircraft fleet using a speclflc
airport. Further research is required to better specify these Criteria
in situation-specific terms and to develop the appropriate desl_n aids.
There is ample evidence tha_ she presen_ air ,'artierfleet are not
using the existln_ hIKh-speed "'.;itsin the _nn_r intended in their
.... - . . .
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r design, while experience in Japan with a substantially modified design
indicates that hi_h-speed exits will be used if properly designed and
located. There have also been recent empirical tests in the United
_. States of alternative exit seometry. The results of these tests and
this experience needs to be ccnsolidated in the form of specific design
criteria and appropriate desi_ aids.
F
There are currently no desi_ criteria for hi_h-speed runway
entrance taxiways. A program of research is required to develop the
necessary design cuidance to pe_it airport planners to determine where
{:
such entrance taxiuays mtEht be beneficial and how to design them.
Although all three measures noted above require further research -.
before they can be Implemented, this does not necessarily imply a Ion_
lead time before the first implementation. Not all airports will be in
a position to comme'nceconstruction at once, or find it neces-_aryto.
!! Preliminary research to establish tentative criteria for the first pro-
i Jects could be completed _.-under a year. The important point is that
the research be ongoing, and include adequate funds to monitor the per-
formance of the new projects ;_othat th_ design criteria can be refined
and improved with experience.
Pilot and _irline motivation. The present system of pricin_ the
_ u_e of the scarce runway resource in times of congestion provides little
_- incentive for p_lots to strive to rcduce runway occupancy, or" for air-
i'
i-. lines to establish procedures to encourage their pilots to do so. The
J _. " local control request "Exit at first opportunity, company traffic on
short flnals" is known to encourage an early exlt--the pilot is well•
-.ware of the cost to the alrline of a missed approach. The
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formalization of these economic incentives could lead to a much more
efficient utilization of the runway capacity.
Since during periods of heavy traffic, _vailable runway time is the
i_ scarce resource, objectives of economic efficiency and maximum uttliza-
li tlon will both be served by charging airlines for the time they occuoy
i_'- the runway. Such economic incentives will encourage airlines to develop
!i T operating procedures for early exit and prompt departure. Airlines
operating smaller aircraft can take advantage of the shorter take-off
and landing distances by making intersection take-offs end movln_ the
_ touch-down point closer to the exit. These airli':sswill be encouraged
_o _ress for special-purpose runways and perhaps differential approach
paths and threshold _)ositlons. ""
It is to be anticipated that many airlines may oppose such a radi-
cal change in priclng airport services, out of conservatism or because ..
they receive a hidden subsidy by the present system. However, improved
runway utilization ultimately benefits all users of the runway system by
reducing delay costs, or permitting additional operations that _ould be
denied by an arbitrary allocation of runway "slots". It is therefore
necessary to perform a more detailed assessment of the benefits to be
derived from such a pricin_ system in comparison to the hidden costs of
the present system, so that implementation discussions with airlines and j
" pilot groups can proceed on the basis of an evaLuatlon of the facts as
they appear to the various parties.
• y.
In the longer term, major improvements could be implemented in the ...-
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airorat_ fleet, In the procedures used to manage the flow of traffic
through the final approach airspace and onto the runway, and in the air-
port confl_Jratton. These improvements have much longer lead times than
those discussed in the previous section because they require substantial
development of new technology, major changes in operating procedures
that would requlrethe agreement of different sectors of the industry
and the retrainin_ of pilots and controllers, or gradual replacement of
the current _eneration of aircraft due to normal fleet turnover. How-
ever, the correspondingly greater potential benefit3 Justify a closer
examination of these options and the initiation of the necessary long-
r
term research and development where the initial promise is borne out by
a more detailed assessment.
_r Improved short-haul aircraft technology. The development of
improved technology targeted at the growin_ market for speci-.lized
short-haul aircraf_ could sIKnificantly improve their runway occupancy -. ."
$ characteristics. This would not only reduce the impact of Increasfn_
numbers of small aircraft on the conventional aircraft usln_ the runway,
but would increase their ability to utilize special-purpose runways,
such as modified taxiways and portions of intersecttn_ runways. Amon_
the various Improvements that could be considered, the most promlslnK in
terms of the anticipated benefits and the likely implementation require-
ments appear to be
• £nhanced deceleration and acceleration
• _.nhancedexit turn capability.
Enhanced deceleration can be achieved throuKh improved braklnK, an
increase in the iavailable reverse thrust, and an increase In deployable
• . - . . . • .
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• . . ,
aerodynamic drag. Improved acceleration could be achieved through ar•
higher thrust-to-weight ratio (which would also improve the available
! reverse thrust), or the acceleration time could be reduced by Increaoing
the lif_ coefficient to reduce the Lift-off speed.!r
_nhanced exit turn capab4.1tty would require improved steering and
_ landing gear (which might also be required to permit Improved braking),
ili _ wttile control stability problems could be addressed with active integra-
tion of aerodynamic, steering, and power controls.
_ Int_P_d_[n_m_eme_to Maximtlfnrunwa_oapacityunderan_ .-..
.
i prevailing set of aircraft performance characteristics will be achieved
; when the aircraft speed and spacing on final approach are balanced so
; that the headway across the threshold is equal to the runway occupancy
i :_ - •
of the preceding arrival and any lntervenin_ departures. AchtevinE this
balance will require a major chan_e in approach contro_ procedures and
the development of,the .necessary display and monitorin_ equipment so
that the controllers have the necessary information to advise pilots of
the speed to maintain on final approach. Whi_e such a control strategy
can be applied on a first-come fLrst-served basis, t_rther capacity
galns might be achievable with optimization of aircraft sequenclng.
Further research Is needed to develop the analytical tools to
assess how the benefits vary with the aircraft mix and prevailing condi-
tions and to establish the speciftcations for the necessary control
equipment.
{" Hl_h density airfield ooeration. Various measures are possible to
, increase the utilization of exlsting airport _eometry. These measures
i
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r include better control equipment to achieve multiple use of existin_ or
new pavement and the addition of new pavement in parts of the airfield
not currently beln_ fully utilized. A_on_ the more pro_Isln_ measures
• Dynamic airfield sectorization
1"• • Construction of close parallel or short runways.
Use of conventional air carrier taxlways as runways for smaller
aircraft has already been Implemented at some airports, as has the use
of part of conventional Intsrsectin_ runways for intersection rake-offs
or stop-short operatlons. Further research is needed to identify other
i_ _ potential applications of these ideas, and to establish evaluation cri-
o
terla to assess particular proposals.
An increase in _he number of operatlon_ _Lthin a _Iven area wL11 •
put heavier demands on the air traffic control _ystem, and consideration
shou!d be given to better ways to assess the safety implications of a
i chan_ed operatln_ environment and to the development of better control
_ }: too!_. Dynamlc airfield sectorlzation, usin_ airfield ll_htin_ that can
chanEe color in order to clearly mark the current function of a particu-
lar stretch of pavement, could permit a real-time modlfLcation of the
;" airfield Eeometry to respond to chan_in_ traffic needs.
Co_,btnatton_ of tnnovatton_
|
"" Thus far the innovation p_cka_es have been analyzed as coherent,
_ yet independent strategies to reduce the constraint of runway occupancy
_ '
: on capacity. Just as the indiv_du_l innovations _re combined into "
i
i
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_. packages, so the innovations in separate packages could be oc4blned into
a coherent program.
Several of the packages have stron_ interactions. Changin_ the
operatinE charaoterlstics of short-haul aircraft will chan_e the
requirement for runway exit design or alter the benefits and Impacts of
high density airfield operation. However, it should also be realized
that while some measures are mutually supportlve and may enhance the
._ benefits to be derived from each, such as improved pilot and controller
information and integrated landln_ management, in _eneral as runway
occupancy is reduced, the costs of further reduction wL_l increase.
Therefore the implementation process should be viewed as a program, in
which measures are combined as appropriate to achieve desired Improve-
ments.
i This in turn implies that any further research should be pursued in
_he context of such a p_ogram, after particular innovations hav6 been
!
selected for further development. This selectlon process might require
ii more detailed analysis than has been possible within the constraints of
._ this study.
1
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_. 5. CONCLUSION
The previous chapters have identified a large number of individual
innovationsthat,separatelyor in combination,can contributeto an
increase in runway capacity by modifying aircraft runway occupancy
_
characteristics. These innovations have been subjected to a preliminary
_ evaluation and then _rouped into a set of coherent _acka_es for further . ..
analysis.This chapterdocumentsthe findingsthat resultfromthat
4"
analysis and identifies the additional research that must be performed
in order to explore the feasibility of implementing particular measures.
_I '_" STUDYFINDINGS""
!i Althoughthisstudyhasconcentratedonmeasurestochangeaircraft
:_ runwayoccupancy'characteristicsit has doneso in the contextof theil
Wider issue of measures to increase runway capacity. In the course of
the research it became clear that there are at least four different
strategies to increase runway capacity, and that they interact:
I. Improve the air traffic control system to give closer
spacing on the approach path' and hence shorter head-
ways over the threshold, without changing aircraft
: operating characteristics.
2. Implement measures to reduce or eliminate speed or
spacing differentials on approach, by using, for exam-
ple, multiple approach paths with microwave landin_
; -. systems (_LS) or wake vortez alleviation or avoidance.•
3. Reduce runway occupancy times, either directly or by
•_ " 198 "
permittingmultipleoccupancy.
4, Providingadditignalrunwayswithin the existingair-
field configurationand increasingthe number of
approach streams.
r
The fourth strategy is closely related to the third, in that such
measures as close parallel runways, use of taxiways as runways for small
aircraft, and use of non-intersecting runways are special cases of mul-
tiple occupancy of the runway system. However, because of the very
strict definition of "runway" in current ATC practice, it may make sense
to consider these a separate strategy. It is clear that to fully imple-
ment this fourth strategy, improvements in the ATC system are required
to permit aircraft streams to operate in such ol'ose proximity.
• The interaction between the _irst three strategies is illustrated
in Figure 5.1, which shows the effect of changing arrival runway occu-
pancy time on runway capacity under specified conditions. It is clear ..
from the figure that with mixed arrivals and departures under current
conditions, with today's ATC system _nd average runway occupancy times
of the order of 50 seconds, neither changing spacing and speed differen-
tials to create a homogeneous mix (aircraft all behave like B-V27s) nor
changing the runway occupancy gives much benefit. Improving the ATC .
system to reduce approach spacing _7 one mile for each aircraft class
• gives approximately a 20 percent •increase in capacity. However, if the
average runway occupancy time is also reduced to 30 seconds, the bsnefit
from improving the ATC system increases to a _ percent improvement in
• capacity, while changing spee_ _nd spacing differentials can produce up
to a 20 percent improvement in capacity. If all three strategies are
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i_plemented together, the Improvementcould be as _reat as a _5 percent
f
increase in capacity.
I
_erefore it Is a combination of the strategies that _tves the _"
%t
T highest benefit. The first three strategies to_ether give over twice
.q,
the capacity improvement of any one strategy considered alone"and nearly
twice the improvement of the best two strategies combined. The second
strategy, on which a great deal of research effort _as been expended in -"
recent years, appears to be almos¢ worthless in tcday's ATC environment
without the results of the third•
It also became apparent in the course of th._ study that the
interaction between approach speed, a!rcraft spacin6 on approach, and
• . o *
the headway between aircraft arrivals at the threshold is extremely
important. Runway capacity is the inverse of the average headway
between a_rcraft usln¢ the runway, therefore reCucin_ the headway will
Increase capacity. However, for a given spacing on approach, the head-
t way Is a function of the approach speed. Thus if spacln_ between air-
craft on approach Is the critical safety determinant, then headways can
be reduced by increa3in_ approach speeds, subject to runway occupancy
¥ constraints.
ImpL'ovin_aircraftrunwayoccupancycharacteristicsemergesas an
essential prerequlsitc of ether measures to significantly increase run-
t
way capacity.
Str_tcRie_ for rcducln_ ,runwa'_OCCUDRnCY
Six promising _ck_es of innovations emerged from the analysis ofJ
i
?
J
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individual Innovations:
• Zmproved short-haul aircraft technology
• Pilot and airline motivation and regulation
I
• Improved pilot and controller information flow
• Runuuy exit and entrance design
_: • Dense airfield geometry
• Integrated landing _ma_ement.
Analysis of these packages suggests that, under specified condl-
tlons, they would glve increases in runway capacity ran_in_ up to 10
percent, or more. These relatively small capacity increases are derived
from substantial reductions in runway occupancy time (rangin_ from 10 to
30 seconds) that resulted from the Improvement packages. Figure 5.1
Illustrates this relationship.
_ The packages givin_ the greatest reduction in runway occupancy time
were runway exit and entrance design, followed by short-haul aircraft
technology, with runway occupancy time reductions of up to 30 and 25
seconds respectively. Integrated landln_ mnna_ement, while havin_ no
direct impact on runway occupancy time, could _ive increases in capacity
of the order of I0-_0 percent.
_ Technology and E & D recuirements
In developln_ithe various packages of innovations, the research
• identified a number of improvements _n aircraft technology or aird,
traffic control en_Ineerlng and development =easures that either appear
to offer signlficant benefits in reducin_ the constraint Ofrcnu_y "'"
• • • • . • • .
; g.
. o
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occupancy tlme on capacity or are required as part of a specific tnnova- "
tton package.
LIJ'_refttechnology Imnrnve_ents. Chan_es In aircraft technology
_ that would contribute, to reduced runway occupancy time Involve measures
to increase the deceleration and acceleration on the runway or to
rapidly restore climb power in a _o-around situation, measures to permit
lower touchdown speeds, or measures to improve the low-speed handling ....
characteristics during final approach and improve handling characteris-
tics on the runway. Specific i_provements include: .. '.
9 • Increased thrust-to-welght ratio
• Rapid engine spool-up from Idle to climb po_er
• Enhanced braking performance "" ""
• Enhanced exit turn capability
• Increase in available aerodynamic dra_ on final
| approach and roll-out
• U_e of airborne reverse thrust
• Reduced approach and touchdown speeds usln_ STOL-
) technology
• Use of active controls to reduce the airspcedlstall-
speed mar_in during final approach or go-around.
P
The concept of active Integration of the flight controls with the power
settings and flap/airbrake deployment to improve handling characteris-
tics in critical situations can be used to avoid inadvertent stalls
under the tighter safety mar_ins proposed, or to maintain stability on
the runwuy, especiallY d_rin_ high-speed exits.
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f Due to the cost penalty associated with these measures it appears
reasonable to target th:_ implementation toward short-haul aircraft,
where the en-route penalty is not such a significant proportion of the
total operatinK cost, and where the benefits to be derived from improved
performance on the runway occur more frequently.
ATC en¢ineeyin= _nd develg_ent reoulrements. Hany of th_ proposed
o,
innovation packages require or propose new technolop:yto assist in the
guidance, con.troland monitorin_ of aircraft on final apgroach or the .
_Jnway itself. This technology includes the followin_ equipment:
• Automated headway display system
• Aircraft deceleration profile guidance
• . ,
? o Real-time aircraft path generator
• .Aircraftrunway performance prediction
• Dynamic exit lightin_ system
e Dynamic airfield sectorization and lighting
• Automated departure release and go-around advisory
system
o Headway aircraft sequencin_ system. "
In addition the need for new or improved desIKn criteria has been iden-
tified for the follcwin_:
• Exit taxiway location
• High speed exit taxiway Keometry
++ e Continuous runway exits
204
• High speed runway entrance taxlways.
i Pro_Isln_ innovattont
V Many of the Innovations proposed are clearly long-term measures,
while others offer the opportunity to obtain runway occupancy improve-
ments in the shorter term.
i _ Short term measures that could be'i_plemented within the existingairfield geometry and with the existing aircraft fleet, and that appear
to offe_ slgnlficant benefits in relation to the resources required for
t
their implementation, include:
• Improved pilot and controller information through the
introduction of such developments as
t
- Aircraft deceleration profile guidance
I - Automatedheadwaydisplaysystem
- Automated runway performance prediction
- Automated departure release and go-around advisory
system.
J
) These developments could be implemented separately or
;! as an integrated package.
)
t
{ • Runway exit and entrance design, including
i :
I , - Exit taxiway location
-. '.High speed 3xit taxi_y geometry
,. -- High speed runway entrance taxlways.
o Pilot _nd airline motivation through economic incen-
- rives to utilize the runway capacity efficiently,
\ . • . ,
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In the longer term, major improvements could be implemented in the
aircraft fleet, the procedures used to manage the flow of traffic
through the final approach airspace and onto the rumr_y, and in the ai_-
f port configuration. Measures which appear to offer significant poten-
tial for reducing runway _cupancy constraints in each of th6se areas
consist of:
@ Improved short-haul aircraft technoloKy, especially .....
I - Enhanced deceleration and acceleration .
- Enhanced exit turn capability. .
• Integrated landing management, balancin_ aircraft
speed and spacing to ¢ive maximum runway capacity.
• Dense airfield geometry, including '" ""
- Use of taxiways as runways
- Dynamic airfield sectorization " "
- Close parallel and short-runways, includin_ use of
part of conventional intersecting runways.
The research has identified many promisin_ innovations, and
described the technology required to implement them. It is clear that
much of the required technology does not presently exist, and that its
development will require further research. As this section has indi-
cated, the potential benefits from reducin_ the constraint of runway
occupancy time on runway capacity are not only substantial, but essen-
tial to realize the full benefits of other measures now being taken or
planned to address constraints imposed by the current ATC system or air-
craft operatin_ characteristics.
"\ .
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| FURTXE_ R_SEARCH n_Ql1_
The objective of this study was to identify as broad a range of
potential innovations as possible, and to evaluate those innovations
!
using information obtained from existing data sources on runway occu-
pancy. Given the resources available, the scope of this evaluation was
necessarilylimited.
t
In thecourseof theprojecta richdatabasewasassembledfrom a
number of previousstudies. These dataweresubjectto exploratory
t analysis,butthe limitedresourcesconstrainedhow much could be
reducedandanalyzed.Enoughanalysiswasperformedto realizethatthe
runwayoccupancyprocessisstillpoorlyunderstood,and that the data
sourcesIdentifiedaredeservin_of furtherstudy. At thesametimeit "t
was alsorealizedthattheexistingdatawasveryweakin two important
areas:
I. The field data sources available had very little IFR
or Wet runway conditions.
2. The data sources tended to concentrate either on the
airborne or on the runway portion of the process, mak-
ing investigation of the influence of conditions dur-
in_ the approach on the roll-out and choice of exit
very difficult. Most of the principal data sources
were strictly plan-position data, with limited height
%
information.
Given the limitations on the ability t_>model the landinE process
and the large number of innovations to be evaluated, the evaluations .-
were based on some very general assumptions and arbitrary conditions.
Further work on each of the innovations needs to refine and elaborate . '_
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the concept, and develop a more dotailed feasibility analysis.
The following steps need to be performed in order to establish the
feasibility of implementing any of the innovations identified in this
'" _
:I study:
I • Select priority packages for fUrther development
i _ • Evaluate potential ben,,fitsand impacts at selectedairports
_,
• Develop estimates of development, implementation, and
t operational costs
• Perform cost-effectiveness evaluation
• Explore operational feasibility.
_ _ ..
Once the priority p_ckages have been selected, it will be necessary
to develop the concepts contained in the packages in more detail.
Research may be required to establish the technical feasibility of par-t
I ticular aspects, and to develop the performance parameters to be used in
subsequentanalyses.
:i
i
$ The evaluation performed to date in this study has investigated the]
_ innovations in the context of a 'typical' airport. In order to assess
i the likely magnitude of benefits and impacts in practice, the innova-
i _ tions should be evaluated in the context of a selected number of major
" hub airports. These benefits and impacts can probably not be assessed /
_
t " "
_.,_ without the improved understanding of tho landing process described
.
] i: above.
-:,]
:' This study did not attempt to estimate, except in very gent:;_i
'_ terms, the costs'associated with developing, implementing, and operzt|.ng "' ..R .
4-
. _ -- • . .
•.. ...-
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i _ a specific innovation. Considerable further re_earch will be required
to be able to develOn these estimates.
The cost-effectiveness evaluation will be based on the results of
i_ the previous two tasks. The exploration of operational feasibility will
!_i also have to be site-specific and circumstance-specifie, and would
involve discussions with, and input from, all interested parties, such
as airlines, pilots, airport authorities, airframe manufacturers, and
!" government agencies. While preliminary discussions with these parties
would be helpful to the conduct of any further research, it is unlikely ""
that substantive progress toward implementation can beachleved until
the detailed results of the previous analyses are available for con-sidera ion. .
!
l
i:
_. _ 209A large number of Potential innovations are available to reduce the
constraint on runway capacity imposed by runway occupancy. Pr_limlnary
analysis suggests that reductions in runway occupancy times of up to 30
i
seconds and gains in runway capacity of up to 40 percent are achievable.
Without these gains, runway occupancy will constrain the increase in
runway capacity that would otherwise be obtained from other means.
?
i The landlng process is still Insufficiontly understood to be able
y to confidently predict the benefits of particular innovations. Existlng :
data require further analysis, and some new data are required for which
:! revised data collection methods are necessary. Much further worm .
: _ remains on developing the varlou_ innovations identified in this study "
_:i and investigating their cost-effectiveness and implementationai feasl- ,i billty. /
!i•"
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Section 2. APPLICATION OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL $SRVICE
10. ATCSERVICE 12. PRC,_EDURALLErrERs OF AGREEMENT
Provide air _ eonl_.olsen-ice;- _or- _x_s/__haxe_pliecljo;-dTor
dance with the proceduresand _ in this _ require the _¢pe_once conmmmce
_ handbooke.xcep;when:
of more ¢t_n one_,_:_i_/ora_,_ion mu_ be
L Deviation is necessary to conform with doam_-_t_l "_a Leeterof _,g_,ement. Le_ of
ICA0 Documents,National Rules of the Air, or • Agreementonly supplement tl_ hanc_. _k.Any
special agreements where the United States r_na tl_ specify must not be _ than
provides air traffic conn-ol service in ah_pac_ _ci_ed he:_n unless appropriate nu:imz7
outside the UnieedStates and its .oos,%-_ions. _thorky has authorizedapplicationof reduced
_o.a. N_--Pflot.sarereq-_-edtoabideby FARsor _-eparati0nbetween nu_it:u.yah-cnft.o_ appl_le regula_or,sregardlessof theapp:.'ca- •
rionof anyprocedureorminimain th_ _dbook. _a r,_m_w_--7210.3--430,Lenen ofA_eemenL
h. Other proced_._s/minimaare prescribedin
a Lecher of .a._n-eement,an FAA or n_mr7 -> 13. USEOF MA_SAdocument,
f _o_. _o_--The_e proceduresmat includealtitude a. _A..RS_, may only be applied to
reservations,air refueRng,andf_h_e.rinterceptor military opemt_or_ specified in a lever of
opera_ions. A_'eement or other al_propriate FAA o?
_o_ _m,_,.-Pro_dunl Le_-s of Agreement, milit_rj document.
12. _aa. _.-Appl_::uion of M._JISA;, a n_itary€om-
nm,_iI_m_-_ve, k willnotbeinvoked__te_y
_, 11. _l_l&'rl_Al_GOVERNINGSUPPLEMENTS by indh_ual unitsor pilots.It wifl]:eu.,_d or_lfor
ANDPROCEDURALDEVIATIONS _ IFP.operations_g its use. Cow_
__ ),_ _ ea..,uretl,_ knplerr._mtar_on
a Excep_orml or um_ml req_ements may _ tn'msofu=em,edoc_.m_-,._dandooo_ with
d_ctare procedural deviations or supplementary th_¢_n_olz_encyhav¢_ jur'._L_onoverthe _ in
which_e op_ are cor_b_d. Tcrrr_d _ w92
pro_tures ro this handbook.Prior to implemen, e--_n rerpor_iliryandprovidefor se_m _mo_
t_g supplememt_ or any procedural dev:._tion _Eairc_
_ wb3chalters the hv_ quality,ordegreeofserviee, b. ATG _:flkies do not invoke or deny
ob_.in prior approval from the _r, Air MARSA.Their sole respon_iliry concerninZ theTr-J_c Service.
use of MARSAh to provideseparation between
b. If n_tary operations are involved, it -rill mM_r! ak-cr..__g'ag_ i. MARSA Ol_mt_ons
require the approval of one or more of the and o_hernonpar'dCil:_ng_
following headquarters as appropriate:
U.S. Navy: CNO (0P-513) 14. MILITARYPROCEDUI_.SU.S. Air Force: AFXGOTF
U.S. Army: Director, USAATCA-- MiIitm7proceduresin the form cfadditions,
Aeronau_cal Services modifications,a d exceptionstothe ba_HcFA.A
Office (CCQ-ASO-AT), procedure are p.-escn_>edherein when a corn-
CameronStation, mon pr_'t_vrehasnotbeenat_ined ortofulfill
Alexandria,Virgin_ 22314 a sr_cificrequh'emenuTheyshallbetpplied by:
ii. "_,-T_RM/NAL: H-..adquarte_USAF h_s a. AT(] facilities operatedby that ,-ervice.
deleguted t_ m_jor air commands ,mthority to _4z. e._v_,.--
a_thorize_ commanders to reduce a_ne runway
sepamtlonstandards'formilitary_ Theseare An AirForcefadlityproviding_erviceforanA_r
., vl_:ifisdan _)pmv.-<ib/affectedATC _nd_ FcrceBa_ewouldapp,yUSAF proceduresto
unhs.Wh-.napptied,appropriateadvi.lorie_may be _ re_.,xile_ofch.s_
required;e.g., "(Idcnt) continues_,'ai_htah_d on A Navy facilityprov_-iing_rviee fora I:awlAir
right side; F-16 landing behind on le.ft." "(Ident,) hold Stadon would zpply USN procedures to all _'a_c
portionrightside;F-5behindonleft." _e_s ofcl_.
_"AI ...
• • . . . . .
.... , • . . .
.. " .... _"- - " ,' >-''. - ":- ._ .T _. - _ :_- "-:";: :_ ..:._-_ "-,_ i_: ,_,_--_ .._:: . ,: . -. :L ::- :_i._:::_;'.-_:-_,_o: ._ _:_:_
PeP4 111Um ¢XO 1
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b. ATC facXitt_s,_ cf th_ panmt a_ort-USAF _ at+ _ at bothbin.
_rg-sn_ion (FAA, USAF, USN, USA), t_ byt_ US._ _=y.
cl,udvely. Th_ d_ation determineswhich €. _ ATC b_'t'_t_eswhen _ in •
militaryprocedures_ to be app__ Letter of Agrvem_t.
? _ _ _t_. _._
. An PAA fic_" _ a USAF _ _du- A U_AF Uuitb _,_adv_po_t_o_dby
glv_y--USAFproc_mP¢_are _ to _n tra!_ a_ anPAAfa_itT--U_ Im_dm_ _ I_ v_p£_!_
that_ _ ina Lcuer f, _t _ t_ unit
An FAAf._vlityImrrk_ approffich€oningsu'v_ and ,.t_ FAA fatty _ t_ a=crsn €_ t_e L'_A,"
fora'Na_I Air_a_on as we_ as _uppo_g a _'_ Unit. Ba_ FAA pm_hu_l _ b_r4_t to
I_'_--Blsi¢ FAA I:r_o_ure$ are appL_ at both other ah,crs_t loca_r_byt_ FAA_.c_tT.
A USAFL_i_y supportsa USAFBaseandp_-
vid_ approachconL--olServiceto a _'_ite _ 1,$-20. RE_[RVED
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Section 11. DEPARTURE SEPARATION
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1111. INTERSECT1NG RUNWAY SEPAi\ATION
Separate departing aircraft from an airernft
using an intersecting runv.-ay. or nonintenect·
ing runways when the flight p:!.ths int.ersec"'..
by ensuring that the deputU.re does not begin
take-off roll until one of the following exists: .
"". RI.......-wuC!~ 1'25-
a. The preceding aircraft h:a dcp:W~ and
pas:ed the intersection. M.s crossed the depar-
ture runway. or b wrning to llvert Ul"J con·
flict.
b. A preceding 1ancling aircn.ft hAl tuied
of! the ruJi\lr1LY.
,",
[3 ~"'~-~-------_._._-_.~- ...
-,r·~-
~-3000 FEET~
I .-500 F[.~r-----4
·0000 fUT---~
111c..a. I:lva~ 2
1110. SAilE RUNWAY SEPARA'nOtJ
Sepsmte a deputing ail'Cl'lft from & pre-
cedinJ' d~g or arriving &ircraft using
the :am" mnway by ensurin~ that it does not
begin takeoff roll until:
1110. flaf,,..-.-Wake~~ 1(20.
e. The other aircraft has departed and
~ the runway end or turned to avert any
conflict. It you e:m aetennine distances by
reference to suitaLle landmarks. the other air·
craft need only be nirbome if the following
minimum distance exisb between Airc:raft:
(1) When only Ca~ry 1 a.ircra.ft are
involved-3,OOO jut.
(2) When a Category I aircraft is pre-
ceded by a Category n aircraft-3,OOOjeet..
(3) When ~ither. the IUctee<Ung or both
are ~tegory n aircraft-.,500 jett.
(4) When either is a Category III air·
craft-Q,000 fed..
111Q.A. U&U.-I'.i.1"'Cr.lft C:.t.egories are as (ollows:
~ l-Lieht-we:ght. ~~-ngir.e, P-J'SOnJJ.
.~ pl"O"'~ller driven lliru~t. (Does not in·
clude higher penormanee, 5ing!e-en....m. a.irc:n.ft
cu:h lU the T-23.)
Ca.t.~ iI-Light-wei£f.lt, twin engine, propeller
d.-Tim z.irttaft we<;hing 12,500 pounds or less
~ ss tbe Aero Cornmu.der. Twin~t.
Dillz.~ilW1d Dove, Twin~ ~ not in·
c.lude such aira'alt &S a Lodestar, Lc:antar,
orDC-3.)
Ca.t..~ III-All other aircraft :roch as the
. hizher perform~a: 'ingl~ng1ne, luge twin·
en;ine. (our engine, and tu:t.ojet aircraft.
t
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1115-1119. RESERVED
p~
BOLD FOR WAKE TURBULENCo'E.
be The 3-r.l\m.:U interral fs Dot reqain:d wbeD:
(1) A ¢lot has INITIATED a 1"Cq7Jat to
devbte from that intern!, or
(2) rJS)JUSAF NOT APrLICASLE. The,
in~n is 500 feet or lZ3! !rom tho cL~
ture point of the~ a.ircnUt end both aJr..
CZ':2it nre taking oif ire the r-MnC ciirectioD.
1t1~) ~-A rewat for blteoff~ not initiAto
.. m.iver ~.lest; tli.~ f:>t' bk~ff mu:t ba .
ac.:orrplizlu:d' by a nquest to~ !rom tbI
l-air.t:U int.:rtal.
Co When r.pplyi%Jr the prcrvis10ill of b.:
(1) I£SU! a me tmbulenee advisory belore '
clearing the drcr::!t for ~eo!f. ,
(2) Do not clear~ intenec:tion dep:l!'tm'e ':
for an immedi:.te tAkeoff. '
(3) When applying b. (1) or b. (2) above,
bsue a clcarnnce to pumit the t:ciiine a.ircr.1ft
to deviate from course enou,~h to l1void tlw flight
path of the preceding nonheavy Category m
departure. . .'. '
(4) S¢paration reqtIinmenQ in~ '.,
with 111o.a. must also ~11•
ms. ~-'Wnke~l!..~ 911: I%:~n
T:Jted"d. SS3;~ C:.t...~~. 1110.a. Note;
Inter'~n ~ 1<rJ4 (H12~ Jet).
111Co OPPOSrTE DIREcnON f.mmJA
Sepuate a Cr.tcgol'j' I or n &.in:raft behind &
n"nb:avy C:ltZ7.0l'j' ill cira:llt bking off or
~'t a low/rni:lsed tlppronch, when ut:ili%mg
opposite direetion tclceoffs on the Stlrne nlnwuy
by" tr.i:uda unless a JfJot h:1s INITIATED a
requelSt to deviate! from the 3-minute
interval. In th! ~tter~ issue a W"..ke tur·
bulence advisory bclore clcs.rinK the aircraft for
bkeoff.
1114. PlctI.-A mr-d for tcla..of! does not initi:Ue a
'niver request; the requ~ for t;tJccoif m-~t be
ucom~ by • request to d.."'Viate ~ the
3~rule..
",... P..;~Wake ~ 911;'Airt:ntt
Cu..--gcries. IllO... Note; 0ppcciUt Direction~
H02 (Huvy Jet).
eo Infonn an l'..irer3.ft when it isn~ to
bold in order to provide th~ required 3~ir.uU
bternl.
Ph~'J1'I:
HOLD FOR WAKE TUP.DULENCE.
•. ~ •.. __ •. _. ... __ '.M. .... __ -
\
\
\
\
'.
·tUt.&. IlIuAItIeft t
b. A preceding arrivinga1n:rdthas taxied of!
the bnding runvmy. eomp1etc!d th3 bonding roD
and wiD hold mm of the in~D.~
tM inteneetioD. or baa c:rota:ed om'the depu-
ture 1'W11'11l1.
1112. ANTICIPAnNQ SEPARAnO'l
Takeoff clearanee need not bl! withheld vnbl
prescribed separation exL~ if there is a
reasonable II.SSUl"aI1ce it will exist when the air-
cnft starts bkeof! roD.
.. 1113. INTERSECTION TAKEOFF SEPARAnON
a. Separate a C:!.tegory I or n~ t:l.'cing
off !rom M intersection on the~ runway
(same or opposite direction bkeoff) bt!hind a
preceding departi:Jg Donhavy C:!.tegory ill :lir-
cr?.~ l=y ensunn£ tMt it'd0e3 not stut tlkcoff
roll until ~t leZ!t 3 mi1Uda after the Category
, ill circraft h.:u Ukcn of!. Inform t.I1 nircr-..it
when it is necess:u-y to bold in order to provide
the required S-minutl interval
.
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Section 12. ARRIVAL SEPARATION
1120. _,ME RUNWAYSEPARATION (2) C_ry II sircrzft ]andJnKbehind
f _ _ arriving aircraft from Mother Category I or II--&500fcet.
using the same runway by ens'aring (3) When either is a category HI ah--
that the arriving aircr_ does not cro_s the craft-6,0OOfeet.
la.ndmg threshold until one of the following
conditions exists or unless authorizedin 1102.:
a.The otheraircr_haslandedandtaxied . _ _===-_< _ + >=._."
P off the runway. Between sunrise and sunset,
if you c_n determine distances by refemnce +_._._--_
to suitableandmarksand the otheraircr_
haslanded,itneednotbeclearoftherunway
if the following minimum distance from the
landingthresholdexists: m_. m.se,mm I
t
............- -- ...,-
k _ } " 4500 F£E'T__. 6000 FE_
1120.L ._tm_ 112_1_. L'hK_nvdon2
(i) When a CategoryI aircraft is landing
b_ind a Category I or II-S, OOOfeet.
1121. INTErlSECTINCRUNWAYSEPARATION
L,"'- t_ . _ , a. Separate an arrivin_ aircraft udng one
:_ i runway from another aircraft using an inter-
i-----3_o FE_..----_ secting runway or a nonintersecting runway
11=o.a_)_._._,e when the flight paths intersect by ensu.-ing
that the arriving aircraft does not cro_ the
) (2)When a Category II ah_-dt is landing landing thresholdorflightpathof the o_er
behind a Category I or II-_,500f_ aircr_ un_ one of the following conditions
exists:
"_ _ _. e_eL--Wake Tm-_enee, 1425.--:-.,._ ....... *
(1) .The pr_--eding aircraft has depzxted
• I 4soo_ ,, and panr_edthe intersection/flight path or is
sl=a_ _mm_ airborneand turning to avert any cor_c_
_. The other_r_ft has departed and _ A
crowed the runwayend. If you can determine _./\ m m
_€'_s by reference to ._itable landrr_xks -- "_
_nd the other _ is airborne, it need not
_:! _ cr_ therunwayendifthe.'ollovrin_, ,:"---------.. --'._. J
e_dsts:minimumdL_nce _rom.the landingthreshold [ x_ .."
(1)CategoryI aircraftland_g behind
Cate_ryI orII.3,_JO fe_ u_J.m _vo,, _ .
P_e tM lrllo.&w ¢HG |
71;IM
._ b.USAF/USN NOT APPLICABLE. When
approvedby the facultychiefin m_ordance
......... shuultaneous landings on inte_-.,octingrunwayst "-'_- -
,, onlywhenthefollowing,eondi'ionsareme,.:
% (I)Therunway/stobeu_edaredryandyou _| havereceivednoreportstk'ttb:-_!dngac_onis "
l lessthangoodonbothrunways.
I (2) Operationsareconductedin .VFRcondi-
-
t Idonsunless visual separationisappiied to
aircraftconductingsimultaneo,_landings.
(3)_ctions areissuedtorestrictone
aircraftfromenteringtheintersectingrunway/s
tobeusedbyanotheraircraft.Whereopera-
tionalbenefitsnotafactor,esudctthelan,ling
t aircra_ in thelesser group from entering the
intersection.
(4)Tr-X_cL-.formation_ issuedtoandan
(2)A precedingarrivingaircrJ_has acknowledgementreceivedfromboth_drcr_ •".
taxiedoffthe landingrunway,completed involved.
!andinE r_lland wRlholdshortofth_inter- (5)Themeam_eddistancefromthelanding
section/frightpzt , orhaspazsedtheintersec-thresholdto inters_-zionisizsuedifrequested
tionlfHghtpath. byeither
__ (6) The conditions specified in (3), (4), and "
(5) are met atorb__t'oreInadingclearanceis
Lssuedandinsuf_cienttime for the pilots to
---- .... I otherJ
-----]_r-----_ _ (7)Group I aircraft are opentting in accor-
"xk/> dancew_tha LetterofAgreement_._htheaircraftopemtor/p,_otoryouzscertainfromthe
I_2) et_e,__ p_ot thatitis a STOL aircra_
._ (8) The eh'cr_ groupisknown(App_dix:. andthedistancefromlandingthresholdforthe
aircruftbeinginstructedtoholdshortis_n
• . "Afterhx_ling,taxi southonRun,rayOneE't_.t,•. holdahor_of RunwayNinerI.,eh."
"C_,e.a."edto land.RunwayOne Ei_ht.six thousand
feetav_ble,holdsbo_ofRunway_woTwo,u-'_
l_E TwoTwo."
"Cl*.z.rrdto landRunwayOneFourLeft,
t-.ndin_g runway One EightwRlholdslm_ ofRt:nway
OneFourLcR."
• m_.u. _.--Lf a p_otpreferstou_ethefulllcn_.hof
, the runvayor a runwaydifferentfromthat _pec_f_-xi,
he is _ to adviseATCpriorto !andinz. . ..
1_21.b.4_) ns,sr,,c,.--7210.3-1227.Aircraft
_. _zs_,__.s Group/Dmrm',cel_in_r_Table.
-- ' .... • . . .
" " " "' " " " . ..... - " " ......
. -- ........ _: _:__&__-_ ...............................................
\ " -e
.A-8
Poeom r.o,m c_ z.
I/1"/W
t
Section 7. SF.ALANE OPERATIONS
1_0. APPU_._TiON 1_. N_a.-Duetotheal_.nceofbrrddnS'_,
cautioa_.ud be_e.-€_,¢dwl_min._ruc-,_i_a
Where Sea Lane, are e_tabLishedand con- pba_etoholdapo_-itionu the_ wzal_n_nu_tO
Ir trolled, apply the provisionsof this r,_tion in movebecau_ofprop_rsted thnz,-t.Clczrauce.to
lieu of the procedurescontained in C,h©pter6, taxi into pozkionand hold=ho',zki.th_'efore,be
r_Jons 11and 12. followedby takeoffor oth_ clearance_, soon u
pr_'tic_.
lrQ1. DEPARTURE,_EPARATION !S22. ARRIVALSEPARATION.....
t Separate a departing aircraft from a Separate an arriving aircra._ from _other. •
aircraft t_,g the samesea lane by erL_xing /,-preceding departing or arriving aircraft using
r the mine sea lane by ensuring that it does not that the arriving aircraft does not cross the.
commence takeoff until: landing threshold until one of'the following'
conditions exists:
L The other aircr_, has dep._ed and crossed o. The other _ has landed and taxied
the e_d of the sea lane or turned to avert any out of the sea lane. Between sunrise andsunset,
t conflict.I/you can determinedistancesby ify_ucandeterminedistancesbyr_ferenceto
referencetosuitableandmarks,theotherair- suitabielandmarksand theotheraircrafthas
malt need only be airborne if the following land_t, it need not be clear of the sea l_._aff the,
minimumdistance.exit.,be ween_ following minimumdistancefromthelanding-"
(I)When onlyCategoryI aircraftare thresholde_dsts: _
involved-LsOOfeet. (1) When a Category I aircr-Mtis Panding
(2) When a Cate_ry I aircraft i_ preceded behind a CategoryI or H-2,0OOfizt.
trl = Category 11aircr-,.._-8,0oof-._. ""
(3)W_mn either the succeedingorbothare ....
Category II aircrMt--,_,O00fret. .___. _(4)When eitherisa CategoryHI air- -- ":_
11,22Jz41)I_ttretto_
i_I_'-! : " " "'Y"_ " v (2) When a Cate_ry II v.ircr_t is landing__ -..'___ _ behind a CategoryI or H--_d0Of_'t.
]---:.0.---/ "
lUl ............
i---a_'_0_ -----I h. Theotheraircr_hasdepartedandcrossed
1, _0t_0FT . [ the endof the s_. lane or turned to avertany
conflict. If you can de_rmlne distancesby
_ _ z re.fer_nceto =_:.,1)lelandmarks and the other
Mrcr_ is airborne, it need not have cr_-,ozedthe
b. A prtceding'landing aircrafth_ taxiedcut end of the sea lane if the following mh_dmum
of the se_ lane. di_t_ce from the landing threshold exist:
lii:
•I
t-l5GQFT-t
t--:CODFf-i
1 eenaFT'----
1523-1$23. RESERVED
A-9
...l.... • • • • • • +T-------------~-------·
. . . . .',. .
'~
(1) When only ~ry I aircraft are
fDvolved-l,SOO/ca. •.~ -~---~ ~
. (2) When either iu a Category II -= .••_cr:::-.::.--:------t--------·~·
~"'OOO /ctJt.(3) When either is a Catcgol')' m air-
craft-6,OOO/tid..
n,u;a CHQ t
.,'110
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(2) Ifth_ebaR_temf_urerenderin_the that it is readily accessible to thQ cont"oilerLLWSAS unumlde,notify ALway Facilities having need for it.
and NOTAMthe _Jtem out of service. •
_. J_irw_yF_cmticsb .,_po_Ie for v_rifica-
_ of t_ _ of theT.T-W_. T_ local 1228. 11-9HEIQHTIDISTANCEUMITAT3,ONS.
_$ctorw_]noti_yAirTr-._cofanyequipmcntthat ,*mILS is nor'mJ_yflight checked to 4,500
is outof _ feet and 18m9_5for the l_ and4,500 feet
and 10 mflcs for the gUde rJope.If cn opera-
1223. RELAYOFRWIRVRVALUES tioga]needto exc_d theselimitations e_Ls.
-- Relay of RW/RVR values from the informFIFO andth_ will fli,_htcheckthe I_
9 weber observin_ Pacilityto the control tower, to tho _pu]ated r_a_maut. Ensure that
may be "-dL_ontinucd_t the requestof the tower _t flight checkdataare availableto fac_ty
when there is no traffic zctivity a: ",hatspecific personnel.lo_t_on.
b. Establishrelative prioritieson the vis_ility " ".
informationat]oc_t_onswithtwoormoreR_R 1227. SIMULTAe_EOU_LANDINGSON1_'1_
t or RV_ runway_where data is requiredfortwo S_OTINGI_UNWAYS
or more runways.
a Shoulda fz.€_ chief determinea valid
_! 1224. APPROACHINQSEVERESTORMACTIVITY l_ndLn_J°Per_t_onSJonn edin_g_torunways,c°n_ct-f_=,Li_!simultane°usdirec-a AT penonnel shall monitor weather t ve_, dL%_-am a d tnbles sha th_._u:be
t reports and r',,.ziarto deto.,'minewhen severe p_p:u'ed which direct the _ of these
storm activity is approc_g a facility's area. landings.! b. After coordination with the AT _f:_]it_
concerned, ._ pcr,_onnelvKl]p_lccethe facility b. _ an =_port _-c_ _c-_rinz them_r,_l _ce _-om runway th.,'e_old to --on standby power., Entwinegenerators v_ be
) kept .onuntil the storm _-tivity has dis._pated, the int_r'Jection for the runway involvc_i.l
i t _e._ure this _.L_J_ce from the Iandin_
i: I_:L_ ADVANCEAPPROACHINFOR_ATION" thre_oldtothen_€_geoftheinteJ_ect_gWhere more _ one podtion couldissue the runway.
data, _.*._ignrest. nsx_ili_ for i._ advance _. _ group/run_y dP.t_._ce c_i_r_ '.........
spproach informationto a specific podtion in a sha_ be estabti._h_iudng 7110.65, Appendix3,
_, Facility _ve. DL,_pl_ythe inform_on so and the followin_ table:
" _ GIIOI.rP_I_CE _ 'I'_.B_-_-
L_w_ I,oo0 t,ooo s,oo0 4.ooo s_oo e,ooo r,ooo
e._
i : GROUP1 165O L_oo L_ 1_,oo 1£_o I._-oo 1_ 2,oooGROUPS1• 2 - a,o_ 3,0_ _,]00 3,1_ 3,_0 _ 3_C0 _50GROUPS1,2,&3 4,5OO _ 4.6OO 4,S50 4.7OO ,1.7_ ,_00 ¢.S_
-_ GROUPS1, 2,3, &.4 , " 6,(R0 6,100 6.200 6.300 6,¢00 6,500 6,900 7.000
GROUP31,2,3.4,&5 8,OOOgj00 8,2OO g,.._.oo _,400 aSO0 _,_00 _,700
i CROU'P_ 1, %3.4, S._ SA 8,400 8,600 8_00 8,900 9 "-_00 9.500 9.'/00 lO.O_O
,= 122_.1229.RF._ERVi_D
P
• . C-I
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Appondlx 3. AIRCRAFT VIIEIGHT CLASSES AND GROUPS
c-2
rnUil
1111.
t
t
lVrigAt WcigAt
Twe~ CltJaI 7\1»~ C14aI
, M~odM. Civil MiLit4~ Gf'OtqJ Ma.7&V/at:lum'IModIl CiW uilit417 Cf"OKJ'
u-a(USA) Bcrw=86 BEM SI2
Aeronc::!. Champion. AR58 SI2 Duke B2GO SI3
Chief/SuperChieL ARll SI2 Ducl1eas DE76 SJ2
Seda:l AR15 SI2 KingAir 90__ BEOO U21 SJ2King Air 100__ BE10 S!3
A-.lpeceI:M (USA) Mentor BE45 T30I SI2
t Guppy . AP52 LI5 QuemAir G5/}.65170 BE~ SI2
Mini Guppy AP3M US Quem Air89_ BEW SI2
Prqnant Guppy _ AP7:P IJ5 Seminole US SI2
Super Guppyl Siura24 BE24 SI2
Turbine AP251AP45 LI5 Sportlg BE19 SI2
Stz..gzuWmg BE17 SI2
~t181e (France) SWldowner BE23 SI2
t CaraveDe 5210 U4 SuperH18 BEgs SI2
Coneorde CONC HJ5 Super KingAir 200. BE20 SI3
Corvette SN601_ S601 U3 SI:per~gs_ BEsa SI2
Rallye Tnvelair DE95 SI2
!is 8801881/883- S880 SI3 Twi::I Beeeh 18__ BE1S CUi SI2
Rallye Commodore Twin Bocam.a_ BESO SI2
J
MS 892 S892 SI2
~ Rallye MinI!rY'& ~Aln:nlt
MS 894 SS94 SI2 (Includes Downerl
l Northern) (USA), AIdlua InduatIiM Cit:.bris CHlO SI2I
I
.(International) Citabria 7ECA _ CH9 SI2
Airbus ASOO HIS C~SrJCrWe-
mmer14-19_ BLa srz
•
Aloft, Inc. (USA) ~n BLSO SI2
AircopeA2 F02 SI2 Scout BUB SI2VWq BU6 SI2
AIdM Tupoln (USSR)
1 Tu·l14 TUll4 HIS B=ing AJn:n1l (USA)
f Tu·144 TUl44 Hl5 707 1001200_ B707 US i) ANonn (USSR) 707 SOO/4oo_ HJB707 HJ5
1 •
720 13720 LI5
AN-lO AN10 U4 72013 E123 us
) AN-12 .~12 U5 m 13727 IJ4737 B7~ T43 U4
i A_ fA.,v. noat (UX) 747 B747 E4.\ H/5A
·
An:on AV52 LI3 747SP B74S HIS,
l CF-lOO CFOO L'4o 767 B7C7 HIS
J +. Lanc.:;ter LANC U4 AWACS E3A. HiS
l Shackleton SllC3 IJ4 ECl35 El35 US
: Steuman 1375 SI2CMoJe AfttDIt (U.K.). Stratofol"tress__ B52 HISAird.ale BTlO SI2 Stratofreighter_ KC97 Ll4
• llodel200s BTGS SJ3 Stratolifter B717_ Cl:lS 115!
i
Str:1tOUllker KCl35 KCl3S Ll5
!' 8adl ARraft (USA) VC37B Cl37B IJS
.~ Airliner BE99 SI2 VC37C Cl37C HiS
&ron BESS T42 SI2 YCl4 YCl4 IJ4
·
E:1ron58 BES.~ SI2t· Bori.am.a 33 DE33 oS/2 M:tDI Ahraft (U.K.)
l Botw:%a35 BE35 SI2 BriUnnia3l0_ BR3l
'. US'.
,
-~
"
:: ,\~,:<~~.".e-,,;·,;;,r:.:'ri;:::2·~:5ki~;-':-"2C;""'?~V!J·r~"t ..,,.,,~1':';;~':""'i'.v:·,,~:rt-;zJ r:;:;r:~tr,\~t:-;r,'.?"c:,';:~.";:~--:'i"':'::''; ;:-r:: >""<':.':"";~:':,<r~':')::i.i;t:·~<;:-;:;'>~"rj
r
C-3
J
_.
n1U11 CHQ4_.
.1It111
rI Wrig.\t W,;gAt7W<~ CUw/ 7W<~ CUw/M_Modd CiPil MiliWy
"""'"
MtDl~odd C~vil Milit4ry am."
\
1IttIfII ......;:IC. c... 2075_5_ cm Sf.!
(U.K.) 21. C21' Sf.! '
BAC 111 BAll U' 3051321 Bini Dog _ C30' 01 Sf.!r Barrier AVS- U, Sl. CSI. US Sf.!
HSlDH 125-6001700 HS.. L'3 318 T37" &2
,( as743 Series_ HS748 U' 81aE DragonDy_ ..... Sf.!
5ttpttVCIO_ BAtS VC1S IIJ5 ,",'Skynigh<--- CO2' Sf.!
I Ttident HS2l U' "'5__ CSS, &2
1 V.....,u vc, u, S37 Super C331velO BAIO velD illS Skym..-ur_ 00 Sf.!, v"",unt VC1 U, 3<. CS<. Sf.!Yulan VLQl Ill' ,(01 cm Sf.!,..s
'02 C402 &2,r
I
·m cm 812,
--"" 414 C<14
'S/2 .
(O.K.:
""
C<21 &2
IsW>d" BN2 Sf.!
""
(;«1 Sf.!
, Tris1ander-Mark3_ BNS Sf.! . Citat::ionIlII~ C500 SIS
C.itD.tionIII C5<lS SIS
~AIrI:nIft Corp. CIwnpIon Aln:ntt Corp.
I (USA) (USA)
I Buslunuter 2000 _ BU20 L'3 Ch<Jl""", CR' &2' /) Lon=<02 CH40 &2
I e-Ill'{t!SA) TttvclertTri·• Model 480 l,Twin 1'raveler___ CR7 &2
\ Navion) eM" SI3 . Ctrt!a Wr\;t!l (USA) ., Yukon CC06 U, Com=ndo CW" C<. L'3 ')
Canclalr L~ (Canada) O-.wt (France)
""'"
C128 CP07 U, Fdcon 10 DAIO L'3
•
~enger CLGO U, Falcon 20 FFJ U3
Cosmopolitan, (Con- Fa.1eonSO DASO U3
vuir540) CLG6ICV54 CC09 U, M"""" DAOl US
NorthStar NSTR U' Mercure 200__ DA02 US
Sbrliihter CFO< FlO.- U. CetlcYlllMcl (CanadaYukon (Freight- 8< U.K.)
liner) CU< CCOG US Be2,ver DlI2 U' &2I " B_ DH' CS U3ee-. Arcn,,, (USA) C>rihou DH' U3120 C120 sr.! Chipmunk Dhl &2j 140 CUO sr.! Comet::__ DH" U'ISO C1SO sr.! c,met 4 DH" US152 C152 sr.! J)"h " DH7 [,..·2..
• 170 C170 sr.! Oov..,.(Devcn)__ DHIO &2I 172 Slryhawk __ Cl72 Tn sr.! Heron mUI &2
~ 17SSkyb..rk_ el1S sr.! Ott., DH' UI Sf.!
I 177Cardin31__ ClT! sr.! Turbo B!l.vel'__ DH2T &2ISO. Clsa sr.! Twin Otter DH. Ul8 Sf.!, 1112 CI!J2 S12 Do<.-~ (West, 185 Skywngon CI85 sr.! Gennz.ny): lE3A~n__ CI88 312
~, 190 CISO sr.! Domier27 0027 SI3
195 CI9S
"'"
Dom~l'28 0028 SI3
205 C::05
"'"
O+~(B~
20. C206 S12 RD.ndeirante EllO 51<
. r
r: r,;:-
"~~~L ~ C-4
rt1UA CHO.
......'tn/.,
'"
r
WrigAt WeigAt
TYP'D~ Cl.a.U Tw-~ ~
..
Jl~od& Civil Uilit417 Group Ma:nvla.ctv.m'IMotlM Civil Milw", (Mup
, ,............. Intruder A6- US
(USA) MaIl::d G73 113
AlO AlOA- S/4 l10hawk G1S4 OVl SI3
~, ~ Come1l FA62 SI2 Ti,.""'U
F11- US
[ r FH22'7___ FA22 113 Tomcat Fa- US
J FNnd:.hipF27_ FA27 IJ3 Traeer El U4FJyiniBoxCar_ FA24 U4 Tn.cker G89 S2 U4
;1
PilatuslPeacemaker PL6 Avz:.3A Sll Tnder Cl U4Provider__ (,..23 U4 Widgeon/Super
Thunderchief_ FIOS- U5 Widgeon G44 IJ3
. f '~FWDY
IIGl!1o' Pt;e (U.K.)
, '
(Netherlands) Jetstream HP13 SI3(See VFW·Fokker)
poaJet Intlmltlollll HIfftbUrV« P'1upUbIU
(USA) (West Gmnany)
ST/600 FXJ Sl2 Hansajet . HF32 IJ3........" ."
~
0.- '--let eor,. Ham.IOll Awlatlon
(USA) (USA)
23 LR23 S/3 Westwind WSW SI3
, c 24 LR24 lJ3
~ . 25 LR25 lJ4 Hdto~neo.
35 LR35 lJ4 (USA)
36 ..LR36 U4 Co~r HEl Sll
Q-'D~Corp.
Stallion HE5 AU24 Sll ' ,
~ {USA) Super Couriul
.\ - ~Cata!ina_ CV14 PBSY U4
Tri-Couriu__ HE3 UI0 Sll
, Convajr240_ CV24 lJ4} Howard AMo Mig.Con~440_' 'CV44 lJ4 (USA)
Convair580_ CV58 U4 Mode1500(WA!tC»•. Hw5 U,'
Convair 600__ CVOO 114
~ . Convnir640_ CV&4 U4 ,1If\lOhln (USSR)
Convair 830__ CVS8 lJS IL-18 ILlS US
Convr.ir990__ CVS9 U5 IL-38 IL38 U4
Delta Dagger__ Fl02- US IL-62 IL~ HIS
DcltaDart FlOS- 11::- IL-76 IL7G Hl5
Fl6AIB FlG- 115
~ .Flll1FBlll__ Flll" 115 IIntd~n 1ndw!JtH,
t " Liner/Samaritan_
CV34 CI3l 114 LtlS.(1~1)
Privateer P4 114 AravalOI RVOI llZ
) Valiant 34 CVI3 SIS Anva20I RV02 IJ3Ol'Ulllfll.n~. Westwir1d 1123_ WW23 114 ' .j Corp. (USA) W~dl124_ WW24 114Ag-Cat GIG4 SI2 Lat. ARran (USA)Albatross G64 U16 113 U-4-200Buecaneer LA4 SI2American AAl SI2 •.
) Aruericnn Tr-2__ AA2 SI2 ~1no.(USA)Cheetahtrigu__ . AA5 Sl2 LearFan LRF SI2
~ Cougar GA7 SI2
l CoUe."1U" G93__ F9- U5 t.c:ld1Md Alman eor,.
I
!
Goo3elSuper Goose_ G21 1)3 (USA)
Greyhounri ~ 114 Constel1lltion (&49)_ L649 US
"
Gclbtre:un 1__ G159 VC4 114 Constellation (749)_ L749 C121 HIS
: Gulbtre.:un 11__ G2 VCll lJ4 Electra LIM 114
Hawkeye E2 115 Gala."tj' GSA HIS
:'.
SJ2
SJ2
SJ2
SI2
Si2
SJ2
SI2
SJ2
Sf'l
S!2
SI2
SI3
S!2
m
SI2
711U11 CHO 2
711,.
ur
U3
SI2
Si2
MART I.J3
NCRD Ll3'
lJ3
LI3
, FlS- ils
'1'38- SlG
,
FS- U5
SI2
m
LI3
Sil
Sll'
MOIO
M020
M021
M022
PA60
PA23
PAZr
PASS
PA28
PARO
PA-iEl42
PASI
PAI6
PA24
MG.1bI/adt!.rerlMod6l
~Ahnit~.
(USA)
HarklO, _
Muk20, _
Mark2l _
Mark ....22"- _
NaWon AIrlntt Co.
(USA)
Range Master _ NAt
~Rw1 AeropiaM Mig. Co.
(Japan)
ModeJYSll_ YSll
H-w,n"-'-"
(Canada)
NcrsemanMY.(IV). NY4
Norseman MK(V) _ NY5
Nord AYlatklfl (France)
MU'tinetNC701/02.
Nortalrs 25<:1_
S~rBrot.SSard.
2601262 ND26
Trllns;tll Cl60__ NDI6
Norttlrop (USA)
FI8 _
Talon~.....,...__
Tif:crlFreedomFlghter _
~ .. Co. (Itaiy)
Royal Gull_~_ PI3S
SuperGull___ PIGS
Ve3pllJet _ F808
PIlau Altcraft
(Switzerland)
Pilatus Porte~__ PL6
Turbo Porter _ PL6A
pt.er Aba!! (UE ..)
Aero:rt.D.r _
Apacho::..e _
A%tec _
Bmve _
Cherokee _
Ch~kee Arrow (R)
Cbeyci1lle: _
~ft"'J1 _
C'Jpp"'-r" _
CAlmmarY'.he_
c-s
7\ile Duig.1t1tM" WrigA,tC"~
Civil Milit4ry Gtwp
LlOO CI:ro U4
L329 Cl40 IJ4
LIS U3
!'2 U4
P3 U4
SR7l- US
TI- US
T33-IF80- U4
Fl04· !.IS
-CI41 Hl5
LI64 US
lA9 US
LIOI HIS
U2·TR-I- SIS
£3A U4
F12 U4
M202 U3
M404 U3
BS7- IJU
'MIA S!2
DC6B U4
DC7 U5
DC',c US
0'';9 C9 Ll4
, OClO HIS
Fls- LIS
B26 Ll4
DCS CllS Ll4
F4· Ll4
DC7C LI~
A4- LIS
DC4 CS4 Ll4
FIOl- LIS
Al· Ll4
DC3 ~7 U3
AS· 1.'4
DC3S C1l7 LI3
Hf!)Cg HIS
'DC80 HIS
YCl5 U3
llE29 SI2
mJ2 SI2
ltlb~ (Ja;;an)UU2 _
MAltln Co. (Division of
~Corp.,)
(USA)20,...2 _
404 _
Canberra _
lL"auJe(USA)
M4I5, _
!lkCoMti~••
Annlft (USA)DC-6B _
DC-711B, _DC-8 _
DC-9 _
DC-10 _
Eagl~ _
~~~L.U----P~tomn--­
Seven Se23lSpeed
rte:.ghter _
Sl..-yhawlc _
Skynuu+..er _
Skynight... _
Skyroder _
Sl..-ytra.in _
Sky~r _
Super DC3 _
Super DC8 30/40150
Supe=- DCa 61/62163yCIS _
UMMt'Ic:tlmIft (West
Germany)
MOm.oD _
Muv/=tr..miModI!
.. Hereula, _
Jetstar _
Lode:starc _
NeptuM _
Ori-'D _
Reconn";s"nce _SeaStar _
ShootingStar'__
Startighter _
Starl.ifterSWiiner---
S~Constellation
Tri-StarU2 ----
VikingYFl2A'lS----
"
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t
-
-
t
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.:;, C-6
"1
3
1 n1ua CHQ.
.".,..,
t tltll1 Pep'
w~ w~
cl
~~ Cltut:I 7\'j.'lf~ e:tAuI
Jl~Jlo4ll Cml Mililm'r <irotq) M~«A Civil .Jlililc1y Gnnql
Cnrlset PAS SI2 ~A."'(U.K.)
t Cub Spec:ial_ PAll SI2 FIo~ SCP SJ2CubTninu_ PA2 SI2 Twin Piooeer_ SCI'! f)/2I Family Cruiser_ PAl4 &'2 1MIt{U.K.)Lance PA.32T SI2
! Nanjg PA31 SI2 Billa.":t sas sa IJ5Puu PA2\l SI2 Short SHD3 U3
1 PawnM PA25 SI2 Skyvan. SH1 ' SI3t Seminole- PA44 SJ2 Drtn(USA)i Seneca PASE SI2SI1ptf Cruisu _ PA12 SI2 Luzcombe 51.8 SI2
"'1'..-
J Super Cub ' , PAIS U'7 SJ2 aa-.(USA)
j Tomahawk PA.38 SI2 RWant(Vult.eil) _ STr1 'S/2Tri~P&e:eTfColt VOy:.goerlStatloll. CAJib.bcn . PA22 SI2 W&£CD (lOS!1OS).. S715 SJ2Twin Commcl1e_ P~'39 SJ2
V....CO'J.bond Trainer_ PAlS SI2 '-' ANtIoM (Fraoce)
I-l
Vqa.bond PAI1 SI2 CaraveI1& 0>210 IJ4
hMtl....A~l . 1Ilh7~. <USA), (USA)'..
Hodel651Roc.ket _ RY65 SI2 . "} MerlinIlA SW2 Sl3Turb<>-Exeo:tive_ .RY40 SI2 Merlin lIB SVY'3 SI3
t Merlin IVfI..1etro_ SW4 SJ3.~ ftcav.7ll1J~f (USA) T~n(US"")
": Sport:mm119_ 'IC19, ',S/2j Auo Commander 'j 112 ACI2 SI2 TcpperWA_ ' TC20 St2Aero ColNl'W)(ier TcariJt lfaA_ 'ICIS SJ2685 ACSS SJ2 . VN·Ft "(WestAlt.(:ruiser AC72 SI3 Germany)BroDe» OVIO- U3
-+ FH227 FK.22 USBuclceyeT-20 __ 1'2- US ... Friendship _ FK27 L3
-".'} Cotnm.anderll2A_ AC"..A SI2
-to Fellowship__ FK23 IJ', Con.nu.nder llZrc_ ACzr SI2 VFW614 \'F14 U3t ColMWlder lIt.- ACa SI2I V~(USA)f Com:nander (200)_ AI;zo SI2Cornmz.nder(500)_ AG50 SJ2 CoruirII A7- , IJS
d
t Commander (520)_ ACS2 SI2 Cl"WWier FR- ' .IJ5
Co:nmander(5w)_ AC56 U9 SJ2 Swift TEl SIZlJ ~...er(\00I150)_ ACIO SJ2~ 1 Gr:mdComma.nder HEUCOPTERS
I 1 (6S0FL)__ ACro SJ2 A~..(F~)I j
~ Jet Co:n:nmd,.1'_ AC21 U3 Urns HR15 SI1L:.rlc LARK S!2 AJoIV!tte II HP.30 SI1I' •• llitchell B25 U3 Alouttelll liP.£<) SI1t NSvlon Nl~ SI2 lli.uphin llP.35 SI1) S:.hre F86- US EcurevilI~u.r _ ID'.35 Sl1~ S:.breliner T39 5/3 C:uclle___ HR3-' ' 5111 S~rWler N255 LI3} Puma tGUJ I.J2
'} Super Commander SuperFrclon __ ill'.3Z LI2(~S) ACeS U-i SI2
Super Sabre FlOO· US ;.;tI H~ieo;JW(Textron}
Ten., N6 ro- S/2 (USA)(J Trojan ~- SI2 n~tu HBi. LnTuroo Com:IW'loer • ACOT S!2 Cobrs m:C9 AHl SIl
ff \r~t,. AS- US Jet R:.nzer lffi..41 ll!.8 SIl
~ t
.\
L~
. -" ._- ...._-----
'j.' -. -- -., '•. -
-- .,
......
-
,
. C-7
.,.' .
.' ...... n....
.... t,..,.
~, t W~ W~TvPt~ .CW11 Twe~ ClutIM~otl.tl Cml 1IiJ.iJ4s7 Gn1e:p ll~odA Cml UiliQrr Grf1q
.' Iroquoia ~ UH-1B SI1 ~Ahnlftc:...
Kiowa OH-6SA SI1 (USA)
Lonz~ Bas.'de 600-315_ HK60 B~ U21Wl!:U' EIB06 H51 SI1 Scasprite H2 U2, Modd205A-l- HD05 S/1
SesCotn AU-IT U2 1tNaMI.....,.........Sklux lIB13 HU SI1
TwinHuer HBTH UH-lN SI1 U4. (Jl.pan)
t ModelBK-1l1_ BX11 SI1DoIMI YcmI Co. (USA)Cbinoolc HV"1 ca'1 U2 r ••••?'IdwItIIl......t Hodel 105 BIOS SI1 I:IoNI (VIest Germany)Sa Knight HV07 CU"S LI2 Model BO 1')5_ lIMOS SI1
Hodel BK 117CranlIey'"''''~ (Kawualc)_ HK11 SI11M.(USA)
).!ode! B-2A/B:-:2B_ HB42 SI1 Pal.I.cal Zat!altr
Model 305 ~ 'Sit LctnIc:D (poland)
t Model SM-IWI2 _ HIl SI1
tftCII NanI CeetrvIIM ModelMi-2r'~_ HZ2 SI1
.~ (Italy)
:) :t!odel269C __'_' NHM SI1 ~H""',,,,,I Uodd369D__ NHSO SI1 (USA~UodelR22 HR22 SI1Com!J.ioN~A~(Ibly) ~ Am-ft(USA),.'
t !,!~ 4a~-:ml _ AUf SI1 B'.:.clc Hawk S-70 _ S1\70, HGO . L'2,ModelA:L~_'_' Al09 SI1 Ch.iekuaw S-SS_ SK.5S B19 SIlJ Medel 212 ASW_ AZ1Z SIl Choctaws-saI 1:. ... Co1L (USA) , ~relSesbou 5K58 H3.c IJ2~p:lMK3__ SHGO 1/2.ExeeutiTt HF28 SI1 ModelS-51 SK51 L'2
1 Slnrk ImO Sll !!odelS-52 SK52 Il2Tlnbo-Sharlc__ HF8C SI1 ModelS-59 5K.59 Il2
.'~ !:!odel8-62 SKC2 HS2 Sll'~~(USA) llodeJ5-69 SK69 H59 SIlI L:3ISL3 HH3 811 ModelS-76 SK76 Sll
.') WSU HR" SI1 Mojsve S-Sii__ SK56 H37 Ll'Z1 Raven Hli12 HZ3 SI1 ItSRA S-72__ SK72 lJZ1 ~Kin~ 5-61__ SK61 H3 L'2
•
HlI;tIet~ DIY• S~ Stallion 5-65 _ SK65 HS3 1)2
If of:-C«p. (USA) Skyc:n.nc S-6.c ElF_ SK64 1/2
I AAH HUG4 YAII64 U2 TarLeS-64 H54 Il2
f llodel2691300__ HU30 Sll ~ft(Italy)" ~ HS5 SI1l PJ.Ymee 369/500_,_ HUSO liS SI1 l.So..J.cl SH4__ HSt SI1
:;
J NCn'E: The Wei~ht Clau listings of t"~ Appendix an to be used for wa.M turbulence separation~
=11· The airc:r.Ut groups are gem:nl.
• IlY'.Jca.tes s,inzie-piloted milituy tnrbojet~
•• D~Ih'riIlsndDub-7 &.O~oriud2000 (~t with Letter r-t~:nd 1¥1.~ slope.
Wh:n the weight cl:.:s ClU'.not be dtWn'ir.ed from this Appendix. obttir. r.irenit gT'CIU wc:ght from pilot end
u=e~ r.ppropri.w:!wei~t clsn~r.
Groups are h--...sed ,onFM eerti.iicsted napping diztanc:e mdlor nuno.!a.ctmed publith«t pmOrtn2.nOt datL ., "
!
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